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INTRODUCTION

In the fall of 1977 -the Committee on Literature in
the Elementary Language Arts met to consider
their 'charge from NCTE to develop materials to
help early childhood teachers see literature as cen-
tral to the,curriculum. This book is a result of our
deliberations oser a three-year period. At first we
considered compiling a bookfist of children's
books suitable for integrating into -curricular
areas. That approach would have helped teachers
who wanti'l to supplement their instruction with
literatirre. .uut our charge from NCTE went fur-
ther chain that. What about teachers who wanted
to make literature central to their entire cur-
riculum, not just a frill tacked on al an after-
thought? More and more teachers ofloung chil-

dren -are seeing that isolated instruction in basic
skills does not bring with it the interest. exite-
ment, and learning that sharing literature in
meaningful' contexts generates. More teachers are
seeking alternatives to rigid instruction from bas -
als.' This book-provides an alternative. 'Teachers
.seeking to put more meaning into their cur-
riculum can begin gradually bs bringing more lit-
erature into their instruction. The ultimate goal.

Foivever, is a completely integrated curricidum
with literature as its bace.

As our committee planned this hook, we re-
jected the "readings" approach where each author
writes a chapter and there is little continuity f rom
dne-topic to another. If we seek to help earls
childhood teachers 4ntegrate curriculttp.-our ap-
proach needs to be well organited, Cgical, and
comprehensive, for although teachers are often
encouraged to share literature with young chil-
dren in the instructional setting. few guidelines
are available, for using literiture as the core of the
curriculum. This often results in a litOatine-kur-
riculum that is spotty. incidental, and ill defined
This tsv presents the point of view that 'literature
can the core of an early childfrood curriculum,
a place to start. not lust a pleasant addition to a
theme of studs or a was' to fill in slots of time

We begin with theory. The first chapter pre-
sents our ratuMale for making literature an inte-
gral part of the earls' childhood curriculum. We
present some goals for the appreciation: «nri-
prehension, and extension of literature in the cur-
riculum. ,

"I he secondk hapter 'noses from theory to prat-
ta The first thing ,a teacher must do to integrate
literature into the curriculum is to create a
literature -rich clagsrooin environment. A reading
corner can he far more than alcollecoon of books.

In .dclition. it is importatit t7r providt, a broad
collection of props to enhance the litejature cur-
riculam. Young children need multiple encoun-
ters with the same story (through puppets, fla:i-
nelhoards. dress-ups. kind the like) in order to
iwernahre the story sorcture, language. and con-
tent!

Once the teat her has created a stimulating en-
vironment. teaching strategies must be employed
to expose children adequately to literature Al-a
though there are 14roks available on storytelling,
few early childhood teachers actually tell stories to
their classes 'on a regular basis. For that 1,?ason,
concise directions are given in chapter three foi
storytelling and choral speaking. In many class-
moms young children occasionally encounter lit-
erature. but typically the only routine with litera-
ture is the teacher reading aloud; The literature
habit can be fostered by other classroom literature
routines, such as S.Sit (Sustained Silent Reading).
At the end of this c hapter a :'classroom literature'
routine inventor 5' allows the teacher to stand

back and assess the degree 4o which literature is
routinely encountered in his or her room.

I he fourth !haute' takes one literature
routine. reading aloud, whall has repeated) been
shown to hase a substantial impact upon young
chili-hen. and thoroughly explores this impact.
Lap reading with one child is seen to he essential
to a good call, childhood c lassroom. Lap reading
is such a critical technique for helping child' en

A
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learn what reading is all about that it }whom es
teachers of young children to recruit other adults
or older children to sit down individually yotb
prereaders and beginning readers to share litera-
ture together. The ':reading aloud to children
scale" at the end of the chapter provides a second
self-assi.ssinent for teachers. They can cheek on
their abilities to present literature 01-ally in a man-
ner in which children are not only entert,nned,
but also triformally.taught

Each curricular area is briefly explored for lit-
erature opportunnes in chapter five. The bibliog-
raphies accompanying each section should be
especially helpful to teachers. This chapter con-
tains the central theme of the bookthat litera-
ture can be an integral part of all curricular areas
Specific examples of how eight tez..iiei s hate ac:
complished this are found in chapter six.

Chapters seven and eight suggest resources that
can enhance the literature curriculum. First,
human resources are discutsed. To provide indi-
vidual attention for each child plus a rich and
rotating repertoire of encounters with literature,
voluriteers are needed in the classroom. Further ,

the ,classloom teacher can accoinplishchilt a lim-
ited amount with each child. If parents wcirk with
teachers, however, learning is greatly enhanced
taus is 'especially true in the area of literature,
where lifelong literature habits are so greatly de-
termined by the home'entironment.

As was mentioned previously, Young children

iespond 'insanely to mitionly exposures to the
same piece of literatuiC Chapter eight glyts
tea( hers numerous outlets for enhancing their lit-
erature c u ric ohm] through media

The summan, chapter restates the pin pose of
the book and presents an example crt flow many
cin-mular areas can be "webbed" around one
hook Whether teachers choose to integrate many
books into a theme or let the themes eyohe from
a book, as is done here, liteiat tire achieles a status
it is not currently being accorded in basic skills
classrooms. Assessnig a child's progress via a
standardized teat is %Cry nail ow and limited
practice. The book (includes by asserting the

tan« of documenting childien's progress in'a
literature curriculum in fat more meaningful
ways than meal% adninnsieiing tests

By the end of the book, teachers will haYe had
the opportunity to establish goals, create a
stimulating literature ern iromnern, perfect their
tea( fling Ntr at ewes. ploy ale a yal iet of resources,
and eyaluate the results of their literature pro-
gram "I ea( hers who have explored literature in
such great depth will ihnc a hard time limiting
their instruction to bawls I hey will it the least
supplement ba,sal ogi,1111S and at the most teach,
basic skills through a meaningful integration of
those skills unto-thc literature cur r Kiihun It is the
hope Of the authors that our !cadets will become
aware of the potential of hter,is to as a natural
integrator of content and pi cice.,s



1 THE LITERATURE CURRICULUM

ft

, Vivian E. L. Cox \
University of Arizona

Why a Literatnre Curriculum for Young
Children?

Bringing books and children together is part of
our cultural heritage. It is a tradition which begins
in the cradle through the sharing of nursers
rhymes, lullabies, bedtime stories, fingerplaiA, and
poems. The sun's_ told, the verse recited, the book
sharedall are part of the child's first literature
curriculum. It is a curriculum rich with pleasant
associations: a soft lap. a warm bath, a' wriggly
bed'delightful sounds, memorable laxignage.
mehidious rhythms intriguing characters, mys-
terious .settings. magical happeningsfamiliar
themes, varying moods, and xnf feting styles.. This
initial literature curriculum makes possible the

impossible, uses common words in uncommon
ways, titillates the senses, nurtures curiosities,
stretches the memory., and triggers the imagina
tion. The seeds of literary appreciation sprout as
young children and literature come together:

There are mans children who come to school
with the benefit of a rich literature background.
However, other youngsters come to their first
classroom lacking 'these warm,, rich literal
periences. Some children have n deprived 0
bboks at home. Television, outdcx) play,' games,
visiting. and accompanying a pare t on errands
may have usurped hie place of Nroks for these
children. While these other experiences can he
wholesome and necessary mines, they necessi-
tate sc heduling of reading omes whit h mans
families don't provide, For children 'from ',these
families in particular , the early c hildhood teacher
must provide a planned literature c urruultim, net

just the os. asional reading of a book
Earls' literature experiences are as basic to chil-

dren's development as any other type of nourish-
ment. Ihrough these experiences chndren's
knowledge of the lore and language of literstire
begins to develop. Children's acquaintance with
Mother Goose. "The Three Bears," and "Red Rid-
ing Rood" prepares' them -to meet Curious
George, Winne the Pooh, and many ether literary
characters. A sense of story begins to emerge. The

iear s attuned to the rhymes and rhythms of liter-
ary language. Children become familiar with
h-ooksthe was pages turn, how print moves from
left to rigtwand then skips back to left again, what
a written word is, how to recognize key words in
the stiffs, aml some basic sight word. Ez. posure toth
literature provides experiences that ante read-
ing readiness, (1) developing a,knowledge of liter-
awn), (2) character development, (3) a sense of
story, (4) language development, and (5) begin-
flitIg rItiltiing skills that help children acquire a
literary storehouse. Children will develop
"metalinguistic awareness," or a sense of what
printed language is all about. Without "metalin-
guisic awareness" or litetary storehouse, all the
hasic skills instruction in the world will notsmake
-any sense. Reading and writing skins will be
memorized, but they will not he understood and
applied. Our central concern, then, is to help the
teacher ,b-ing >children's literature into the
mainstream of the curriculum so that each stu-
dent will acquire not only a love for literature, but
also a storehouse of liter ature-related iniformanon
'that will provide a solid fOuntration f0r -f Inure
learning.

t.
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Goals of a Literature Curriculum

A literature cult nultun prosides a base of,a1 h.(
nye as well as tognrtise development Children
naturalls learn imam, things while enjoying this
multifaceted, multimedia resource. Books, films,
tecordings, as well as other persons, terse as ase-
nues lot literars sharing and exploration. If the
literature etrriculum is stewed as the totaht, of
( hrldren's experiences with literature rather than

course of stud), h(0 'Otis are expanded that
allow children to trulyibecoe "it-oohed.' with
hooks

General goals of an earls childhood :net ature
turiculuni include the following t1) prosismn of

..,:ileastire, (2) nourishment of the Imagination, (3)
pro.-lotion of (realise expression, (4) deselop-
lent of imagery, (5) presentation and exploration

-ot a sat lets of styles and forms for the commum-N,
canon of ideas, (6) awareness of the f utu lions of
language, and (7) acquisition of stk
awareness. These goals permit children to sample,
taste, des our, or reg..« literary offerings, while at
the same time to learn au incredible amount ,hoot
the world we Ilse in

Within the earls childhood lite' attire ( ut-
riculuni, these goals are integrated-within three
areas: (I) appreciation, (2) comprehension. and
(3) extension I'hese goal areas are nuedepend-
ent, jeguiring a halante of emphasis that is best
achiesed its "planned ewe' rein es' with literature
Planned experiences with literatioe for Noting
children begin with an awareness of tia noremnal
of litetatute asira sour«. for both aft« tne anti
cogninse deselopent LIICI.11's resources be«nne
the ms.tructional core, not a supplement to text
materials Ensuring ;ppm hulloes for litmus ex-
periences MIMICS S% COM' a planning to makc
selections and des clop ,canines that renter upon
«tent as well as process for, the,u Ine%.rtnent of
pat ti( slat rte slat goals I fir end result of sic h
planning is linguistic and litetars 1 u hIlCSS

Man C1OOS legacs for (.1111(11 en to ht ing to the wilt-
ing and reading arts "Ideally, children %sill. ILIA('
111.111% experien«.5 with stories and poems teal or
told to diem during the time then me hear ring to
he independent %% ricers and readets If the ex-
pert _ tr( es are ple.asurabk and if it e is made
tit importmit ,and natural part of their ens non-
mem; it m Irkels that children will estahlich posi-
is attitudes towards trading and htet attire that
will remain with them thuifighout diet! !Res'
(Sims, 1977)

Ippl I.( MI1011

Apprecian, al is the fit st and most rumor tart goal
.ilea of an (ails (11111111( 'pod hill ,hale ( Ur! I( 1111.1111.
Apill t'Cal,()II, III this 111S1.111«'. tIlValls deselopmg
the sensitise aw,0 (mess of children to those fea-
ture, of the lite' at s expel it'll e that pet sonally
appeal to them -Xppteciation I,_based upon ol-
io% inent of the experience as (Inidien sharpen
then tits« Humming pet( (plu)ns in 1( II1S 01 con-
tent aitcl Iti!..lars attistis \A liethei it he mst the
"fun" of the ex pet 'eine, the heaths of illustration
or latiguaget fast matron with 'the world of (an-
us), the sob rolg. of a pt °Hein. or some othet mo-
use, ( hildren must dc ate to he pail of the literary
sharmg, I he serifs of lariats appeciation gerrni-.
ate in the sears before school for 111.111N children.
I he 1n-school Ittet attire (tali it Ilium should con-
liner to net one this apin et ration and help those
who hase not set a«Itni «I a lOse of literature de-

, %clop it
-Children appretlate hooks ho 111.111N (1,1S011S,

Reading books for some ( hildr en has Assays been
a plea,an able expel km«. I hes will atilt !pate I. on-
tinning loat-% experiences that ate pleasant.
Sharing books in a watni7s.uppoinse situation is
iruttal to helping ( 1111(11 en "feel good- about the
itaterial slimed I litis, the tune and the setting as

-- well as the lucid.' s (hour all ( ontt dime to the
%aim. of the expellent e

limn. a as a Bash of Xppic.( 'anon

mutt iation of mans books hegins with 'Ilie fun
of the tale liuniot Is 111C 11001. 111,11 (,tithes (..1111

(1 C11, that makes them pal no mate tit the liter ars
(:\iwileucc, and 1e1 11h1111 stop until the (-t-
oe! umte is complem

fluniot is instils lound in collet mins of 'id-
tiles, comindt tims, and other Main teasels

Mina Basil's NM/head% f1ti,1 lifillit() V5 1)1 S

C1(111(.111.11,, 11(1(11(11,111.11 use ILO Is 01 the hods, V11111

(111.11 Metall. 1g, 41S I fit' answers I he 1011 of 1,111S

1)00k IS 111 tho' sell-initiated test in
wind] (hush en take gteat delight I- xamptes of
other books itisolsing humorous language ma-
nipulation h di " voting arc ( 'bristly Gliostiv Riddles
its Globs I) \111.10%,II/ and 1)CSIWI N .111(1 The

Sis-,111111,m-Ihdia, Cut bs E Ruhad (1).11(11-
ill

P.,iited set souls of folk songs and follstales are
olden! with humoons 1110 !dents i know an 'Old
I 'WI its Rose B01111(' 1 5 a p t ull sermon of the folk
5,ttig iiiol mg an old %soill'all s,ho swallowed an



unusual collection of animals in her stoma( h
effort to catch "the spider that wiggled and wrig-
gled and jiggled inside her Other hooks using
folk songs as humomens bases are Go Tell Aunt
Rhody, Clementine, and Shell Be Conan' round the
Mountain, all by Robert,Quackenbush. Yankee Dan-

dle by EdWard Bangs and illustrated In Steyen
Kellogg and Old MacDonald illustrated by Robert
Quackenbush, also proside P. humorous base for
appreciation. These hooks and others .ire ap-
preciated -by children for one major reason
They're fun!

Imagery as a Basis of ,Appreciation

Language whiCh conjures up mental images helps
children to visualue both the known and the un-
known. Such language paints pictures with words.
There is annppeal to the auditory senses that de-
velops listening skills ranging from the perception
of sound to comprehension of imagery Whether
children- have made underwater, explorations or
not, they are still able to understand and to vis-
ualize the sights of the ocean depths when the
language of Swimmy is shared.

. a lobster who %Ake(' Au-int like a ssSier-mosing
machine ,

. a forest of .sea weeds grossing limn sugat ends
rocks.

. an eel whose tail wars almost too tat ass as to it--
member

by Leo 1.1onni
f rum Sivirtims

Consider the mental images that could emerge
from the following description

the waid howled user ,X1falta Hill It ripped (lisp
_leaves from the whipping. trees And hurled them
craills,-traills I hes (rat k-red and scraped and nes-
tled, onering the forest floor Quiet, (poet it (hilted
down IV1psper Hour niter Imin it fell

in Peter Pat nail
from A11n1 /n Hill

Additional referent es unliiing prosocative lan-
guage that lends itself to the "creation of images
in the mind" include The Toniten and the f y bt.

. Astrid Lindgren, The Mann Jumpers by Janice May

Vdry,'and The Fire Bird by "l'oma Bogdanovn.

Format asn Basis of Apprwation

Children often apprmate books :hat "work- in
different ways. lite format af the book itself often
lends itself to pushing, pulling, turning, mantling,
hr providing the missing piece. In Zoo City by

I

I h,,Litettaille, ittrierditm

Stephen Lewis, string clutch en art': asked to man h
machinery commonIN found within the c as with
Loa animals In this split hook for mat. the top half
has the machmers and the bottom halt 'lie ani-
al As children look through the hook, thes at-
tempt to 'Patti, the. pans, stir h as a steam shoscl
with a giraffe. In Hawes Keep Nut Weather (it hs

,)came Sohle, thrldren take a tour of houses
around the SA 0 ild sisiting igloos, castles, tents, en
I hen thes arc nutted to complete the hook hs

either drawing or cutting and pasting a pi( uric of
the particular house mentioned Other books that
use intriguing formats are A See Parade bs Robs ri

Suprauer and My Vert Fast Bank at Cams In Eau
Carle.

Illustrations as a Basis of Apprec ration

Appreciation can stem from the beams and
uniqueness of dlust ;mons. For Noting children, il-
lustrations help dxelcip 5isuai Menus. PR tures
are as essential to the des eiopment of the
s isual imaginal:on as words are to the dt . clop-
molt of serbal imagination Pictures tan sets(' as a
basis for pictorial storytelling Qualm illustrations
possess a power of their own to transport c hitch en
to places familiar and unfamiliar. In Th,, Cirrus by
Brian Wildsmith,-colorful illusn mums bring the
spell of the sawdust 'mg to soling readers on lis-
teners as the sm«.ssion of acts lined by children
,ire pi esented Page after page, thildren ate in-
sited to enlarge and expand their 5ision of the
(nem through the magic of the illusnauds brush

Paul Goble-uses brilliant paintings that sweep
across the-page to illustrate The Girl Who Lm.ed

Hurter Fhe hold stsiisied illustrations tell the
stins and the detail, insite clitkdren to again and
again "journey, with the tirl andyhe mid horses

In Swill, White hs the Botiyots taiimn, illus-
trated bs feina St hart Hs mail, the struggle be-
tween good and esil is %Is id IN porn-as ed I he
magnetism of the illusti talons !miles c hitcher] to
raise mans questions. Wits is she doing that'
What is,happening her-, Is that the wars dwan15
neatly look; N% hs does the name of the um tot
change; How did thi queen disguise herself to
fool Snow White; What is a bier? I !tote and ot het
questions esolve as children respond to the picto-
rial images created I he drama of this talc «inns
to life through illusatpms that sue as emhanting
for children as the stop itself.

Mat fly n Schwettru uses photographs to la rug
annual 'tracks in the &sett to children nn Rs Id
Bash)/ We Walk m ,Sa nth Plate, 1 hse dlustta-

Ili



4 Learning to Z.,ove Literature

t ions subtly reveal the eN idence of life in the
desert by telltale f.-acks. The photo-artisrrN of
Schweitzer results in warm brown illustrations that

children to "read the tracks" like )ne toads
a story.'

Other books in which illustrations present the
same magnet.ic appeal include:

Anansi tile Spider by Gerald McDermott

Why Mosquitoes Buzz in People's Ears by Vei na
Aarderna, illus. by Leo and Diane DitIon
The Wave by Margaret, Hodges

Wake Up, Jeremiah by Ronald Ilimler

I Stood upon a Mountain by Aileen Ffsher, illus
by Blair Lent

Ox-Cart Man by Dotiald Hall, illus. b) Barbara
Cooney.

Imagination a6 a Basis of Appreciation

Another mode of appreciatioh that attracts chil-
dren to literature is represented by those books in
which the improbable is rendered probable. The
setting of such books is a world where mag
works, unicorns and other imagined creatures re-
ally exist, and around the next corner you actually
meet a witch, or a dragon. Children are caught b%
the adventure, the conquest, and the excitement
that can be .theirs in this fantasy, world. The (ink
key into this world is that which unlocks the
child's imagination.

In literature even a house can challenge the
imagination, especially one like Baba Yaga's. Baba
Yaga; a traditional figure in Russian folktales,
lives in a most unusual house that MON es through
the woods on chicken legs and responds to the
commands of its mistress:

. . "Irbuslika, Lebushka, lower yout doot to the
The chicken legs of the hut, (alle.! ;rbusbka, bent to
the ground and Baba Yaga climbed inside

by Ernest Small and Blair Lent
from Baba Yaga

In another situation, children are introduced to
a peaceful town in the countLN named Catalina.
There they are introduced to an old lady called
"Strega Nona," which is fine until they are told
this means "Grandma Wu( h." Then the hit diet-
discover:

Although all the people m tmsntalked about het in
whispets, the all went to see het if the% had trou-
bles ben the priest and the sistets of the (omen!

"CM. 141,111SC di" 11,1" "1,1g1( h

I) I mine Pao IJ
ft,vn s I rom

It) stu h an 'magmatic.. cm, Id a sh -di agora 111,IN

seek a bat ksinith's 11(.11) III )let ising %,r% to Rile a
hot to shine to he snatched and ( an led

I he she diagon s,n% that she c wild do notbmg, so
she cent to the blac ksituth "Smith, Smith, huge to e

tune as fine .ts the tout of hank(' s mothet And
the him ksnuth tot gett one I he .sh-diagon %sent to
the chute and began cabling And I anko
thought, that's In% deal- 1110I het hrtngtvg itgt
100d". SO he paddled to shot e lh she-dragon
gin( bed 1)1111 fl0111 the boat and oft she (cu-
lled hunt

b% \Lute fia!un Bloc h
)ton) !yank() and the Dragon

1 he traditional fairy tales of magic and AdNenture
such as Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, Hansel and Gret-
el, and lark awl the Beanstalk are in this mode.
These hooks off er expanding honions and a
(Ilan( ( to Nlentute into places that do not exist.
Children grow in their abilitN to understand, en,
joy,- and ( ea te stic h 'magi n trigs t rotIgh the
power of the mind. hit them, inn oh ement with
such Nei at lige tesults in an educated untigination.

Othet hooks to be considered in the decelop-
mem of imaginative powet s .,t e Liza Lou and the
Feller Bells; Strurrtp In Met «1 Mater. The Three
Robbers In Totni Ungeret at'ui Where the Wild
7 hing, Are by Maurice Setidak

F inpatk as a Busts Of Appl et 1.111011

S011IC books ate appt eciatc.(1 oecatisc. theN deal
with ,iprohletti;---cithei 0.1e common to most of US
or one pat tu tilat IN common in the Inc-, of Noting
d1ldtc.11 Most Noting IhI lIcn nn.tie tinstake.s .11
one {tint. of another It's impo tant for them to
dis«)Ner that whet people (I.) this too. l'he fact
:hat sornetinn.s (Nrii mothOs make mistakes is
(OnNeNed well I)N )nd1111 VIO1 m the following
passage

manta %a1% 1)1(1 e ISII ilic.,11-et 111011stel

1%ith long sltin Ilan and-pouch going stilt(
an h. .41 -s( I In -s( I al( II Mitsui( Mt tIfidOt,..`
But SICIda% tilt mania said 1 (MHO Ila\C soil(

(I (ant diet's(' on in% sa11.11A a It, It( aliSC, silt' Said,
their kasll t alit nut( \lid thin I found the I

thres.1.111(1( the 1( Mit e hat k of the ICIlo SO
soli-1(111M's (. Mak(' s

It% Judith st

Itom 11) mil S(11,



Or consider the children who are called so mans
"per names by different people. How comforting
it is to discover through a book such as My Little
CabbageMori Petit Chou that children around the
world are fellow sufferers of such figurative en-
dearments:

1 hie in the United States, but that is not all
My grandma calls rile 'Ms little monkes'
My mother calls me 'My little desil
My father calls me Ms little lamb'

But this is :be real me

by Susan Purdy
from My Little CabbageMon Petit ,.hot,

The children who discover ,If It Weren't for You hs

Charlotte Zolotow or My Brother Fide with Me bs

Lucille Clifton not onls d'Acoser characters who
engage )n wish-fulfillment regarding another sib-
ling but also exterui;that discovery in terms of
awareness of the possible consequences if one's
wish is granted.

William also had a wish in William's Dolla wish
not understood by. his father, his brother, or tire
boy next door. William wanted a doll Wish-
fulfillment'in'this instance was made possible by
William's grandmother with the gift of a doll and

her very wise words:
He needs it to hu.g and to cradle and to take to the

park so that when he's a father like sou, he'll know
how to take rare of his Nibs and feed him and lose
him and bring him the things he wants'Idse a doll-, so
that he can practice bring a father

by Cha-lotte 7olot;nw
from {Vat:am', Doll

; ri
Oftentimes the child needs clarification of per-

sonal feelings. r 1st as frequently, help is needed
to understand other people's feelings. A deeper
understanding of human motives is an outgrowth
of -books such as Arnip, by Byrd Baylor Schweitrer,

.and Muth Bigger Than Martin and Can I Keep Hun?

by Steven Kellogg.

Other Sources of Appreciation

Still other sources of literary appreciation errerge
from involve tentsrents with books that satisfy the

curiosity of e child, tie in with the sense of ad-

venture, provide information;ch,altenge the mind,
or present a unique literary style. The options for
nurturance of literati appreciation are as sailed

as the children themselves. As teachers shale a
wide varlets of good hooks with,children expert-...
ences with literature will deselop chddren:s tastes

115, 1 tt ( SIP tr, 5115;555

Com-pre/reit

A second goal of a literature clime ulum for
strung children is comprehension Comprehen-
sion insolves the capacits to understand what is
heard and what is read Comprehension glows
into different levels Youngsters enjoy listening to
stories and developing a host of comprehension
skills (sequencing, cause and effect. main idea,
etc I dot the\ will later apply when reading on
their own.

Too often soling children think of reading as
uttering the sounds of words. They get absorbed
in wo d calling and forget there is content to a
-story Steinbeck (1951) wrote' "The 3J.esign of a
book is the pattern of a reahts controlled and
shaped In the mind of the writer,- We all have
our own worlds of realits So do Noting children
Thes can mils approximate the author's «,11-
strueled world to the degree that their own world
of experience and that of the author overlap
Their ability to bet involved in a story influ-
ences the degree of their understanding of this
literars world and thus their degree of com-
prehension. Children are meaning -st &kers Ac-
cording to Applehee (1979) dies use a range of
social structures inchuling stories as a way of
structuring the esti das world Ihrough contint=
mg and sal ied -experieelc es with literature, did-
(ben arrive at understandings comc.ning rules of
language, thought, and behavior as their "sense of
stars" deselops. Children also discover the basic
elements of plot, chalacteri7ation, setting, and
style through their literary experiences. They de-
velop an awareness of sarrins Mei ary forms and

(-structures .1 heir knowledge of how a story works.

L dong with ideas for authorship, evoke with each
experience. Thus, comprehc twin as well as other
basic skills are -caught.- not "taught" through
literars explorations For young children, litera-
ture is not a course of study; it is a natural con-
tinuation of their own life ekperiem ea means,
not an end. Ilirough personal insolvement with
literati materials children pow in these skills

Literature leads the (Intel beyond a single text
text series Liter ars resources ate numerous

and rich in those elements that proside cues to
help children comprehend Textbooks, «in-
set sels, designed for instructional purposes tend

to separate Engloh out ()I the tot,-,i0 of language
and dic ,e it from the 'calm of Ine,ature. Stich
materia., c an loftthildren of oppoitunmes to de-
velop .111(1 refine skills of cumin (+elision



n I t,, I ,n, l 1.401,,

Comp! ehensiorp Is ntut 11 1111)1C tlt.tn .t Mattel HI
del:in:tient, Comprehension is "hat (1"Idiell ion
to tiudet stand thimigh then epci lent es As ith hfe
and with books !hen tonirptions,and
thous emerge, deelopttul wide' go ref; Inents
as dies bwitie stititi%e to «nitent a1,1 hula1
5t5 le Fat this with the sounds al)(1 11% thins of Lan-

g iage, understanding of the of titling tit language
units, and the abilit% to !e(11R5tlutt the atithot's
meaning alt' kes «imp, cliension skills des eloped
through a tat h lite! at tire R 11111111

0111tH hCII51(111 Of I I .v.gliage

Cowin diension skills grins In seet al .l eas .15 .1

estili litei di 111%01%CtliCIIIS One 1111(ICI -1.111(1-

mg ihat hildien de% elop quite t ail% ts that' IRCI
all language, the language in hooks, ditfets how
that u5e01 in s'poken «minialT anon As linguistii
111agld-1115, authots and libels phi% drati%el% with
language when the% use allitelation, otiontato-
1,`,ela. 111(,10,1101 5, and mild (c% t( es A5 duldi en
at e tAposed to such magi( the% tespond to 'his

12,111%C Ilia% hdlleSS 111C11 01% II .115 al elleSS ,11101

mule -binding of Intel at language grows and
gt mks 1.sident e slimss that atithots and 0 hildten
.1,c quite alike in *1 en- use of to Caw css
1)1)51 41011S (Bs el s, 1977),

.Al] '1°1111 Purl has "i 111(11

Fli smell 11t ()WI A1(1111)0111 taint

Is dming 11)( tlimet (1.1/

1 lie%.1( tcatintil; lot me Ill kiss thrIn'

1)% ti,nn 11,(1110(1

ft 11111 If lbag- 1111, /1,11,1

thud glade piirt "tote

I iikc fliAN.C1

Bloc 110%%1.1,,

\`elln.11111'ets
R«1 11(,%%cts

Ih1c111n,c15
1 10%5(1 III toilit II,
11)1%5(1s tit %AU'

11,1% el III 11(1

I likt.

1)1 l'%( I% 11 2111,t.

It tifil \11 i'nern firmA

Both ports liae es. plessed then feelings wilt n-

ing 11miels in listllttnr Iltet.l!% stOes. Eat It 1)4)1-
' trass nastets of the language in inttnidual 1%.1%,
`---4 ar% langu..ge is pio,mati% e, «miplev and

1144111% 51111( 1111 tol (,01111)1e11(1151()11 as SCI,1 .15

("111111,111d 111 1'1'1 L111/4"age te111111('s man' (A-
lm" lmes 1'1111 In11)k5 511(11 as 11'r 1(111111'111g 11/"/
r""` anti ()tin' Re"/"'' 1)` `Vmq1('`"'. Pciao
(I I ook liat /etnat. h. and /Moo, ibibbtis
ioutidinig Ins J in

( chension of lithe! I angtiagg

1s inme into the (wild of Olio will, in-
teased independetii e, the benefits of 'ti atilt(

0 1 1 1 1 ht ultun t ontinur late] atm r t5 tlit lesoulu.
horn IIR II I I C( CI C 1)(15111 l() (t Il)pICX

Sll IR till ("I Mid 5. abliial 110(

101111(1 III ()I Al language, 1111 \Nita It is found in
most icading mate! Lir ( nu( L, 1.976) Read-
ing (11 healing 111(1.11'111e In ()Motes a leeling lot
beautiful unaget, thsthnt, figtitatne spec( 11, and
tailme of out langttagt I Helm tApet len( es en-
«an en to go ht" (mil ham( language at is
1115tluttuni lif 1110)\%1:1V the II(1)CiIS 1) 1)5 llt-
C 1 .11 111 C, ( 1111(11 become mine ei hail 111(%

5p.111, ,lid (%I uc 11101 (' nlalul CI1 1%1111 ( }).111(1C(1

()( ,11)111,11 }MI tCl IIS Vs 111C gil"s
an a"atetiess t thenisehes and the "in Id, OWN
also gio" ill I .11 abilities to I 0111111111111 %%11I1

()WC' s
F\I)etuvtr5 with kW: al III(' (11 ICI eposint.

(he tIntlinis 111 litel al\ Nur' iis en ileelip
Stst11,__of LILA Ilt CI .1( i 15 hen .t litertattne tut -
110 10 tiltiiii-pt4A ides the oppotiunit heat the lan-
guage I lithins and patteins that audio's ti caw
I he\ icti test. the language and patterns that are
owittot.ible tot thrill ..01 (ling to \vino:head
d(i68), "Chihli:it 111 1(11 te«gnirc itninediatels
pain( Wit l meloiltous, t 11111 ot emotional
"old of plitase and thous !ids of stub Ian-
guagt elements ha( heel] t u iired instanth
hildirn Books sin II as. ter (met the ter nide,

I I or 'IN, (;,,(1, I, Rat its

/ hi I wtge t' /(111.1(1) «)110 .1111 pdtil 11% that

onng hild, en ma\ (hum all( I use (WM: I Ca0111\

Mal flirt( \* also helps the duld to (teal with
tlx speedi and 00abular ((ems that ate tooted in
11111 11tetaIs !ICI 'Lige ()tit language 1s I eplett
"mils, phi astsind allusions 1 holoughl embed-
ded 111 II aditional 11ici.ttutt. I hulk of the figuts
of speed] that wine 1esop'5 fables' "sour
giap, s," "dog in the manget,- and "the 1)0)5 who
II ed V1011 \VIMIS .11)41 1)111,04'S 1111111 Aesop, 1.,i

lontaint. Aid ()diets lie hat" ti 111 oiv language
and ale pat t of (Act\ I 1111(1'5 lure O 11PI [Lige. I I)('



sharing of stories which contain figures of speech

helps children develop an educated ear.- I he

total context of these stories allows children to
figure out the meanings of such patterns Oral
experiences are an important part of the liter J..

lure curriculum for (hackr! When (homer) }hoe
heard mans stories and pi%el/IS told or read,they
acquire a framework tot trx of info' matron. Fins
word s,..istem the ee-pronged (I) Sem lulu--
What ()rakes sense?. (2) Ssittat tit -What would fit
here?, and (3) PhonologicWhat sounds belong

. here? This framework des elops Children's sensitn-
itv to specific language and the ordering that pro-
pels the story onward, establishes tone, and pro-
vides sounds pleasant to the Anthoi s

serve as models tut children, who le n n paint

liter,.r' phones %star words, lust orally, then in

writing.

Comprehension of Visual erols

Skills of visual literacy (or comprehending yisuai

symbols that me not words) (ley clop as children

explore mans hooks I hen «unpiehension of
what a book is, how one %4 ()irks, and dif fci cut ways

to visticree, share their ideas is based upon many
oppokumnes to explor e books. k'istial !herd( y
skills include the drain, to understand and com-
prehend a varlets of ssmbols. As children erphe
the mans' resources of the world of literature, tilt y

discover a sanely of Yistial symbols tit help to
tell the tale. flies learn tn nit lutes, numerals,
abstract art, and alphabet' are tools used

by other atithois and nal in their win k
Experiences of personal author shq. p) nut t hit

dren to use these same tools io share their mes-

sages with others. Hence, children become not
only consumer.s, but pruritic ers of literary works

Literature serves as a base for both wr,ung and

reading. The works of Durkin (1972). Moss
,( 1977), and Wilcox (1977) represent only a few of

the studies th , r6eaI the effects of literals ex-
periences upon wung children jusi as tires draw
upon other experiem e5 to help them to com-
municate with others, so, too, do they draw upon
!hems, experiences. l'hey learn about' wi !ling by
listening to the works of great writer s I hes grow

in reading and listening abilities by des eloping
strategies that help them understand the experi-
ences, real or imagined, of others. 1 hes &most,'

that written language in a literary form pi oy ides a

structure upon whir h then c an hang then own
ideas and expel tern es.

1111 I 114 ti

Compf elfensfoo of Lltel at H lento its .111(1

St1 in titles

Literature, 111,e «ral language, rises both clement,

and -o true to (rime% all Idea (:)1111)1

of liter, lot (11)1(17(11 trultides learning to deal
efle(ti.(1% sith these %mums elements and str m-
oues (..11(.1 till% planned eperren(cs %%ith Intl a-
true (all inmate a lifelong courtship that 4,0()5
(hrldreri %%Or the larigthrge and the so 11( trite of

the talc 1n this ',mushy, ririldten (an dis(7)%er
the ham( literal% elctrients of plot. (11,11mo:it/a-

lio,' setting. and st%Ir %%hilt also Illtca..ing then

41%,11C1100, of differing literal% structures I hos,

then "sense of literature'' grows
11 one (11,.gon snit., begins and ends

t 1401111 110'1 t 44,11 .1 ltIll 1114MI lilt' r It agott atm.

tit 4)1 III, 1,411 and 1 14 agut1 the t ()twit %suit lit
I4Ig,litenct1 trldttlens dud shriptql humans

Inuke 5101,1 4% 111(10%%s mid 51') Pc pit s (14)( k. ha( 1..11111

made (14)}4.. 11,11 until III) ant «,111(1 114.,01 hiThscll

'think

11 flu% 1c41 Ind tilt kilt';''. (wile the in ,)))1(
le.ti)ttt lt lees ny set 11,01 dragon (14.1(1

I/I Ill( t'lts feu nit .11111 kiStd lilt' st 11 44 11c1

tort Ow lot clicad lent "( I II ill she hall ho,peil a %%011141

ill111111

m'u'll' (..11111141
IltlIl /bily rn, lheig-ti awl Othr mil

and anothci dragoti sto begins and ends

()me 17774111 .1 II, in the kmg(Ionl (t1 ,t-

1,111t1, 00'1 t' 101 .1 good but lottel% fit ,tgon 11,111101

I lam

lout dim Is the 51(lt t °I 11(it4 11,11 It the 6101011 heat

the knight wanted \hint I 'lac . got ,t guotl I01 tot tht
post ()Ili«. iRed 11.11)1)11% e%et tot,

1'4 N1 altti Dean \1% els
tt.,,it Ilrr l)nvon 1,114', 11 It

Own childi en learn lecraly and linguistu signals
%%hi( II tell new that cult though both stories all'
.about dragons, there will ire important dif fel en(cs

in dim (1;arar. tea's ;111(1 thus in the nature of the
"Toni their plerootis experiences with Me

r 4d with literati!' c, they Irks e clues to understand-
ing. Each thaw»! Ines in a land of fanta.y, but a
diagon that iasages and frtghtens ill winds tip
(lead does not list' to the same c as ore yvho
''good but ionel." and winds up mai I red i I yy or

good jot oi 'lie post of A c loft. sem.; 5 101

llletiltltd1 that t111.01 StOl It's (Hot 111 101 bt to.
same Literary es,perr1.11«.5 de% (''1)1) «aripther.-
sum of the c Irma( ter% and the seam 14/1 t .
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8 ',honing to I ovr I neratuie

but life expet Wines pt m Hit. the pet sonal pet c ep-
nons and interpretations in all Nelms explora-
tions

Literati!' e is an v'ellent rescante for the de-
selopment of wmprehension skills Pout guid-
ance and stimuli-mg of experience ,ire saluabl
:owaids this end But wmpehenston skills may
also develop as the book itself becomes a teat het.
The power and magnetism of the tale activate the
child's need to know and to understandA well-
rounded literature curriculum assures children's
involvement with books in a manner that aids to
comprehension and development of language and
literary skills.

Extension

The third goal area of an earls' childhood lueta-

ttire curriculum is extension. By extension we
mean goingfbeyond the story, a "stretching" of the
book in ways that intensify children's mulct stand-
mg and eniosment of the story and spark then
desire to listen to stories and to leatn to read. For

sung children, hooks are more than just stories
Characters become friends Stories, rhsmes, and
parts of stories become part of children's knowl-
edge storehouse to he used and reused in sat tons
Wass.

There are mans wass to extend' hug at tit e--
through direct experiem e. media, music and
drama, art, and language I hew tspcs of exten-
sion experiences help children learn, get to know
themselves, bemme more sensitive to language,
expand their socabulares, develop a sense, and
develop oral Nem% and sisnal intim 1

Limiting literary experiences in the classioom
to reading aloud and silent reading &prises
young children of many opportunities to dig
deeper and grow more from books. o read a
story once is a pleasant experience, but to 'cad it
many times, memorize parts, (ham refrains. and
"live it" in some way is to make that hook, slot, or
rhyme an integral part of children's expel iem es

Chapter nine outlines some specific ways teat h-
ers have helped children extend literature "be-
yond a hook." Here we of fer some gencial
guidelines for and examples of slots extension

Utrect Experience

We all know that direct expet iem e is vital foi
young children. Children leatn through theirAac-
Use participation in the experience I o alwass Just

cad a book but do nothing before of Ate! read-
ing is to dept Ise soUngsiti s direct experiences
that oulcl enhance then literals experiences.
I heti, ate tunes when Just t admg aloud to c hil-
(hen is enough, but extending the book 01 some
was will wall% make it come aline We often ne-
glect (meit experience as an extension at tisits.

It's hard to read Blueberries for Sal bs McCloskev
,,od not desire to go bents picking. Fortunately,
blueberries may he found in plates other than
Marne, so Ito ks c hildren in mans 'areas might
have an experience with bliieberries. too.

Pantakes for Breakfast, a voiciless hook bs' Tomie
de Paola, IN a stun of how one little old woman
managed to get pancake. for breakfast. This
wordless picture %tors helps soung children
"learn" the ingredients netessars for aip.incake
recipe. A natural follow-up of this book is to make
111d cat some pancakes.

Everybody Needs a Rork by Bs rd Basler can lead
to mans experiences with rocks. You may decide
to have a tuck-hunting expedition with sour stu-
dents that. will set c as an intioduction ft) this
hook. I he class might then «unitary their roc K

SCiet no tact is with those of the author
As so, get tuned in to the id i of integrating

literature and illicit exptliem es, mill find that
the oppoi !unities are endless for each ac tivits of
sour school (l,is and lot eat h sublet t ui %Mgr c lir-

11111111, them e ate stutter, t Its rites. lingerplays, or
songs that «mild accompany the ac Its its. And for
eat h hok sou shale with Noting (104(.0, there
arc probabh mans chrec t expei fences that (Mild
411 t /1111).111% it

Media

A list of as adable media resont (es has been in-
cluded m Chapter eight Nledia p,rntde an excel-
lent was to extend literature. Not onk can chil-
dren (Alio% a ic«ird, a cassette, Or a film or
filnmstlip, they can also Its producing their own
songs and stmt les

ot example, tm develop amities to awimpany
the hook Yankee Doodle bs Edward Bangs (illus. by
Ste% en Kellogg). soil might plat, the (a sent. (Wes--,,
ton Woods) as the children cutlet the room one
mottling Fhe next step might he to show the pc-
tut es in the hook to a small group while the gong
is playing. Be sure-to put the hook and cassette in
a listening (enter for individuals to hear and sing
ancy cad Later in the (las the children might
enjoy mat( lung around to the song (rhythm aids

kik



auditory discrimination, a readiness skill) For
children who are bcginnine, to read, the song
could be written on chill paper Since there are
several versions of the story exposing the chil
dren to another yrtsum (such as the one bs
Richard Shackhurg) will gi\ e them an opportunity
to compare books in terms of «intent. One ver-
sion gives a recipe .or hasts pinhiing that ()old be

used in a cooking ac ti its
After visiting a faimsard. show the film or

filmstrip of Roar's Walk :_ts Pat Hun hms.. The
'children will enjoy. seeing the fox get "outfoxed."
Then leave the book in the book area for children.,
to enjoy on their own. They'll know which way to
turn the pages without a douti'

MUSK and Drama

Books such as Lianlon Bridge is Falling Down bs

Peter Spier, Oh, A-Hunting We Will Go bs _John

Langstaff and Nancy Winslow Parker, and Six Lit-

tle Dhclo by Chri, Conover pr.nle mans oppor-
ttinM s'Mies fi. extension \ot orris may children
"si g these stories,- but ea( h also lends itself to

dramatiiation. Children may retrieve the
rhythmic chant of London P ridge while "playing"
this beloved game. Acting the role of Minters

catching the fox to put in a box is a delightful ex
perience fa soung children v:"ou may vish io dis-
cover how your children will role `play the six little

ducks. -s.

Try using background n tisk. to ennance the

reading e mans stories.,-Or invite children to "act

out a character or a sr ene flow one of their fa-
vorite stories. The strong ilGthmic language pat-
terns of some hooks can inspire students to expel -

iment by writing musical versions. Still other
books may inspire dramatitations. "Stretch" some
books by combining these two amities, miss( and

drama are excellent ways to allow children to
claim stories as their own

Art

Art experiem es provide another avenue for book
extension. The varlets of art materials available
for use will inspire many book-stren hung a( -

tivines. iGeorgie by Robert lire ht was insi::e ghostls
pictures. Paints or nat." ascent tray( iis may be

used for their creation. Tissue paper or kleenex

ghosts have their own eerie quality some children
may prefer to ( mate ghoso of this type. Whatever
their ( hone of art mater ial, sour children's ghosts

I he I &wino,' (urro :rinm

will help them lemembei Gem gie, the fuendly
ghost.

Constructing houses of sticks, stiaw, and brk ks

helps to bring Thi'ee Ledo, Pigs by William Pine du
Bois to life. Paper#bag of sock puppets might also
he made for use in retelling this story Let sev

children create dioramas or rolled murals that tell

the story rn sequence. So that children don't grow
to think of wolses a, evil, son might discuss the
role of the wolf and rewrite the stun, with mythi-
cal creatures like a dragon in the wolf's role

It Looked,Like Spilt Milk bs Chap les Shaw or Little

Blue and Little Yellow bs Leo Lamm might inspire a
"torn" paper activity: Let children tear white
paper and create their own silhotette versions of
this book Or let them make tempera blottos and
follow this by deciding' what their Mottos look like.

EVeryOla Knows What a Dragon Looks Like bs Jas

Williams could easils inspire dragon-making. Plas
dough, clay, or salt clay should produce some in-
triguing dragons as children pinch, twist, and
shape their personal %el wins

Just as there are numerous illustrative sts les in

literature for young children, there are com-
plementary activities that might relate to eac h one.

C ra von ( Feod or Rojank skV in Frog Went
.4-Courtne1, colored pe ell (many of Taro Yashi-
ma's books), and cage (Lionni, Keats, and
Carle) are espec mils good media for young chil-
dren to use. Woodcut effects Orland Hall ftc, Don
Freeman in Beady Bear) can be a( hieved with
sponges and styrofoam. You might investigate the
kinds of media used, to illustrate picture hooks

(Cianciolo. 1976) and then develop your own ac-
tivities to let your students experiencesimilar

media firsthand
The art activities that was be designed as

book-strcching experiences ale as varied as the
books available. Each experiem e helps childi en
internalise the tale

Language
fi

Literature serves as a basis for the development of
both oral and written language skills. Many. dif-
ferent language experiences can be designed to
encourage children to retrieve, explore, and ex-
tend the language-of the hook.

Many stories contain a repetition of words and
phrases that children can chant as the story is
read. Chanting is a means by which children he-
come comfortable with the language of a story.
This activity also provides a vehicle for the Ilan k-

....
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ing of print as children trt to find the familiar
refrain. Try sharing books such as The Old Woman
and Her Pig by Paul Galdone, The Judge- An l'ntrue
Tale by Harve Zeniach, or Alexander and The Ter-
rible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day by Judith
Viorst. Invite children to "chime in" when the
"know" what the story Will say. Show how some of
these language patterns look when you write them
on large chart paper. Children will be delighted to
discover that they can "read" these parts.

Books without a printed story line (some may
have one or two words) may inspire either oral or
written language activities. Initially, children mat
only be able to provide a sentence or two for each
page of the story. This is an important step, how-
ever, since it establishes the foundation- for future
elaborated storytelling experiences. Mercer
Mayer's One Frog Too Many, Yutaka Sugita's 'My
Frund Littlrjahridnd Me, or John Goodall's Paddy
Pork's Holiday are books without words that can he
used to help children in their development of
story lines. For vocabulary development Cm u.
by Brian Wildsmith or Circles, Triangles, a Squares
by Tana Hoban.

Discussions of fav iite characters will also
sharpen young children's language skills. Whether
it is Amelia Bedelia, Pippi Longstocking, or whet
characters, discussions encourage children to pose
questions, reveal their insights., or Insert (dm
situations for characters. Can children tell about
AIDelia Bedelia's encounter with a motor( scle?
Small groups or individuals could portray mans
humorous events that might give students insight
into characterization.

The use of story starters, experienc es in natal-
lel plot construction, and the creation of story %ar-
iations are types of activities that help students
develop skills of pet sonal authorship. Fir ("tarn-
ple, "Once upon a time there was a peddler who
sold shoes ..." might challenge the childien to
create a story comparable to Caps for Sale by Es-
phyr Slobodkina.

Summary

Extension of literary experiences creates the op-
portunity for children to grow in personal fme'
and understanding. Childten quite naturally en-
gage in this goal of a literature curriculum. Thes
bring all the experiences of their young Ines to
the 'literary setting. Such experience is the tool
used to help children better understand thew-

sett es, and to understand those elements and
struclures that (mini Ise tin- work. By
telling to, I eacting to, wilting about, dramatizing,
and responding to literature at %allot's wars, chit-
di en glow in their apple( Litton and comprefren-
sion of this resource Lich int oh einem acti, 'ty
facilitates their linguistic anti literary develop-
ment, expands their knowledge about the world,
brings them closer to independent reading ability,
and «m-dunes to then lifelong ins olvement with
hooks.

The remaining chapters contain many sugges
mans for (inunning and expanding children's i
olvement with literature Fhes will give you

ideas, provide resources, and suggest ways for you
to strengthen Your teat hang skills in using litera-
ture.
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2 SETTING THE STAGE

Marilou Sorenson
University of Utah

Early childhood teachers who want to make litera-
ture an integral part of their curriculum and not
just an isolated experience of reading book,

need to examine their classroom- environments
carefully. The presence of certain props and
materials will stimulate an interest in literature.
Tly classroom atmosphere will have an impact. If
children are expected to be quiet most of the time,
working independently, with each child doing es-
sentia4 the same task; literature is not likely to be
shared and enjoyed. The opposite extreme, where
children are aimlessly playing for most of the day
won' stimulate high levels of thought and discus-
sion about literature either. For literature to be

the focus of an integrated curriculum, the teacher
must plan systematically.

This chapter will give you ideas for creating a
classroom environment in which ,the use of litera-
ture abounds.' Chapter three will suggest specific

techniques for Using literature.

The Classroom Environment

Children learn through what they live and. by
tA !at they do. To children the classroom can be a
place to grow, expand, test out ideas and predict
the outcomes of their questions. It is a place that-
Montessori called "... the liberty of pupils in their
spontaneous manifestations." A prepared envi-
romitent provides successful experiences for all
Children in a climate wbereideas and creative
learning can flourish.

A classroom that, supports appreciation, coin-.
prehension,tand extension of literature reflects a
commitment to a goal of not only teaching chil-

dren to read but helping them become readers...
This commitment suggests time, space, and re-
sources to explore books, extend ideas, and make
responses. Daily experiences with literature are a

`starting point for developing a lifetiTne habit of
reading. ,3fr

A classroom that promotesothe useof literature
sustains individuality and independence of learn-

ing, interaction, and the integration of literature
into an interdisciplinary approach to teaching.

Individuality and Indeppndenre of 1.farning

The teacher who realizes the worth of literature
not only accommodates the differences that exist
within the class but also helps the children make
individual choices of time, materials, and action.
Each child's interests are considered, as well as the

varied genres, in order to challenge multiple read-
ing abilities in print and nonprint materials. The
inherent .possibilities that this diversity offers
classroom instruction are limitless.

interaction thee, ,gh Communication

In a stimulating classroom environment the proc-
ess and interpretation of reading are as valued as

the boo hat ;s read. As students read a story,
they are e uraged to zeek help when help is
needed. Oral problem solving and dialow_ are
open and welcomed. Through interaction chil-
dren can "pool" their interpretations, test out
their predictions, and compare' views. Through
book discussions, literature and language games,
activities, and partnership reading the children
can work together to enrich their perceptions.

za
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14 Learntog to Love Literature

This enrichment expands as the, children respond
through art, drama, storytelling, writing, and
one-to-one sharing. This is not meant to imply
that verbalization and activity are the olds indi-
cators that children have had a rewarding experi-
ence with literature; they can appreciate in a quiet
way, too,

Integration

Literature has relevance in an early childhood
program because of its planned interdisciplinary
base. One of the major objectives,ot an interdisci-
plinary approach is to help children better un-
derstand the world aroundwthem. Through this
approach theslassrooth becomes a microcosm or 'a
child's world. For example, animals, socks: and
flowers are displayed accompanying trade books
that stimulate curiosity, questions, and un- ,

derstanding on these subjects. Folktales are used
in a social studies unit, poetry pat'erns help chil-
dren practice grammar, and quotations offer
model of oral discourse.

The Aiding Corner

A special place to reada reading corner is an
important part of the classroom environment.
The area need no be elaborate:, it should invite
enialen to feel cozy and provide many materials
for reading. Even children who are in a day -care
center or nursery school need lots of exposure to
books before they learn to read; they need books
and related materials even more than older chil-
dren who can read, for it is only thAagh lotig and
continued exposure to books that youngsters ac-
quire the insatiable desire t-% learn to read and
keep reading. 'Fiollow.., general guidelines for
the physical layoht of the (Teter and for' the :a
quisition and use of boOks will increase the popu-
larity ancleifectiveness of this approach.

Layout

The reading corner sho in a quiet, wejl-lit
part of the room where in erference is at a
minimum. Spaciousness--psychologu al breath-
ing room"allows enough room -for some chil-
dren to group themselves for formal or informal
activitie3.and for others to read alone. A cheerful,
colorful corner is more' inviting than a dark, drab
one.

401

4
OW' CI.ClUellial 1 (LISS! 00111 ualudes bean b

chairs to curl up in, mother has a bright n
bathtub filled lyitl. cushions for lounging at
reading A day -r at e (enter has an old rmsboat f
the children to climb into to look at Woks. A lar
appliance box with a lamp inside 01 .: cinnfortai
chair to curl up in pros ides a like quiet space.
sofa can prmide either space for quiet reading
discussions about books. Old sofas may look dra

f
but with, ingeruntS, attrawye corers can be m
Centers for reading often hale rucking ch' f
adults to Lead to children, or child-sized ones f
children Co use for rocking; and reading.

The corner can milude bulletin hoards ai
harts to invite read*. I' u might introduce

author through poster and display his or h
books nearby. A poetry box (Amid house:copies
class favorites, and mobiles might display the /
port of someone's reading. Tire reading corn
,could have shelves, bulletin hoard space, di
rams, picture's, scripts, puppets, and realia th
supplement stories or are part of the reports th
a reader chooses to make in rest .nse to reading

Place aids and.visual equipment that encourai
book sharing and storytelling clo,,' to the readia
corner. Such items as _feltboards and figures f
arranging a story, puppets, roller boxes, pictu
stands, and realia can be motivation enough f
reading and sharing.

Book Aftitastitott and 1' w.

Whether the reading, corner is a place for e
tended reading or a place to (heck out books wit
a simple cat! system, lt Is impomant to provie
books that kill satish the Yaried interests ar
ieadingleSels of the children within the (las
nooks ted In the tea( het should he combine
with "lily lawrite 'ton" that a student brings ar
adds ter the «rtner for a short wiz... There shod
be magazines, newspapers, brig hur-es, c harts, ar
maps Tor reading as well. Student-authored boa
add a lot interest, as do cop.'s of a story r,
corded on a t'assette In the young author.

You ran begin a chssroom library by ben rowir
from the school hbrar , the public library c
lifortknyibile, and N OU1 students You might g
donations from parent yoluntee:y (Who elicit di
nations), hbrai v rejects (nakii.g ness' covers mu
hard), children In vdur classroom, and bunt
books from fxrokciubs (SchOastic, for example
Buy inexpensive used books at garage sales, au
(ions, lihtar y sales. hookstot r sales, and bookclub



.s

Children enjoy participating in money-raising
activities b contribute to a classroom iibrary col-
lection. You might set up,a policy stating that each
child who contributes tw---0 hooks to the collection
gets to keep one. At the end oh the school yea:
each child could take several bookg home to keep
and read over the summer. IT you do accept dona-
tions, be sure to check-the contents and the quality
of the books carefully. You don't waist to include

'books that are likely to offend parents.
A Icift with pillows, a fenced corral with saddles,

a listening post with earphones. Wherever the
area, whatevei the furniture and format, the im-
portant thing is to allow time and space for explor-
ing books.

Prom, Puppets and Other Paraphernalia -

One of the firs ways young children make stories
come alive is through props of one sort or
another. The dressup corner turns into the setting
of a story or puppets become story characters.
Play that evolves from stories young childre"ave
heard or read occurs incidentally, but it can also
be planned by the teacher.

Props

Children' love props of all kinds., "Make- believe"
can happen with a scarf, an umbrella, or an old
pair of glasses. The piops should be simple and
classroom-made when possible. Often a hat, name
tag, mask, shirt, or apron can b the springboard
for story drama. A star on a stick for i fairy god-
mother or _Pinned on a shirt for a sheriff may en-
hance characterization.

You might collect props to favorite suvies and
store them in shopping bags or shoe blows labeled
with a picture on the front so the children can eas-
ily find them. When using props with young chil-
dren, you might try "warm-ups." Use new and
unusual actislies to loosen up. For example, use
props to pantomime "Jack Be Nimble," "Pickety
Fence," "The Little Red Hen," or situations such
as the sun coming up or feet being stuck in the
mu t Use a scarf to pantomime a butterfly coming
frott a chrysalis. Pantomime "The Worm"
(Roberts).

Stories Using Props

Many stories lend theiiselves to acting out With
props. You might start with some classic favorites..,

1'
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"Little Red Riding Hoocj" (de Repliers)
Materials needed: red cape with hood: pipe
cleaner glasses for grandmother mas; or
hood, and sock claws.,for wolf: cardboarc- axe
for hunter. Children,itia) not volunteer 0 be
the wolf,il) the teacher might take that..rol, ini-

tially.

':The Three Bears" (Galdone)
Materials needed: bib for Baby Bear, skirt fe;
Mama Bear, hat for Papa Bear, three howls,
three chairs, and six chairs or mats put to-
gether to form three beds. The stoty can be
pantomimed as read or spontaneously
dramatized.

"Stoke Soup" (Brown)
Materials needed: large pot, large stone, long
handled spoon, assorted vegetables, aprons for
cooks, hats for travelers, thremerikered hats
for soldiers. Dramatize the story as a 'narrator
reads it. This is a particularly gc, d story s ce
each child can act as a village perion. Son
actually be made in class with each chil
ing one vegetable to add to the pot.

For some stories a simple prat) can accompany
the readihg of the story. An Indian blanket may
he used to accompany the reading of "Annie and
the Old'One" (Miles) or "Wait for Me, Watch for
Me, Lula Bee" (Beatty). A diary would add inter-
est to ''Harriet the Spy" (Fitzhugh). Here are some
other simple prop ideas:

Rachel and Obadiah (Turkle): Paper towel roll as
spyglass: two silver coins

Caps for Sale (,Slobodkina): cplors and
kinds)

Blueberries. for Sal (McCloskey): Tin pails (or
r plastic buckets) 6

The Snowy Day (Keats): A large cotton ball

Cinderella (Perrault): A fancy lady's slipper

Carrot Set'd tKrauss): Art orange-paihted paper
sae k with green yarn for the top

`Sylvester and the Magic Pebble (Steig): Red pebble

. Beast of Monsieur Racine (lingerer): A blanket or
large rug

Andy and the Lion (Daughter9): Small stick
(toothpick)

Strega Nona (de Paola): Large pot and spoon

Shoemaker and the Elves (Gritnin)-.' Small hatn-
mers and slippers (

-
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Puppets

Children sometimes identify puppets with real=life
situations. Often a child whois too sits to
dramatize in any other way will "act" behind a
puppet. Children sometimes show more spon-
taneity and vocal expression when sharing ideas
"through" a puppet. Puppet plays encourage
group participation and coopervon.because the
success and fun of the drama are dependent on
total team effort..

A literatae-rich classroom environment will in-
clude permanent puppets that are virtually inde-
struqiibl (such as paper mack....or sewn hand
ptlppets) as well as temporary puppets that will be
used for a short time and for a limited purpose
(such as paper bag and finger puppets).. It will in-
clude puppets made specifically for one story
(three bears and Goldilpcks) as well as character
puppets that might be used for several stories (a
hen for Rosie's Walk or The Little Red Hen). Even
puppets not specifically made to accompany
sto1'es, enhance literature appreciation because
children will naturally make up stories as they
play with puppet characters. It i$.wise to re-
member when dealing with young children that
monster puppet; ill elicit monster behaviors,.,....w

puppets with will often be violent, etc. Many
fairy tales incorporate these negative character
traits en route to overcoming evil with good. Put
lariety. ic to the puppet characters you make,
however.

Making puppets can be lots of fun. liven very_
young children can make their own puppets,'
under certain conditions. If a specific pattern is tc,
be followed, it is best if adults make the puppets.
Puppet-making by children should be a creative,
thoughtful experience, according to art educators.
Children can be guided by questions like, "What
shape are a bear's ears?" or "What could you use
to makt long, blond hair?", but they should ffot be
asked to copy a model. Each child's puppet should
be a unique creation. When children make the
puppets they use, they usually grosPinore at-
tached to the puppet character, thereby develop-
ing a deeper concept of characterization in a
story.

-4

Types of Puppets

There are numerous materials that can he used in
puppet construction but basically there are four
types suitable for young Children:

2 )

I. Puppets covering the hand or fingeis. 'these ma
be made by children from paper bags am
cloth cut into body shapes (fig. I). Adults ,cal
make sock and finger puppets for yoking chit
dren A pattern for k puppets suitable fo
The Very Hungry Caterpillar or The Bremen:Toun
Musicians is found in figure 2. Glove puppet
and.finger puppets cap Include tiny character
abashed to each finger. For very young chil
dren one puppet on ilme finger is perfect be
cause it requires little dexterity to manipuhtt

'Try 'making "Two Littler Blackbirds" out o
paper, with,tabs to fasten around the finge
(fig. 3). Puppet patterns for The Shoenta. ker ani
the Elves are also given in figure4.

2. Puppets attached to sticks. These are heads am
bodies attached to tongue depressors, dowel
pencils, or clothespins. They may be used on
stage or as shadow puppets.'A teacher migh
make a lamb (fig. 5) for Mary Had a Little Lam
ands dress t cicithespin (fig. 6) for Mary
Young children, however, can have lots of fui
creating many different characters on con
struction paper or oaktag that can be mad,
into ptfppets by attaching them to sticks. Smal
groups' of children ,might work together ti
make the characters for several differen
stories.

3. Puppets on strings. The marion
for the beginning puppeteer, bu
soon learn to tilt the crossbar to w

e is difficid
children cat
hich the am

and leg strings are attached for walking
jumping, and arm-rolling movements. Adult
would need to make the puppets, which migh
be either animals or people. The person ii
figure 7 might be the man in Too Much Noise.

4. Puppets from odds and ends. Almost anything
can be used to make a yuppet. If teacher attic
students collect things like boxes, cans, egg
cartons, Styrofoam, buttons, and 'popsicl,
sticks, and have a -scriap box for fabric, yarn
fringe, ricrac, etc., the children will need ver
little coaxing to make creative puppets of
their own. You, too, Can think of ideas. On.

= teacher's favorite is a "craggy lion" made iron
a vegetable brush.

The keys to using puppets successfully in a lit
erature program are never to criticize the creativ,
efforts of young children and to be able,Ao spa
easily stories that naturally lend themselves ti
puppetry. 4
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Paper Bag Puppets

Children cjn glue or paste a variety of materials onto
small paper bags to create puppet characters. Have them
put their hand in the bag first to see how the bag is
manipulated and to plan where eyes, nose, and mouth
ought tv.be. Animals such as Veronica, The Happy Lion,
Frederick, Curious George, and the Elephant in the Well,
pictured here, make good bag puppets.

1
s

v
t

Cloth Hand Puppets

Adults or older children can sew together two pieces of
cloth. Young children can attach yarn-hair, button eyes,
and other features. Cloth hand puppets make especially
good people such as the Gingerbread Man.

Figure I Piper bag puppet% and (lath hand puppets

Pr 9
a., -1- .
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.4

Materials
M

an old sock
cardboard
crayons

all purpose glue

Cut a slit in the toe of a sock as shown. Cut a piece of
cardboard for the pu, pet's mouth. It should be shaped
as shown in the picture. Fold it in half. Glue the card-
board moult+ TO the slit in the sock.

fold

/

4..

Color two eyes on cardboard and cut them out. Also cat
out ears. Glue eyes and ears to the sock. Stick your hand
in the sock with your thumb in the bottom of the
mouth and fingers in the top.

Figure 2 So( k puppets

t I4
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Cut two patyl, out of black construction paper.
Scotch tape tabs together.
Children use one on each hand.

Poem

Two little blackbirds
sitting on a hill
One named Jack
One named Jill
Fly away Jack
Fly away Jill
Come back Jack
Come back Jill

Finger Movements/

Show puppets in front

move ore
move the other
move Jack behind back
move Jill behind back
brtrig Jack back aat front
bring Jill hack out front

Figure 3 Pattern for Two Little Blackbirds" finger puppet

7,
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Make out of construction paper or soft cardboard.
You might color theitnal elves shabbily and make
t jackets with to attachattach at the end of the story.

Figure 4. Fingr puppet patterns fur "The Ehes and the Shoemaker

los



Trace the pattern of the body, tail, legs, and ears of the
lamb onto white cardboard or heavy construction paper.

fold

cut -II

Setting the Stage 11

Cutout the parts and fit the grooves together, as shown,
to n*ke the lamb. Glue a stick to the body, as shown, so
thg oau can manipulate it while you are out of sight
behind a tab:e or stage floor. Yo', may want to glue
cotton all cyer it to make a woolly lamb.

Figure 5 Suck puppet patient for Mary's Iamb

S
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Clothes pin

-:--Ttnt of coat of
blue construction
paper

cut patterns

Coat back
Ata

Hat with
feather

Skirtto be lapped at dotted
line and pasted together

Color with marker

.1k

Figur^ h Clothes pin puppet pattern for Tats
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A string puppet may be made from heavy cut-outs with
string hinges. The figure is moved with a rod attached to
arms and head.

Another method would be to attach strings to head and
arms of a stuffed animal or rag doll with a control rod
for manipulation.

Figure 7. Simple %ring puppet

30
I
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Stories for lit;Etwith Puppets

Puppets can be made to fit a specific story, new
stories, cap be written, to include a puppet some-
one has cheated. For example, one may decide to
tell "The 'Little Red Hen" and then select the
characters necessary: the hen, the pig, the dog,
etc. Or the furry caterpillar puppet Joshua made
mi ht inspire a "Monarch in the Spring" story
that could be dramatized.

Sh rt stories with a lot of action; repetition, and
simple settings make appropriate beginning proj-
ects for' puppet plays. The story that is spontane-
ous with little or no memorization is usually the
most successful. The following stories are espe-
cially adaptable for puppetry:

"The Gingerbread Boy" (Galdone)

"The Cock, the Mouse, and the Little Red
Hen" (traditional folktale)

"Bedtime for Frances" (Hoban)

"[fenny-Penny" (traditional folktale)

:1;0(0 Night, Our (Hutchins)
Un- Mitten" (Tresselt)

"Tale of Peter Rabbit" (Pone')

I he Three Bill% Goats Gruff' (Asbjornser
and Mae)

"The Town Mo,..se and the Country Mouse"
(Aesop)

Puppet stages may of may not be needed fur
the storytelling. Sometimes a single puppet seater
on a lap is all that is required. At other times ;
table turned on its side makes a stage ready tt
hide puppeteers. You ini.ght also try cutting ;
stage out of an appliance box (see figure 8). Ar
excellent project for a parent with carpentry skill:
or for some older children is the making of ;
permanent stage. Not' will find that a stage it
your classroom virtually assures that youngster:
will play with puppets.

A

rod

Stage folds into small pack

top view

reinforced hinge

score as shown;
reinforce center hinge
and box corners
with heavy tape

reinforced corner

window

/'

Figure 8, Puppet stage horn appliance box



Activities with Piippets

I. "Where the Wild Things Are" (Sendak)
Materials needed: "Max" puppet; unlimited
number of Wild Things put pets. three
backdropsthe bedroom, the boat and water,
and the home of the Wild things. Children
can act out their own parts; the

om
Wild Things.(one on each hand) can be a panied by

music that the children select "wild rumpus
musk."

2. "T,he Three Little Pigs" (Galdone)
Materials needed: Finger puppets of three
pigs, wolf, and a backdrop for each house.
This story is so well known that children will
spontaneouly act it out. Again, background
music would be fun to record and intersperse
at climactic spots.

3. "The Three Billy Goats Gruff' (Asbjornsen
and Mae)
Materials needed: Outline of bridge, shadow
'puppets for three goats (varying sizes) and a
troll, bedsheet hung high enough for the
puppeteers to stand behind and a projector or
lamp h hind them. (See figure 9 for a sketch
showing how to use shadow puppets.) Exper-
inienting is necessary to get the right size and
placement of characters for a shadow play. A
narrator reading the story can leave the actors
free to move with precision.

Suggested Reading: Puppetry

Baird, Bill. The Art of the Puppet New Yot k Plays. Inc ,

1966.

Binyon, Helen, Puppetry Today New York..Watson:
Guptill Publications, Inc., 1966..0

Boylan, Eleanor. How to be a Puppeteer New York. E P.
Dutton, 1970.

Bursill, Henry. Hand'Shadowc llto be Thrown upon a Wa
New York: Dover Publications, Inc.. 1967

Chernoff, G. T Puppet INA. New York: Walker & Co,
1971.

Cochrane, Louise. Shadow Puppets in Color. New York:
Plays, Inc., 1972.

Curren, David. The Complete Book of Puppetry New York
Plays, Inc.. 1975.

Hooper, Grizella. Puppet Making through the Grades
Worcester. Mass.: Davis Publications. Inc., 1966

Jackson, Sheila. Simple Puppetry. New York Watson-
Cul:it'll Publications, Inc., 1969.

Kampmann, Lothar. Creating with Puppets New York
Plays, Inc , 1980.
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Donna Egg Carton Critters. Nes. York Scholastic
Book Serywes, 1979

Mulholland, John, Practical PiPpetry Auttin, Texas
Jenkins Publishing Co., 1961.

Million, A. R Let's Make Puppets New York D Van
Nostrand Co 1972.

Richter, Dorothy Felt's Guide to Hand 'Puppets How to
Make and Use Them New York. Frederick Fell Pub-
lishers, Inc., 1970

Ross, Laura. Finger Puppets. Easy to Make, Fun to Use
New Irk: Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Books, 1971

Ross, Lat a. Hand Puppets. How to .flake and se Them
New York Lothrop. Lee & Shepard Books, 1969

Scott. Louise Binder. et al. Puppe;s for All Grades
Dansy illy, N.Y F. A. Owen, 1970

Children's Book References

Aesop. The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse. Illus.
Bot.s Artrybasheff, Ney, York: Viking Press, 1932

Asbiornsen, P C . and Mae, J L. The Three Billy Goats
Gruff New York. Harcourt Brace JoYanovich, Inc.,
1957.

Beatty, Patricia. Wait for Me. Watch for Me, Eid.1 Bee
New Not k. William Morrow Co., Inc., 1978.

Bishop, Claire. The Five Chinese Brothers.New fork
Coward, McCann & Geoghegan, Inc 1938.

Brown, Marcia. Stone Soup. New York Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1947,

Carle, Enc. The Very Hungry Caterpillar. New York.
Collin;-World, 1972.

Daughters, James Andy and the bon. New York Viking
Press, 1938.

de Paola, Tonne Strega Nona. Englewood Cliffs: N J.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1975.

de Regniers, Beatrice S. The Little Red Hen New York-
Atheneum Publishers, 1972

de Regmers, Beatrice S Red Riding Hood New York.
Atheneum Publishers 1972.

Fitzhugh, Louise. Harriet the Spy New York, Harper 8
Row, Publishers, Inc . 1964

Galdone, Paul The Gingerbread BoyNew York: Seabury
Press, Inc , 1975

Galdone, Paul. The Little Red Hen. New York: Seabun
Press, Inc , 1973

Galdone, Paul The Three Bears New York: Seabury
Press, In , 1972.

Galdone. Paul Three belle Pigs New York. Seaburs
4ess, Inc , 1970.

Grimm Brothers. Shoemaker and the Elves Illus. A
Adams. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1960

Gross, Ruth 13 The Bremen-Town Musicians. Illus. Jack
Kent. New York. Scholastic Book Services, 1975.

-Henn% Penny.- In Comparative Anthology' of Children's
Literature, edited by Mary Ann Nelson. New York.
Holt. Rinehart and WiNton, Inc., 1972
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Hoban, Russell. Bedtime for Frances. New York: Harper
& Row, Publishers, Inc., 1960. .

Hutchins, Pat. Good-Night Owl' New York: Macmillan
Publishing Co., Inc., 1972

Hutchins, Pat. Roue's Walk. New York. Macmillan Pub-
lishing Co., Inc., 1968.

"jack Be Nimble." In Comparative Anthology o/ Children's
Literature, edited by Mary Ann Nelson. New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1972.

Keats, Ezra Jack. The Snowy Day. New York: Viking
Press, 1962.

Krauss, Ruth. The Carrot Seed. New York: Harper &
Rq, Publishers, Inc., 1945.

McCloskey, Robert Blueberries for Sal. New York: Vik-
ing Press, 1948.

McCord, David. 'The Pickety Fence." In Comparative
Anthology of Children's Literature, edited by Miry Anti
Nelion. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Inc., 1972.

McGovern._ Ann Too Much Noise. Illus. Simms Taback
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1967.
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Miles, M. Annie and the Old One Boston, Mass I loft.,
Brown & Co , 1971

Perrault, C. Cinderella. New York. rhomas Unwell
Co., 1978

Potter, Bean ix Tale o/ Peter Rabbit Ness link Fred-
erick Warne & Co., Inc . 1902

Roberts, Elizabeth M "Die Worm In 3 Kook ol Ord-
*ere% biterature, edited by Lillian Hollowell New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston. hit., 1966 ,

Sendak, Maurice. Where the Wild Ching% Are New
Harper & Row. Publishers, 1963.

Slobodkina, Esphyr Clips for Sole Glens rev.. 111 .

Addison-Weslec Publishing Co., Ina .. 1947
Steig, William. Sylvester and the liagn Pebble Ness Yoi k

E. P. Duuon, 1973.
rresselt, Akin. The %linen New lurk. Lathrop, lee &

Shepard Books, 1964
Ypilc 1. Prorkk, B. anon Rachel and Nev.

Dutton, 1978.
Lingerer. 'form. The Beast of Wonsieur Racine Nes, Yet k

Farrar, Straus & Giroux, Inc 1971.
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3 STORYTELLING TECHNIQUES

0.4

Mari lou Sorenson
IThiversity of Utah,

Once the classroom environment has been de-
signed to provide many opportunities for involv-
ing schildren, with literature, you will want to de-
velop your skills and expand your repertoire of
ideas. You'll want to be able to tell stories with and
withbut props, to help children dramatize stories
and chant_ rhymes and refrains, and to incorpo-
rate many strategits for helping children develop
the literature habit into their daily and weekly
routines.

Storytelling

For lo, the storyteller comes.
Let fall the trumpets: hush the drums ...

Storytelling :s an old but neglecked art. When
modeled by the teacher, the children soon learn.
the joy of watching a storyteller. One little &cry
said, "Teacher, do it again, so that I can see your
eyes tell it!" What he really was asking was to see
the expression of the full face while it was told
anti not just her glance as the story was read.

Skill in storytelling tomes through thoughtful
story selection and careful preparation. The story
should be one that suits the audience as well as the
teller. Al one reads a selection the following
should be considered:

Is the story one that is appropriate for selling,
or should it be rat::
Is the story appropriate for the group or
groups for which it' is intended?

is the story appropriate for the setting in which
it will be told?

28

Are thelmood and style suitable in terms of the
storyteller's personality?

Does the stor-y still "click" aftcr several readings
or is it boring?

There ar, e five basic steps to preparing a story
for storytelling:

I. Knowing the story. You must know the story so
well that it is a part of you. The characters will
become your friends and the ztory setting will
be pictured in your mind. The scenes or story

,situations will begin to follow in order and the
mood And style will be felt throughout the
preparation. Of course, one way to really get
to know a story is o read it aloud 'repeatedly,

2. Analyzing th . ory. As the story is read, these
points should be considered in an analysis of
the story: Is the story appropriate for the lis-
tener, the storyteller, and the occasion? Can it
or should it be adapted for the storyteller's
personality? Whet e could it be cut or elabo-
rated? What.effects will I-: used, such as nar-
ration, songs, realia, gestures, speaking voices?
Does the story 'live" enough (is there enough
action) for telling and retelling? Has it been
told for long enough to be called a classic, or
will it become one

3. Reading and rereading. Read and reread the
sun y until 1: is fixed in our mind, know the
plot, characteritation,.amt sequence of events.
Leave the story for a da . At the end of that
time check yourself t see what you Fe-
member. Consider which of the author's
phrases and words you have 1 etained.
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4. Making cue cards. Rereid the story- again. Un-
derline certain words, events, or points for re-
view. Make a cue card as an abstract of the
story structure, or use an outline format. An
example of a familiar story is given in figure
10.

Tide:. "Three Little Pigs"
Source: A Coinpanative Anthology of Children's Litera-

ture, Nelson, p. 419.,
Telling Time: 8 minutes
Three pigsreft home to seek fortune
One: House of straw

wlf destroyspig runs away
Two House of sticks

wolf destroyspig goes to brother
Three: House of bricks

wolf and,pig to apple tree
wolf and pig to fair
wolf is killed

ResolutIoni.The three pigst,e in the brick house
together.

Comments: Could be used for dramatization.
Could use pictures.

Figure 10 Cue card for "The Three Little Pigs."

5. Story review and rehearsal. When you know the
story thoroughly, rehearse `orally. Only
through review and practice can a storyteller
be effective. Rehearsal dois not imply
memorization of the story. Memorizing
word by-word involves an exorbitant amount
of time. When the story is committed to mem-
ory, the spontaneity of the story may be lost,
for the storyteller might concentrate moreton
the exactness of the words than on expression,
listener feedback, and personal enjbyment,
Td.,, what can a storyteller do if the
memorized text is forgotten? There is no ex-
temporaneous "comeback" when something is
learned verbatim. An exception to the "don't
memorize" rule would be to master a refrain
in the story..

This phrase from Millions of Cats by Wanda Gag
is necessary to make the story five:

Hundred, of cats
Thousands of cats
Milliotls and billions and tritons of eats.

.Storytelling Techniques 29

or this one from "Gingerbread Boy":

I've runaway fro*m a little old woman
little old man

A barn full of threshers
A field full of mowers
A cow
:t pig
And I can run away from you, I can, I can

or

Run, run as,fast as you Lan.
You can't catch me,
I'm the gingerbread man'

Time the rehearsal. If the story is too length% ,
`consider the points that can be cut without loss of
story impact; for example, the gingerbread boy
could run away from only three "chasers" instead
of four.

Practice telling the story into a recorder in
fro.. of a mirror. Play back the tape. Listen and
look for those qualities that you wish to continue.
Consider ways of substituting for those defects
that need to be dikarded. Listen for sentences
that run together. Use pause% to give great& im-
pact. Note posture and gestures as they set and
maintain a definite mood during the storytelling
session.

Now you are ready for an audience. You might
begin by telling the story to only one child or a
small group is a transition to group, storytelling.
The story is told directly and sincerely, freely
using thr face, arms, and body to add interest,
though you must be sure that motions do not dis-
,te2ct from the story. These body movements
should be your natural expressions; they are not
contrived nor are they meant to be a dramatiza-
tion. As you advance in your storyt ng ability,
you will find that you do not need estur. s. Your
voice alone will carry the story.

The basic mediums that y u will Ilse in story
telling are the language a d the voice. Some
teachers can use dialo , varied expression and
inflection well; others prefer a simple narrative.
The voice can indicat many moods and changes
in character. Begi with a hushed voice; then
change volume s the story shanges. These
changes in voice c= n supplement an otherwise oe-
dinary presentatio

The element of suspense and surprise is estab-
lished by what Briggs and Wagner (1970) call "the
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pause that entrances." A pause after a statement
gives emphasis to facts, allows the listener to ad-
just,to change in plot, arid builds anticipation. The
storyteller can gauge audience reaction during the
pause and prepare for impact. A pause that may
seem endless to a teller is only a flashing moment
to a listenej. Yet it is a form of relief from a con-
stant barrage of words and feelitigs to both teller
and listener. Pausing is a technique that warrants

-practice and use.
An effective storyteller controls the rate from

. the beginning of the session. The younger the au-
dience, the more the storyteller needs to deter-
mine =whether the speed is appropri P When
children ket restless. speed up, s4 parts. and
dramatize a'bit more The, type of story, also,
helps determine the of the telling. A tale of
humor can proceed a, .nore lilting pace tha.i a
story of pathos.

The inerodittion should be ciLlose,sd mon.
slowly than any other part of the story. Often, in a
rush to get to the heart of the tale, or because of
nervousness, this is not 'done. The information
found in the introduction of child4'n's stories is
basic to the entire story and should 1.3,ot be rushed.

Thread roll of shelf paper on rollers from back.
0.0

'Hie conclusion is presented at a slower rate
than the body of the stay I he story will have
mine impact and leace a lasting impression tipoir
the children if NMI slow down at the end.

If the exact language of the hook is important,
such as dialects and cplorful language, tI%e books
should be read aloud 6r more preparatioa.time is
needed Examples of books with rich language for
reading are those of Dr. Seuss, Kipling, and Uncle
Remus. Also, just as hooks with rich language
should be read, so should illustr,\anons be shared.
The illustrations in "Finders Keepers," for exam-
ple, add to thsitpry line and should be shared as
the su-% is read. children should be able to see
the elephant as he sits on the nest in Dr Seuss's
"Horton Hat( hes the Egg

tax-vtening At/t5

Storytelling can be %dried-using aids such as roller
stories amd fehboards. With d roller box the pic-
tures are drawn by the ( hikiren and pasted on 4
long roll of shelf paper (fig. 11). Narration can
accompany the pi( tuies in the ham of captions,
spoken narration, or a tape recording.

Figure I Roller boN,



Flannelboards, also called feltboards, can be
easily consteucted by stapling flannel or felt to a
piece of heavy cardboard, triwall, or plywood.
Triwall makes an especially light, portable flail-
nelboard. If you make the board in three parts
with hinges, it can be folded for storage and can
support itself. But a flat board leaning against a
wall works just fine, also.

Characters and scenery can be made front
flannel, felt, heavy pellon, or oaktag. You can
trace characters directly from a book onto pellon,
but very little children sometimes have difficulty
manipulating flimsy cloth pieces; o tag is stur-
dier. Use carbon paper to trace cha acters onto
the oaktag and then color them. Cov ring oaktag
with contact paper or laminating the pieces makes
them last longer. Glue heavy grade sandpaper or
velcro on the backs of pieces to make them stick to
the flannel. Brush the flannel if it becomes flat
with use and pieces don't stick well.

When introducing a flannelboard story to a
class, the teacher usually tells the story and moves
the pieces the first time. The second time children
may want to take turns moving pieces while the
teacher tells the story. If it is a familiar story, the'
children can tell it independently.

Store all the pieces for each story in large en-
velopes or manila folders in a box right next to
the flannelboard so the pieces don't get lost. Label
envelopes with pictures and note the number of
characteri or flannel pieces. You might also tape-
record the story (particularly if it is less well
known) and leave the tape recorder next to the
flannelboard whete individuals or small groups of
children can play, the as they manipulate the
pieces. ..

Stories suitable for flannelboards are similar to
those suitable for puppetry except that there can'
be more characters, and pieces don't have to he
story characters. For example, Caps for Sale would
be difficult to do with puppets, but is a good flan-
nelboard talehecause groups of hats can be indi-
vidual pieces. Cumulative stories and songs that
keep adding pieces (The Fanner in the Dell, 1 Had a
Rooster, Ask Mr. Bear, and Brown Bear, Brown Bear,
What Do You See?, for example) are excellent flan-
nelboard tales. Ildc

Participation Stories and Choral Speaking

In participation stories, the stot yteller develops
the thou fit of the story 01 selet Lion and the au&
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ence participates by repeating a refrain, adding
bodily action, or/representing a small character
part. In choral spealing, all children participate,
some in the entire selection, others as solo parts
and voices. Both types of participation add variety
to a storytelling session. The first, the participa-
tion story, requires less preparation and is actually
a simple form of choral speaking. It can be used
with very young children but it is enjoyed by
adults as well.

Participation Stories

The success of participation stories depends on
the active-participation of everyone in the group.
For the young child three or four cues can be re-
menkbered. Older children can learn more re-
sponses. "Trying out" parts before they are read
together is a good idea. A teacher may say, "This
row will be ducks. Let me hear what all the ducks
will say when it is your turn," or "When I say run,
run, run,what action will you do?" or "On which
word do we all stand up?"

Participation stories can be adapted from famil-
iar folluales or any story that allows for actions or
sounds to he interjected. The following are ver-
sions of two types: sound stories and action stories
or poems.

tattle Duck
(Sound Story)

(This is a story game for everyone to play. One
player reads the story aloud Then each player takes
the part of an animal. The players give their sound
effects whenever theivames ate mentioned.)

( t)% -11100, 111(X) cat tneyw, meow
horseneigh, neigh duckquack, quack
pig,-oink. oink mousesqueak, squeak
dog how-% ow 'roostercock-a-doodle -doo

The animals on Oak Hill Farm were noisy one
morning The limiter (wck-a-doodle-doo) was crow-
mg. The cow (moo, moo) was mooing. The dog
(bow -wow) was harking. and the cat (meow, meow)
was meowing Everybodv was looking for little duck
(quack, quacl') Little (luck (quack, quack) was gone.
The cow (moo, moo) looked ail through the sweet
'lover in the pasture. But- no little duck (quack,
quack) The hot se (neigh. neigh)'gailoped iriri the
next field. But no little dui k (quack, qtu The fat,
tat pig (oink, oink) pushed all the mud out of his
paddle But he could not find little duck (quack,
quack)

Then the animals hint led down to the pond once
mote to look for lade cluck (quack, quack) They all
tailed him (1- sets hods shouts ) But no little duce
(qua( k, 911.1t I.) 1 he animals were quiet as tt ey
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walked back to the barn. They had looked ev-
erywhere, but could not find little duck (quack,
quack).

Suddenly, a little mouse (squeak, squitak) came
scutjying out the barn. Flow he squeaked! He led
the animals back into the barn and over to his nest in
a quiet corner. And there was little duck (quack,
quack) asleep on the mouse's (squeak, squeak) nest.
What a shout the animals gave! (Everybody shouts.)
They had found little duck (quack. quack). They
woke him up with their shouting. Little duck (quack,

'quack). was rushed back to the duck pond, where.
after all, little ducks (quack, quack) belong.

Let's Pretend
(Action Poem) ti

(Before you reall a verse, ask a child how to make
the motion that the verse suggests, such as "How do
you ride a pony?" Ask the child how the pony would
fall. Emphasize the fact that the child must stop at
the end of each verse. Student names may be substi-
tuted.)

Oh, let's pretend! Yes, let's pretend
That we are something new
Let's pretend we're lots of things
And see what we can do

David is a cowboy
Riding up a hill,

(Ride pony)
Until his pony stumbles
And David takes a spill.

(all down)
Jeannie is an autumn leaf,
She twirls and twirls around.

(Dance with many turns)
She twists and turns and twirls again,
And tumbles to the ground.

(Bend way over)

Kevin is an airplane
Flying high and grand,

(Extend arms and glide around room)
Until he sees an airpoit
Where he has to land

(Bend knees until extended arms touch floor)

Sally is a firefly.
Flitting in the night;

(Dance with jerky motions)
Until the morning comes
And she puts out her light.

(Kneel down and curl up)

Kenny is a snowman
Who smiles and looks around.

(Stand still and smile)

Until the Son smiles back at him
And he melts to the wound

(Gradualk kneels as if melting)

What else can you pretend;
What do otherpeople do;
If you will act it out,
I'll try to do it, too

Bernice Wells Carlson
Lis?kri & Help Tell the Sion \C York Abingdon

Press, 1965.

Choral Speaking

Choral speaking is one way of using literature in a
group setting. Songs, poetry, and nursery rhymes
are sources for choral speaking. You might make
a chart or ditto of the selection so all can "read" it
together. Rebus (picture writing) can be used for
nonreaders. Make markings of words for empha-
sis, solo parts, and sound effects. Encourage the
group to decide the parts,.pauses; inflections, and
levels of projection. It is important. to practice and
refine the choral speakink before performing it
for others.

Doi
I. Know the selection well.

2. Read the poem aloud to the class with a sense
of rhythm and sound pattern.

3. Look for possibilities of contrast (high/low,
fast/slow, question/answer, echo) and balance
within the poem.

4. Read the poem a second time aloud to the
class.

5. Invite the class to participate.

6. Keep the voices soft. Volume can be increased
after the tonal patterns are accurate.

7. Repeat the poem together.

Don't

I. Don't choose material beyond the 'hildren's
ability for enjoyment and apprecia on.

_ 2. Don't choose "star" p.ipils fo all the solo
parts. Leadership may be de% oped by giving
the part to a child who cz n grow into it.

3. Don't use choral speaking as a "theatrical per-
formance."

The following are examples of selections that lend
themselves to choral speaking with suggestions for
recitingAthem:

3"



Animal Voices (one line per child)

"Bow-wbw,"
Sass the dog:

"Mew, Mew,"
'Says the cat;

"Grunt, grunt,"
Says the hog:

And, "Squeak,"
Goes the rat.

"Tu-whu,"
Says the owl.

"Caw-caw," ..,,

Says the cross:

"Quack, quac k,"
Says the duck:

And what cuckoos
Say, you know! (all)

Echo

Solo 1
'I sometimes wonder where he lises,
All
This Echo that I never see
Gir/c
I hear his voice now in the hedge,
Boy
Then down behind the willow tree.

.411 Solo 2
And when I calf .Ah, please tome out."

Sido 3
"Come out." he always quick replies.
Solo 2 .411

"Hello, hello," again I sas,
Solo 3 Girls
"Hello, hello.he softly, t ties

All
He must be jells, h ho must,
Boys
For when I laugh, "Ho. ho, ho, ho."
Like an other friendls

Girls
He answers me with "Ho, ho, ho"

Solo 4
I think pet haps he'd like to Alas,

knees some splem /Id things to do

All
He must be hinds hiding
Solo 5 All
J wouldn't like it Now, would sou:.

Storytelling Techniques

The Chickens

Galt
Saul the first little c ha ken,
With a queer little squirm,
Solo 1
"I wish I could find
A fat little worm.-

Boss
Said the next little chicken,
With an odd little shrug:
Solo 2
"I wish I could find
A fat little bug."

Girl s
Said a third little c hit ken,
With a small sigh of grief.
Solo 3
"I wish I could find
A green little leaf!"

Boys

Said the fourth little chicken.
With a faint little moan.
Solo 4
"I wish I could find
A wee grime! stone

Solo 5 Girls
"Now, see here' said the mother,
/loin the green garden patch.
Solo 5
"If s MI want ans breakfast,
.411

Just come here and si ratch'"

a

Christmas Eve

Group I. Tick lock, Tick Tock (repeated as bac k-
ground for )

Group l'he tltx k ticks slowly, slowly' in the hall
And slower and slower the long hours
crass!.

It seems as though today
Will never pass away

Ile dock ks slow's, slow Is in the hall
Group / Ti C k 1 ix k. lick I ix k. I is k (slowls)

Little Mown Rabbit

1 (weber Little hrown rabbit went hroppitv-hop
Class: Hoppits-hop, hoppits-hop!
leacher, Into a olden without ans stop,
Class Hoppits-hop, hoppitv-hop'
Teo( hr.? He ate lot his suppet a fresh (arm; top.
Class Hoppits-hop, hoppits-hop!
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Teacher: Then home went the rabbit without any
stop,

Clans: Hoppity-hopt ho'ppity-hop'

Other books that could be chantedjoclude:

This Is the House That Jack Built (add each group
as the tale progresses)

'Let's Marry!' Said the Cherry, by N. M. Bodecker

Primmer Hoff, adapted by Barbara Emberley

Over in the Meadow, 19y..Ezra Jack Keats

Bill Martin's Instant Readers

Developing the Literature Habit

The most important element in the classroom is
the enthusiastic.teacher who allows time and op-
portunity for sharing literature. Preschool chil-
dren and primary children learn to "read" pic-
tures and interpret them. As children begin to
match symbol and sound, they need time to prac-
tice sorting through the cues that help them rec-
ognize and identify the meaning of the printed
page. Older, more proficient readers need to read
to themselves, to internalize what is read, and to
practice skills'"

S.S.R

S.S.R., Sustained Silent Reading (sometimes called
U.S.S.R.Uninterrupted sustained Silent Read-
ing), developed by Lyman Hunt, is one was to
prCiside for this reading practice needed at all
levels. During S.S.R. time, emphasis is placed
upon practicing reading skills (or prereading
skills) by reading or looking at books that children
hoose themselves. The teat her reads at this time

'also, providing a model for the children. There
are no assignments or evahiative questions. The
only requirement is that the time allotted be kept
quiet and the reading prat oce (reading plumes
for younger students) is respected. S.S.R. puts
recreational reading into the curriculum alongside
basic skills instruction. It not only chances skill
development by giving children practice, it also
fosters enjoyment of literature

In one first grade classroom S.S.R was begun
with an allotted time of three minutes. Within a
few weeks the time had progressed to twenty
minutes, followed by groans and sighs of regret
when the timer signaled that time was up. In a
day-care center, S.S R. occurs just prior to nap

time. Each child takes rwo of three hooks to the
cot to look at before resting

We believe that reading aloud dads to the class,
to small groups within The class, and to individual
children is so important that we have devoted all
of chapter 4 to this topic.

The LthrarviMedia Center Routine

When children and books get together early in
life, reading is bound to happen. I'he earlier the
habit of library use is begun with a child, the bet-
tek the chance that the child will become hooked
on visiting, the library. Research shows that those
students m st successful in secondary and higher
education w we those students who were library
users as very y mg children.

Visiting the sc oLlibrary/media center does
many things for youtn.; 'hildren, in addition to
helping them acquire library ha .its. Visits expose
children to a much wider sariety of hterat..:e in
many media than would be available in a class-
room. Although, the environment may at first be
overwhelming, with the help of the media
specialist, children will soon feel at home in the
hbrars.

% hen the classroom teat het and librarian/
media specialist work together as a team, the
school library experience is likely to have optimal
results. This relationship iequn es open commum-

MF MO 10

FROM
.\1101.' I

Child

Small Albais

Salk Smith, labrarian/Media
Spec lalist

Shah Leleant Ifiist glade reached
Reading levels and intmests of chil-
dren in tn classioom
If the children in nn classroom ask
%on to help them in book sekctivn,
het e are then am-nominate reading
lexels (for luicks they (nild read by
themsekes) and some of then Intel-
ests

Niike illadshat,
Ciamstoun

Nialk Cutter
Loud I-4111111e

1?earling /evil and 1,,ereuts

nonreader--dolls, drussiips,
clothes. logging

2sports. animals
I 1horses
10-- hoots, v,atet skiing
1 5g1 inn. stic s, ballet,

1111151(

Figure 12 Memo to Ithia,ian cop( tiling student's reading
lock and avert sts
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catimf from one individual to the other. Class-
room teachers need to be sure th'at librarians have-
information such as children's reading levels and
interest's so they can recommer* books to indi-

viduals (fig. 12). Librarians cante tremendously
helpful in suggesting books and other 'media re-
sources to accompany thematic units of study.

Young children need time to explore the media
ce iter freely, to browse or read. Both in the class-
room and in the library, adults must act as models
by handling books gently and returning them
promptly. Children should be encouraged to
check books out, for it is only through repeated
exposure to the same book that a "sense of story"
devlops. Libraries that require young children to
be able to sign their names-on tiny cards before
they are permitted to 'check out books are depriv-
ing young children of books at the time when they
most need them.

Library/media centers that are personalized
with homemade materials are especially inviting.
One kindergarteir teacher takes a picture of each
child in her class doing something special during
the year. She writes a brief description, mounts
the picture on oaktag, binds the pages into a book,
and laminates them. At the end of each year she
places the books in the school media center where
they are enjoyed for years after as the childreap

grow older. Another class makes books for the li-
brary by dictating stories to illustrations the have

drawn.
Librarians and teachers can work together to

plan,special events for special times, such as Na-
tional,Book Week (fall), Library Week (spring),
and observances unique to the locale. You could
create your own special event by inviting local au-
thors or illustrators to talk about their books. hav-

ing parents share their hobbies accompanied by

book displays on the same topic, or by having spe-
cial showings of movies or filmstrips related to lit-

erature.
The teacher's attitude can play an important

role in determining the impact of the s( hool
library/media center uptin the young children in
the class. Do you (or ;icier library time as nip
tant as tune spent on basic skills such as reading
and math? 11 so, there will be regularly scheduled
library times that don't get missed for anything
short of an emergency It is also helpful if You
and the librarian can schedule some "open" times
when child! en can choose to go to the media
center on their own .%entually library use will be
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a free choke of the individual, so it is important
that during school hours children he gien the
opportunity to choose to use the library.

A Classroom bterature Routtne Inventory

Figure 13 can help establish where you stand as
an early childhood teacher in prmidmg a regular
classroom routine fot involv:ng Your students with
literature. Give yourself two points for even "%es"
response, one point for every "sometimes" re-
sponse, and no points for a no" response

Classroom Routine

1)0 regtdat IN pi o% ide
for
a Sustained silent reading'
b Lap reading for each

child% ( having an adult
or older child read to an
incinidual child)
Group stop reading.'

d. Group stontelling%
e ('sung books related to

topics of stuck%
t Children to dictate sto-

ries for %oil to write
doiAn3

g Visits to a school
bran/media center:'

h. Vkaits to a public Mirror
i C..hildren to slime litera-

ture?
Ito, nations to resource

peopl- to ,sit %out
classroonv

k Choral speaking and
participation actimes--

L

Some-
Yes tulles No

Figure A classroom literature mount. incomiN

The Community Library

It is mare important to culny ate the public hbrar
habit than the school hbrar% habit, for rik:fortner
can become a lifelong habit Children enjoy field
trips outside of school. If the public, librar% of
bookmobile is close enough, the% wNuld emir% vis-
itwii it regulach. Paren,s need to he encomagcd
to establish a libtar% 'mutiny fol their families
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The public librarian may read aloud to the
group or to individuals. There may be book dis-
plays, puppet shows, or other activities that entice
young children to read and look at books One
public library scheduled a librarian to visit each
dily-care center/it.' the community for an eight-
week period, Once a week the librarian visited the
center for a story hour. A large box of books was
loaned to the center for the eight-week period. As
apart of the program the librarian also conducted
a meeting for the parents and staff of the center.

Public librarians are gfeat resources for teach-
ers who want to find books, media, references,
book lists, a'nd equipment. The public library in
your community should definitely not be over-
looked as you plan your literature curriculum.

Suggested Reading: Storytelling

Bake*, Augusta, and Greene, Ellin. Storytelling .art and
Technique Nev. York: R. R. Bowker. Co , 1!,77

Bauer, Caroline. Handbook for Stolytellers Chicago
American Library Association, 1977.

Briggs, Nancy E., and Wagner, Joseph A Clahlieris Lit-
erature through Storytelling and Mania 2d et!
Dubuque, Iowa. William C Brown Co , Publisheis.
1979

Cathon, Lama, et al , eds ,Stbries to fell to (Abhor I
Selected List Pittsburgh Unix ersitv of Pittsburgh
Press, 1974

Chambers, Dewey W. Literature Joy Ch.ddi en The Oral
Tradition, Storytelling and Ot-eativr Drama Dubuque,
Iowa- Wtlham C Brown Co , Publisheis. 1977

Colum, Padraic Storytelling Neze and (nd \e, 1 ni k
Macmillan Publishing Co , Ins , 1961

Dorian, Margery,- and- Gulland, Frames 7 elling Smite%
through ,11ovement Belmont, Calif Putman Learning.
1974.

For Stontellers and Storytelling Bibluvaphs, Voter iol and
Resource Anis, (imago American Litman Assmia-
iron, 1968

Gaghardo. Ruth Let's Read Aloud New' Yin k J B Lip-
pincott Co . 1962

Ghter, Joan I , and Williams, Gm IIC Inttlithiettnn
to ddren's Literature New York Mr Giaw-11111 Book
Co., 19Th
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4 READING ALOUD WITH YOUNG
CHILDREN,

Joan I. Glazer
Rhode Island,College

The Importance of Reading Aloud

When planning a curriculum, both long-range
and on a day-to-day basis, a teacher needs to be
fully aware of the purposes for each activity or se-
quence of activities included. Often the only rea-
gon-given for reading aloud to young children is
that the children enjoy it. This is, of course, vital
to a program of literature but It ...,verlooks the
central role literature can play in children's devel-
opmeflt.

When children are introdta eci to the pleasure
of literature, they often develop a desire to learn
to read themselves. Chomsky (1972) found that
the linguistic stage of de%elopmenc of prereaders
was positively correlated to their Laving listened
to books read aloud. Durki*, (1966) in her study
of children who read 'be .1-e entering scl-,ol,
found that in every instance the child hae been read
to by parents or older siblings. Children who have
laughed at th-e-ansici of Curious George, gasped
at some of Madeline's adventures, and em-
pathized with Everett Anderson, know there are
discoveries to be male on the pages of books.
They are eager to be able to explore on their own.
to be able to read.

Listening to literature read aloud enhances
children'i facility with language TheV become
familiar with the sound of literary language, styles
of writing that may be more poetic or more
metaphoric' than the normal spoken word. In a
picture book entitled Be, ,-11 Bird, Carrick describes
the beach as, "Sand drifted inland, pushed by the
shoulder of the wind." When children hear words
they know, such as 1., ter," being used in c rea-

five ways, they are given t e opportunity to ex-
pand their language hdr ions. As they hear
characters in books speaking in dialects different
from their own, they go beyond the language of
their community to a broader understanding of
language usages. They can begin to understand
and appreciate the language used in the English
folktale Tom Tit Tot: "Once upon a time there was
a woman and she baked five pies. And when they
came out of the oven, they were that overbaked
the crusts were too hard to eat. So she says to her
daughter, `Darter.' says she, 'put you them there
pies oa the slrlf, and leave 'em there a little, and
they'll come again.' She meant, you know, the
crust would get soft" (Ness, 1965). They know-
what Billy Jo Jive is talking about when he de-
scribes two neighborhood basketball players:
"Sneal*rs was a smoking had dude. He was the
star shfooter fer the 100th Street Jets. Steam Boat
',rills was another had dude. He as one of the
heavies from the Bugaloo Smackers" (Shearer,
1977).

Several researchers (Blachowicz, 1978: Cazden,
1974; Holden a' : MacGnutie, 1972; Kavanagh
and Mattingly, R 12) are exploring the -develop-

ment of children's metalinguistic awareness, that
is. their ability to look at language forms con-
sciously, seeing the form rather than the meaning.
Children are doing this whean they play language
games, such as conversing in Pig Latin, or when
they make up puns and riddles. They are also de-
veloping metalinguistic awareness when they
begin to recognise individual words within
phrases or sentences, and inch% idual sounds
within words. Having children listen to stories ap-
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38 Learning to Love Literature

pears to be one means of helping th,_ni become
more aware of linguistic concepts, and of en-
couraging them to play with language themselves.

Facility with language is highly correlated with
success in reading. Children' are more likely to
understand a printed word they have heard spo-
ken than one they encounter for the first time in
writing. The process of decoding becomes reward-
ing, with success marked by an understanding of
what the print is "saying." Children who have lis-
tened to stories also are likely to have strong read-
ing conk ehension skills. Cohen (1968) reported
that second 'graders in Harlem who heard and
discussed literature regularly demonstrated in-
creased vocabulary and reading comprehension
over the control group that had not participated
in the literature and reading activities. This coup-
ling of desire to read with enhanced possibility of
success in reading makes sharing literature aloud
with children an indispensable prereading and
beginning reading activity.

Not only the language of books, but the content
as well can contribute to children's intellectual
growth and breadth of knowledge. Through ex-
posure to books children vicariously experience a
variety of life-styles and family patterns. They en-
counter stories set in various regions of the
United States and in foreign countries. Them are
books designed to present a specific concept, giv-
ing many concrete examples. Some books stimu-
late the imaginatiai, taking children into the land
of fantasy to explore unlimited possibilities.
Others deal directly with emotions, telling of a
child'who is jealous of a new baby in the family, or
sad and puzzled by the death of a grandparent.
Each provides material for children's expanding
knowledge of their world.

To explore a variety of family patterns, try
sharing some of these stories with your students

Carnes. J. Abby. Illus. S Kellogg. New York: 'Harper
& Row, Publishers, Inc., 1973. (Adopted child)

Carnes, J. Daddy. Illus. R Himler. New York Harper
& Row, Publishers, Inc , 1977. (Child uniting di-
vorced father)

Clifton, 1. Everett Anderson's 1-2-3 Illus 4 G1.1E1'-

4)111. New York. Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
inc., 1977 (Mother planning remai riage)

.Ehrlich, A. leek Silver Moon. thus R. Parker. New
York: Dial Press, 1972. (Mother, father, one son)

Gray, 6, Send Wendell Illus. S Shimin. New York.
McGraw-Hill Book Co , 1974 (Mother, fat het,
three children)

Lekau, J Beryle on His Own Illus. D. Bolognese. New-
York: Dial Press, 1972 (Grandmother, one child)

Lexau, J. Emily and the Klunky Baby and the Next-Door
Dog Illus. NI Alexander. New York' Dial Press,
1972 (Mother, two children)

Sonneborn, R. Seven in a Bed illus. I) Freeman New
York. Viking Press, 1968. (Mother, father, seven
children)

Steptoe, J My'Special Best Words New York Viking
Press, 1974. (Father, two children)

s

As children hear many fine stories and poems
and as they observe the outstanding illustrations
in high quality books, they begin to develop taste
in literature and art. The sharing of well-written,
well-illustrated books can be an introduction to
aesthetic education.

Teachers have an opportunity to promote an
awareness of literary and illustrative quality by
asking children their reactions to certain books.
They can plan reading aloud experiences so that
the children hear a variety of literary gent es, such
as realistic fiction, fantasy, poetry, prose, nonfic-
tion, and fiction.

To explore a variety of literary genre, cry shar-
ing some Of these selections about dogs with your
students,

Realism.
Carrick, C The Foundling New York: Houghton

Mifflin Co., 1977
t'dty, J. What Marljo Wanted Illus E. Mill. (mago:

Albert Whitman & Co., 1968

Fantasy.

Alexander., M Bobo', Dream New York Dial Press.
1970.

Zion, G. No Roses for Harm thus NI Graham New
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, lnc 1958.'

Poetrs
Asquith, M "The Hails Dog In Arrow Book of

Poetry Edited by Ann McGos ern New York:
Scholastic Book Services, 1965.

Chute. M "Dogs In Poems Children Will Sit Still For.
Edited in de Regmers. Moore, and White. New
York Scholastic Book Services. 1969

Nonfiction.
Selsam, M How Puppies Grow Illus E Bubles New

York: Scholastic Book Set sues. 1971.

Many books that preschool and primary-grade
children enjoy hearing are too difficult for them
to read independently. During the primary years,
children's understanding fin exceeds their ability
to read. Literature is more likely to be enjoyed if it
is presented by a skilled reader. Such a reader can



emphasize meaning and the rhythm of the words,

having passed the stage of strugglitfg simply to
pronounce a words. A smooth presentation
shows ildrcn the power/lbat literature can have.

Often after hearing a story, prereaders will

"read" the book themselves, looking at the illustra-
tions and recalling the story line. The reader has

opened the world of literature to them. Somewhat
older children, in the beginning stages of reading,
will have their interest in literature kept alive as
they listen to stories still beyond their reading
capabilities. It is important to place books that
have been read orally into the classroom library
Collection where, children have easy and im-

mediate access to them.
Reading to children is a shared experience that

brings reader and listeners together emotionally
and physically. There is a chance to talk about the
content of the story, to point out what is seen in
the illustrations, and to enjoy the security of being
together. Reading aloud teacher and chit.
dren something special t ,oare such as a new set
of friends that they all know, a joke they have all
laughed at, or a time when nearly everyone cried.
One second grade teacher began the school year
by talking about Where the Wild Things Are with her
new students. They had all heard it and all had
opinions about it. Some called the wild things
monsters and some referred to them as dinosaurs.
Many rennembered the first time they had seen
the book.. When the discussion ended, the teacher
and children had begun to know each other and
to feel that already they had something in com-
mon.

Reading aloud:

1. instills in children a desire to learn to real,

2. enhances their facility with language:
3. increases their chance of success in learning to

read:
4. builds their vocabulary and comprehension

skills:

5. increases their breadth of knowledge:
6. provides for aesthetic education:
7. allows the teacher to plan a balanced literature

program:.
8. helps keep interest in literature alive for chit:

dren who are not yet reading at their un-
derstanding Level:

9. encourages group «thesiveness;.
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The reasons for readingNaloud, each important
enough to justify the presentation' of stories and
poems, combine to show its importance even more
strongly. A time tiff literature shared aloud be-
longs in the school as a regular and valued am-
ity.

Criteria for Selecting Books

The first step in successful sharing of literature
with children is the careful selection of books.
Literary qua!it!' ;s of primary importance. With

the myriad books available In public and school
libraries, there is r 0 reason not to choose the very
best. You will want th look for books with well-
constructed plots, ones in which the events are in-

terrelated, and in which there is logical cause and
effect. If the book is not a story as such, you will

look for continuity, a rationale for what is shown

and discussed. The writing style should be appro-
priate to the content of the hook. Characters
should be delineated so that the reader knows

what the characters like and dislike, and how a
gi%en character might react in a new situation.

The illustrations, a Major portion of the hook,
should be evaluated as carefully as the text. The
medium used by the artist should be appropriate
to the story. The artist should have captured the
essence of the story. either portraying the text lit-
erally or expanding upon it for added dimension.
In either case, the illustrationsshould not shmv

anything that conflicts with the text.
Look at the format of he book, the way it is put

together and the layout on each page. The pages
should be visually pleasing. There should be
enough space ,o make clear which piCture illus-

W-ates which part of the text. The illustrations
should appear either on the page or facing page

with the text they portray.
- Other considerations in selecting books are the

audience and the reading situation. When reading
to only one or two children at a time, you can use
small books (5 x 8" or less), such as Don't Spill It
Again, James (Wells). where the illustrations can be

easily, seen. If the book is to be shared with a
group, then a larger book should he chosen so lis-
teners will be able to see the illustra:ions in

enough detail to appreciate them. Jett-Simpson
and Casey (1979) reported on a survey of second
and fifth graders in which the students were
asked to rate how they felt about certain teacher
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behaviors and activities related to literature Of
the 20 second graders, 80% liked having'the
teacher 'Tad etery day; 82% liked having the
teacher show the illustrations. For these children,
seeing the illustrations was a vital part of the liter-
ary. experience.

Whether r 4ailing to a few children or to a large
group, the i erests of the listeners should be kept
in mind. Some topics, such as stories about ani-
mals, seem to be reliable favorities. Others may
have appeal because they toucic upon a special
interest or mutual experience. You might share a
book about the airport in preparation for a field
trip there or upon the completion of such a trip.
You might read a poem about a tornado, a bliz-
zard, or a rain storm after such weather has been
experienced.

Teachers .must also choose books within the
children's ability to understand. This does not
mean that only the familiar can be presented. It
does mean that there should be some point of
contact, some common ground that wilfallow the
children to make sense of 'what they hear. It may
be that the setting is familiar: It may be that the
situation is. Perhaps the children will relate to an
emotion one of the characters is feeling. Five- and
six-year-olds may have no idea where Peru is and
may never have seen a llama when they hear Ride
the Cold Wind (Surany). However, they will recog-
nize Paco's feeling-that what he is doing is dull,
and that he really is old enough to go fishing on
the lake, even though his father tells him he is too
small. For very young children, the experience of
being held while hearing the rhyth.n of beautiful
sounding worth mai be enougt-.

The attention span of the children should he
considered in determining how long a book to
choose. In general, the older the child the longer
the attention span is likely to be. However, atten-
tion is so related to interest that hard and fast
rules cannot be made. Also, children may listen
longer if they are given opportunities to partici-
pate in the reading by reciting a verse of a poem,
or clapping, or if they are given a period for
stretching and for talking between two short
bcroks or between chapters of a longer book.

Consider, as von are selecting books to be read
aloud, that books contain powerful models of be
havior for young children. One teat her read
about Pumpernickel Tickle and Mean Green Cheese
(Patz) to his first-grade class. This is a delightful
story with imaginative wordplay about a boy and
his:elephant who go shopping and valiantly tm to

remember the grocery list In the middle of the
book, Benji and Elephant get angry with each
other for not remembering the list and call eacl,
other names. All is nicely resolved and the name
calling consumes only a page of the book

During recess later in the day you can guess
what the first graders were doing. How might
their narrf., calling hay e been avoided? Perhaps
the teacher could have discussed the name-calling
episode and the way gcrrod feelings can acciden-
tally turn bad. Perhaps he might have focused the
children's attention on the wordplay, having them
generate rhymes for their favorite foods. Or
perhaps this would have been better presented as-
a lap story.

Many hooks for Young children contain "in"
behaviors, SIKAI as "putting one another down,"
showing off, or silliness. Other books may portray
stereotypes. To avoid perpetuating these feelings,
ar attitudes, scrutinize the books you select to
read aloud.

The book chosen should be one that you like
!ourself. In that %say. you will be able to present it
enthusiastically and honestly. And don't forget va-,
nem the'titles should include some that are
humorous, some that are serious: some realism,
some fantasy; some very new books, some classics.
On occasion, when a book is popular with a child
or a group of children, vott will want to read it
several tunes. Scluclyliclanz (1978) suggests that
the same story, if requested, should he read to an
individual child several times, for hrough repeti-,
tion the child masters the story line. This in turn
allows the child to develop the general idea that
story lines can he remembered, and to recognize
in print those words and phrases that have been
memorized. The child can construct an individual
scheme' for learning about reading. This 'requires
that the teacher or an aide set aside time to read
to induiduals or to small groups, for not all chil-
dren will be zapticated by the same story'

You may want to read nursery rhymes and
other poetry several times to the whole class, how-
ever, fr thew give more enjoyment when they
are well known, just as muse often be«imes more
apprec lined through repetition

As you select hooks, ask yourself the following
questions:

I Is the book of high literary and artistic qual-
ity?

2 Will the children understand the story?
3 Will the book interest the cluldr-n%
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4. Do I like the-book myself?

5. If the book is to be shared with a group of
children, are the illustrations large enough for
them to see?

6. Does the book portray the beha%iors and at-
titudes I condone for young children?

Techniques for Reading Aloud

Once the book or books have been selected, the
-next step is to practice reading them aloud, and to

plan how you will present them. There are some-
what different techniques, depending on whether
the book is to be shared with only one or two chil-
dren, or with a larger group, perhaps the whole
dass. Books shared with only one or two are often
termed "lap stories," and the sharing technique
"lap reading."

Lap Reading

Many children experience lap reading at home as
they sit on theiap of a parent or grandparent and

listen to stories'read aloud. However, not all_do,
and the

of
of this early and intimate

Sharing of literatitre is such that teachers should
"provide for its inclusion in their program, particu-
larly since so many children now come from
homes where parents work and have less time for
reading with them.

Reading aloud appears to be an effective
method for helping children gain an overall ges-
talt of language, what it is and how it functions. It
increases their capacity to distinguish separate
phrases, words, and sounds in the context of full
sentences. It provides an atmosphere for language
growth as teachers and children talk together
about theiisiok.

Lap rtfacti ng has been especially fruitful for
learning disabled students who are mainstreamed
and for young children who spend long hours in
day-care facilities or public schools.

Not just that it is done, but how it is done,
makes a difference. Flood (1977) studied the rela-
tionship between parental style of reading to
young children and the children's performance
on certain prereading related tasks. It can be as-
sumed that styles found effective for parents
would also be effective for teachers of young Ail-
dren. He found six items that were significantly
related to the prereading store:
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1. total number of words spoken by the child.

2. number of out -tions answered by the child;

3. number ot questions asked by the child:
4. warm-up preparatory questions asked In the

parents:

5. poststory evaluative uestions asked by the
parents:

6. positive reinforcement by the parents.

All show the importance of children's being ac-
tively involved with the story. Warm-up questions
set the stage and help them anticipate what will
happen. Children ask and answer. questions dur-
ing the story, and are encouraged in their re-
sponses. At the conclusion of the story, they have
time to evaluate the experience. to integrate what
was heard.

Some books lend themselves easily to this type
of sharing, to an ongoing discussion as the book is
read. Maczuga (1976) recommends books that In-
clude objects that can be discussed, alphabet
books, and counting books. Also, books siu as

Crash! Bang! Boom! that invite the child to make
sound effects are recommended. However, lap
reading techniques can be applied to any book.
Look for ways to introduce the story so that the

child will talk about it before the reading begins
Try asking what the child expects the kook to be

about from looking at the cuter. or soliciting a
guess about what the title means. Look for ways to
involve the child during the reading, such as re-
peating a refrain, describing an illustration, or

_predicting what will happen next.
Point as you a ead . For very young children,

point to things in pictures as you talk about them.
Pointing helps focus attention, thus lengthening
the time children will sit still for a story. It also
develops visual literacy, the idea that pictures have
meaning.

Point to words, also. For younger children,
such pointing will show them that those white
spaces between words are word boundaries, an
important concept. For beginning readers, point-
ing to words will allow them to read the words
they know. You read most of the words, but stop
and let the beginning reader supply those words

he or she has learned. Gradually this "assisted
reading" can progress to where you read a page
and the child reads a page: this helps the transi-
tion to independent reading.

As with any other technique, pointing can be

oserdone. You can ruin a story by word calling
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instead of reading it. After the story has been
read fluently once, though, it is often fun to go
back over it and look at the words. Evidence
suggests that teachers point too little rather than
too much when lap reading, but dogt overdo it.
Also, children who are beginning to read enjoy
skimming a story they have heard to find words
they can read.

Very young children can help control the read-
ing situation by turning the pages themselves.
thus determining when they are ready to proceed
with the story. Talk about unusual words, or
about nhrases the child does not understand.
When the story is finished, ask questions that will
lead the child to evaluate it, or compare it t9 per-
sonal experience. Don't limit your questions to
whether the child liked the 'story or not. The re-
sponse will ,be "yes" or "no" and all further Vik-
ing will be cut off.

Try these books in a lap reading session. Sec if
you can actively involve -the child in discussion.

For preschoolers:
Broun., M. Goodnight Moon llitis C. Hurd. \en

York: Harper & Ron, Publishers, In , 1947
Peder, J. Bean), New York: Pantheon Books, 1979
Maestro. B. Busy Dar A Book o/ Action Word+ Ness

York: Crown Publisheis, Inc., 1978
Rockwell, H My Doctor New York. Macififflan Pub-

lishing Co., Irk., 1973.
For primary grade children
Anno, M'Inno'sJourrieN New Yot k Pbilumcl Books.

1978.
R4,5kin, E Nothing Ever Happeto on ill BLnk New

York: Atheneum Publishers, 1966
Scheer, J Rain Makes Applewuce lilts NI Bilec k

New York: Holiday House, Inv 1961
Spier, P. Noah's Ark Garden Cats, N Y. Doubleda &

Co , Inc , 1977.

Teacher judgment will be needed to assess the
amount, type, and timing of question. It is possi-
ble to ruin as well as to enhance a Story through
questioning and discussion. Yet having the child
contribute thoughts and feelings about the stow,
or add to it through singing or saying parts of it
with the reader, integr'ates the story mote full%
with the child's experience. It is a matter of rec-
ognizing both the potential of the !Rental' e and
the'interests of the listener.

Group Reading

Always lead the book before sharing it °tally ykith
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children. The Idea that you must lead a book a
child has brought to school to avoid hurting that
child's feelings is no excuse for unprepared oral
teadmg. Explain to time child that You must prac-
tice to read aloud. Fake the hook home and ret.I
it. Then short only those parts suitable for the
children in your class. You don't want to expose
your, class to poor literature. The stogy might be
better read as a lap story to the child who brought
it in.

It is useful not only to read the story, but Also
to practice reading the book orally before present-, .

tng it to children. You may find dialogue that you\
wish to. dramatize, or special features of the lan-
guage that you wish to highlight. You might
tape-record % ow self reading, then assess the quAl-
ity of your voice, the expression and enunciation
you haye ust d, the ,peed and volume of your
reading. When you ate reading to children, be
aware of their reactions, for these may give you
insight into your oral reading ,Aengths and
weaknesses.

Several of the techniques of lap reading apply
to group reading and %ice %ersa. In group read-
ing, as in lap reading, the /introduction of the
book sets the stage for the reading and should be
such that children will want to hear the story.

A book may he introduced it:i the title and
author, or with statements and questions about
the book's content or about how the book relates
to something the children haye experienced or
discussed. Opening with the title often elicits the
"I heard it _before" comment, %%filch can be han-
dled with a statement re«igninng the fact, but not
chselling on it. "Dott tellehow it ends," or "See if
%on see something this time that von didn't see
before'. is suf ficint. If the title is not given at the
beginning, it should he giyen at the eno. Author
and illustrator should also be mentipriect, for this
gives children the reali/ation that hooks are
created by real people. You might also want to
considei. haying group reading a choic.'-e acti%ny
rather than a reqttired one.

If there are unfamiliar woi ds that are essential
to the understanding of the story, you may want.
to define them briefly, perhaps even par-
enthetic all% as the% appeal. Tiv asking the chil-
di en directly what a word means d it is part of the
title. If you were going to share The Washout with
young children, it would be useful to discuss the
meaning of "washout" 1% ith them before begin-
ning the book. 1 he cosec illusti anon would help

4



them discover the meaning- of the word. If the
book has so many unfamiliat words that there are
going to be constant interruption's for explana-
tion, then the book is probably too difficult for
that listening audience. Many words that look dif-
ficult at the start are defined through context.
There is no need to define "peddler" in Caps for
Sale because the initial sentence reads, "Once
there was a peddler wiz° sold caps."

Try to maintain eye contact with the children,
sharing the book in a more persc nal way, so that
you can respond to their laughter or concern. In a
practical sense, keeping an eye on your audieme
also allows you to predict trouble spots before
trouble develops. A look from you may indicate
that a toy is to be put away, with no interruption,
of the story, or a nod may excuse a child to go to
the restroom.

Children should be seated so that all can see the
reader and the book. This may be a semicirele,
either on the floor or on chairs. If children are oh
the floor, you 'may want to be seated on a lotv
chair so that the book is at ey:-. level for the chil-
dren:- make sure children aren't craning their
necks to look up. If the children are on chairs,
you may choose to stand or to sit on a higher
chair. Be'sure to settle the cf. dren with a finger
play or song, and be sure that they can tee the
illustrations before you begin. Some techniques
teachers have used with little children to get them
t 't still during story reading and not touch each

: include having each child bring a rug sanwle
to the circle to sit on or having children sit with
crossed legs. The latter can get uncomfortable
after awhile. Be sure to allow for stretches be-
tween stories, if you read more than one. Some
teachers have mastered the art of reading upside
down, so can hold the book in front of them and
look down over the pages and read the text. Some
hold the book off to one side, reading at an angle.
A caution here is not to whip the book past the
eyes of the children so fast that all that registers is

a blur of color. It takes time to focus on dins-
tration, so the, book should be moved slowly, if at
all.

When the book is complqted, children should
be given a chance to respond if they wish. Some-
times children will spontaneously chime in after
the story is over, but at other times the teacher
will need to ask for a specific response. Open-
ended questions generate more response than
"yes" or "no" questions. Suggestions for activities

0
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chat could extend the concepts of the book's lan-
guage may be given. If the book is put in a special
place that the children know, then they are en-
couraged to look at the book themselyes latei on.
This gives the teacher an informal evaluation of
which. books a're most liked, and of which children
are showing an interest in literature.

Lamme has looked extensively at the skill of
teachers and aides in reading aloud to young (ha:
dren_A conclusion of one studs was that "reading
aloud to a group of young children is an actisits
that requires training and/or experience to be
done well." She found that thtre was a wide range
of scores for both teadters and aides on the
"Reading Aloud to Children Scale" (RACS, fig
14) and that there was no relationship between
the way a teact'er. Nead and the way the aide in
that classroom read.

You mayeant to do some self-assessment by
rating yourself on the RAGS, reproduced in fii-
ure 14. You might videotape yourself reading to a
group of young children, then code your own
videotape. t'ou might also find it a useful tool for
self-training in oral reading. If there are items on
which your rating was low (a or b of the multiple
choice ratings, or repeated "no's" to the ves/no rat-
ings), you should concentrate on Unprosing in
these areas. If you are working with an aide, stu-
dent teacher, or volunteer, take time to help the
aide develop skills in oral reading

In another study, Lamme (1977) rated prunars
grade teachers' oral reading skills on a prelimi-
nary form of thr. RAGS to determine which be-
haviors c-ntributsd most substantially to the qual-
ity of oral reading. In the order of influence, the\
were:

1. child involvement in the story reading:
2 amount of eve contact between reader amid

a udiem e.

3. amount of expression put Into the reading,
4. voice quality of the reader:
5. pointing too words of pictures hs the reader.
6. reader's familiarity with the stors:
7. selection of an appropriate hook.
8. children being seated so that all can see:
9. highlighting of words and language bs the

rear'er.

These, al well as the rating scale, provided
guidelines foi the improsement of oral reading.
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Rater's Name:

Reading Aloud to Children Scale (Reiised)
(for use with picture story books)

Sc hool

Date: 6?-ade Level: Teacher:

Title of Story Being Read:

I. Does the adult intr'xluce the book to the group?
a None
b Vague, ,"We're going to read this book"
c More specific introduction, "Look at this book about a dog."
d 'Specific introdaction relating the book to the readers l'his book is about a lost dog like

the dog in our schoolyard."

2. Title and Authoil
Yes No

_la. mentions title
b mentions author
c reads from cover
d reads from title page

3. Can all of the children in the group see the illustrations and hear the story.-
a. Only a few children can see and/oi rear
h At least half of the children can see and/or hear
c All but a few in the hack or at the sides can see and hear
d Every child in the group can see and hear.

4 Reader's Voice
Yes No_ a Volume has YNnety (not too loud of soft)

h. Speed has cadet\ (not too fast of slow
c Pitch has Yariety (not too high or loss).
d Enunciation is deal.

5 Does the reader read with expression? Are emotions expressed.
a. The reading is monotonous.
b. There is some expression and feeling in parts of the stop,

There is expression and emotion esidenced in much (4 the stoiY,
(I. There are viYid vocal and facial expressions: emotions appropriate to the story are in

evidence (humor, empathy. etc.).

6. Are contents of the book suitable for the audience--
4. The hook is either too sophisticated or too mundane. only a few (1111(11(4i shoss interest in

the book.
b The book is of average appeal. c hddren shoss sonic Intel est in it
c. The book is appealing: most children like it.
d. The book is yen' a ,propriate for the age level and interests of the c InIchen: it has great

appeal.

7. Are pictures *-able to the chilc en while the reader is leading-,
a. "r`_ reader does not how ,the pu tures to the grim!)
b. tile reader stops to show pi( tines occasionally._ c The reader pauses after each page to shoss 1 ictuk!:s.
d. rhe reader holds the hook so that the c hildren (an t\ILik at pictures while the 51015 is being

lead.

8. Hots familiar is the reader .with the stoi''
a Not at all. [he readei must read the story word for word

5j
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b There is spine familiarity with the story but most of the words need to be read: some
words are read on every page.

c The reader knows the story but must occasionally refer to the text; at least one page is
told rather than read.

d The readeN thoroughly familiar with the story and reads with little or no reference to

the book.
Is the reader highlighting'words and the quality of language unique to this selection (noticing r hym-

ill& words, unusial words (ikurious" George], refrains, repetition of phrases or words; changing

voice of expressiln for those language eleMents)?
a. There is little notice given to language or.vocabulary in the reading.- ix There is some notice given to language or vocabulary.
c The language element is evident in the story reading.
d The language element is very evident in the ttory reading.

10. Further activities
Yes No

a suggests further student involvement with book or topic
b leaves the book where children could return to it
c asks an interpretive question about the story (not recall of facts)
d returns" to the book for a review of the story (shows pictures again, recalls an

event, etc))

Coding
Put a mark each time the behavior occurs.

Times reader points to things.in picture
Times reader points to words
Times reader demonstrates left-right progression
Times teacher initiates student response to story
Times students initiate response to story
Times reader looks up from book at audience

'Figure 14. Reading aloud to children scale (revised)

Whether lap reading or group reading, the
teacher should work to Imome a skilled oral
reader, and to involve children actively with the

Aterature, The adult should also be aware of and
should respect children's responses and moods. If
a story is disliked, it can be abandoned and
another one chosen. Sometimes children need to
talk about their feelings after a book; other times
they need a quiet period for their own thoughts.

As you read aloud to and with children, you are
helping those children establish lifetime habits of
leading and positive,attitudes toward literature. It
is time well spent.
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5 LITERATURE THROUGHOUT THE
CURRICULUM

Linda Leonard Lamme
University of Florida

The previous chapters developed numerous ideas
for using literature for its Quin sakthrough ac-
tivities such as storytelling, drama, puppetry, and
S.S.R. While these activities, in and of themselves,

are worthwhile, literature can contribute a great
deal more to an early childhood program. This
chapter will present ways to integrate literature
into -the entire curriculum, putting the pre-
viously-mentioned strategies to use in a meaning-

pit framework.
If a literature routine is already established in

your classroom, integrating literature into other
curricular areas won't be difficult. Basically it re-

quires a mind-set that says, "What book, story,
poem, or song would add to our enjoyment of
and learning about this topic?" One excellent
source, Jacob's Indepepdent Raiding Grades One
through Three: An Annotated Bibliography with Read-

ingLevels, lists books for young children by topic
and reading level. Many put& libraties create
-topical lists for their patroas. EDMARC (The
Education Materials Center, 400 Maryland Ave..

S.W., Washington, D.C. 20202) will provide lists
of recent books on virtually any topic for a mini-

fial charge.
Books can be the springboard into or the cul-

mination of a unit of study, or aids during the
study of a topic. Examples may be fouled in the
following chapter where individual teachers de-
scribe ways they have used literature in their class

rooms.
You will staiit to include literature in all cur-

ricular areas foi. affective as well as cognitive rea-

sons. The Book, (1977) is an excellent source
of review of books on many affettive themes (di-

vorce, adoption, friendship, emotions, etc.).

Literature in Curricular Areas

An early childhood program typically, includes the
following curricular areas: mathematics, language
arts, reading, science, social studies, art, music,
and physical education. Teacher Iso provide for
manipulative activities, such as c king, sand and
water play, and dressups. Liter ure can fit into
each of these topics. Then, there are special occa-

sions and circumstance, that literature can help
celebrate. Ways to involve children with literature
in each of these areas follow.

Mathematics

There are many picture books published at the
early childhood level that have as their go;.I teach-

ing young children mathematical concepts. Count-
ing books are the most common. An appropriate
counting book for young children has clearly
identified items to be counted, pictures in proper
perspectives (not bees larger than airplanes), nu-
merals both written in words and in number
form, and different opportunities to count the
same number of items on a page. Anno's Counting

Book, for example, begins with zero (often, omitted
in counting books` and has on each page many
groups exemplifying the appropriate numeral
(three clouds, three trees, etc.).

The following counting books meet these
criteria.

Anno, Mitsumasa Anno'i Counting Book. New York.
Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1977.

Bayley. Nicola. One Old (Nord New York- Athene-
um Publishers. 1977.

Brown, Marc One Two Three An Animal Counting
Book B'oston Atlantic Mon :hl% Pt ess, 1976

d7
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Carle, Eric. 1,2,3 to the Zoo New York Philomel
Books, 1968.

Francoise, C. Jeanne-Marie Counts Her Sheep New
York `Charles Scribner's Sons, 1957

i7reschet, Berniece. The Ants Go Marching Illus
Stefan Martin. New York Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1973.

Fujkkawa, Gyo. Can You Court? New York: Grosset &
Dunlap, 1977

Hoban, Tana. Count and See New York Macmillan
Publishing Co , Inc., 1972.

Howard, Katherine. I Can Count to 100 Can You
Illus. Michael J. Smollin New York Random
House, Inc, 1979

Yolen, Jane. An Thrace:on to the Butterfly Ball A Count-
ing Rhyme. Illus. Jane Breskin Zalben New t ork.
Parents Magazine Press, 1976.

Other mathematical concepts are the focus of
books.

Eastman. P. D. What Time 15 Its New York K Tidom
House, Inc., 1979.

Hohan, Tana Push, Poll, Empty, hill .4 Book of Oppo-
sites New York. Macmillan Publishing Co, Inc
1972.

Hoban, Tana. .Th.les, Triangles and Squares New
York: Macmillan Publishing Co , Inc 1974

Hutchins, Pat. Clocks and More Clocks New York
Macmillan Publishing Co Inc , 1970,

Reiss. John J Shapes New York liradburs Press.
1974.

Spies, Peter Fast-Slow/High-Low A Book of Opposites
New York Doubleday & Cu Inc., 1972

Mathematical concepts are also covered inci-
dentally in picture hooks for young children For
example, youngsters can learn to measure with
the incir;-:orm in Inch by Inch. Inc:dental mathe
francal learning probably occurs frequently Om
books are shaied with young children

Language Arts

There are three areas of language acquisition that
can be enhanced by literature: pho' °logy (the
sounds of language), syntax (the structure of lan-
guage), 'end semantics (the meaning of language)
All books model language to some degree, but
sofne more obviously emphasize one of these
areas.

Rhyming literaturepoetry, songs, arid stories
with refrainsall enhance phohology. Books that
involve word play like Pumpernickel Tickle and
Mean Green Cheese, help children learn to rhyme
and invent words. Here are a number of books
that focus, either directh indirecth, on pho-
nology (the sounds of language).

v el

Basks, Nicola Nicola Bosley's Book of Aursery lame;
New York. Alfred A Knopf, Inc , 1977

de Reginers,Beatrice S Ma, 1 Bring a Fnend' Illus
Beni Montresor Ness York Atheneum Pub-
lishers, 1964

Frost, Robert Stopping bN Woo& on a Snowy Evening
'llus Susan Jeffers. New York E P Dutton.
1978

Fupkawa, Gyo. Mother Goose Ne York Grosset &
Dunlap, Inc., 1963

Hopkins, Lee Bennett Go to Bed( .1 Book cf Bedtime
Poems Illus Rosekrans Hoffman New York:
Alfred A Knopf, Inc , 1979

Kuskin, Karla A Boy Had a Mother Who Brought Him a
Hat Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1976.

Langstaff, John Hot Cross Buns and Other Old Street
Cries lints Nancs Winslow Parkes New York:
Atheneum Publisher, 1978

Lear, Edward. The Owl and the P' ss Cat and Other
Nonsense Illus. Owen Wuort New York Viking
Press, 1979

McCord, Dasid Evers Tow,' 1 Climb a Tree Illus Marc
Suriont Boston Little, Brown & Co 1967.

Roiankto sks , Fewtor. Tall Book -t Mother Goose New
York' Harper & Row, Pubhs ers, Inc , 1942

Steenson, Robes( Louis .1 Child's Gorden of Verses
Illus Brian Wildsmith New York' Franklin
Watts. Inc . 1966

Fuchs, , asha Mother G Hist, New Yor k Henry Z.
Walck. lnc . 1944.

Wildstnith, Brian Brian 0 ildonith's Mother Goose.
New York Fianlchn Watts, inc , 1965

Wright Blanche The Rea! Mother Got e Chicago, Ill
Rand NIcNalls & Co 1978

Ssntax is strengthened bs books that repeat
language patterns the children are acquiring.
Look for books that repeat prepositional phrases,
dependent clauses, adjectives ind adverbs, ques-
tions, and sentences

At no, F d The Gingerbread Man New York Sc hulas-
to Book Semi es. 1970

Buni, Arline. and Baum, Joseph One Bright Ilanday
Morning New York Random House, Inc

Blair, Susan The Three Bills Goats Gruff New .rue

holasto Book Services, 1970
Erntx.rles, Barkara Druintne, Hof/ Illus Ed Ember-

lev Englewood Cliffs, N j Pretitt«.-Hall, Ito ,

i967
Galdone, Paul The Three Bills C at, Gruff. New York

Seat:its Press. , 107'3

Galdone, Paul The Gingerbread Bos New Nork Sea-
burs' Press, Inc , 1975

Galdone, Paul Three Little Pigs New York Seahury
Press, ho 1970

Galdone, Paul 1 he 1 hree Bear, Ness York Seaburs
Press, Inc , 1972



Galdone, Pau/ The Little Red Heti New 1 rk Sea
bury Press, Inc. 1973

Heilbroner, Joan Thu Is the House Where jail? Loses
Aliki. New York Harper & Ross, Publishers,

Inc , 1962.

Hutchins. Pat Good-NI& Owl \..e k Macmillan
t ublishing Co., Inc , 1972

Hutchins, Pat. Rosie'c Walk. New York Macmillan
Publishing Co., Inc., 1968.

McGovern, Ann. Stone Soup Illus Nola 1.angnei
New York Scuolasnc Book Sets I( es, 1971

McGowan, Ann Too 00 A:00e Illus Sunnis
"[aback. Boston Houghton Mifflin Co., 1967

Sendak, Maurice. Chicken Soup with Pw New Yoik
Harper & Row ,_Publishers, 1nt , 1962

S1taw, Chat les (I It Looked Like Spilt Wilk New Vol k
Harper & !tow, Publishers, Inc , 1947

Soule, Jean C \'ever T.ase a !Tease/ Ness Yolk Par-

'ems Magaime Press. 1964
Tan,. Christine..4s Egg Is to Sit On Ilins Rosekrans

Hoffman New York Lathrop, Lee 8, Shepard
P ,oks, 1978

Books that enhance semantic language devel-
opment help children's Yocabular% grow or aid in
giving meaning to language in other ways. Plays
on the meal ings of worcis, homonyms, synonyms,

.s*
and antonyms would be included in this category.

Farher. Norma As / 14'n.% Crossing Boston Common II-
lus Arnold Lobel New Viols. P,Dutton, 1975

Hoberman, Mari inn. I House Is a House lot IP
Illus. Betts Floss i Ness Volk Viking Press. 1978

Parish, peg*. Terrill Cs, Amelia Boleti(' lilt's I nn

Sweat. Ness York. Grenwillow Books 1977
-Prosensen. Alice and Piocensen, Mai no .4 Peaceable

1 he Shaker -lbendartm Ness 1 ot Is Vik-

ing "Les-, 1978

Recultrig,
4

The study of good literature provides young chil-

dren with abundant opportunities to (ley-clop
reading readiness and reading skills _Book aware-
nes skills, including leftright progression, can be

learned using the following books:

Carle, Eric Do You Viola to Be If v Fnendr Ness lot k

Thomas Y Crowell Co . 1971

Prosensen, Alur, and Ptosens,n, \Lunn, 4 Pea( rabic

Kingdom The Shakes Aberedaruis Nei% York Vik-
ing Ness, 1978

Wordless picture book that tell a story Yisually
also encourage sequential page-turning. Visual
discrimination is likewist\enmuraged by wordless
books as well as books that play games with the

pictures
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Ahlbet g, Janet, and A hIliet g, Allen Lath Peach, Peal
Plum An l-sp Stoll Ness Yoi k Viking Pt ess,
1918

Anno, Musumaso (Junin Ness Yoik Philo-
m li(oks, 1978

Ritmo. Mot gar,t lt ise 1 he Rumacal Bte.im lilt,,
'Clement Hurd Ness k Harper & Ross, Pub-

101 , 1972

Hoban, 1 ana Look Again Ness Yu, k 1fac,Illan
Publishing Co , Inc , 1971

keliogg, Ste% en The .1/%%ters. ol the Almsing Red
Ness Yolk Dial Pt ess. 1974

Books with sound effects expose young chil-
dren to auditorN discrimination. Also, any of the
books that encourage oral language call be listed
here

Bios% 0, Mat gatet Wise Coioittr \'oat Book Illus
Leona' d eisgai d Ness Yid, & Russ,
Pit bbshers, Inc , 1940 Papei bock edition, 1976

Broisn, Man gat ei Wise Vohl Book Inns [.comic
Weisgaid Ness 1 co k Hornet & Ross. Pubh 'het s,
Inr , 1939

Spiel, Peter 6ohlde, lito;14, Cum Carden ( us. N 1 .

D)ubleda% & 1971

Any hook, of course. helps a child learn to lead
naturally if adults and/or older c hildren share
books and read to each other regulaiis. Lap read-
ing hi a skilled reader who points to words and
discusses content and who is sets responsise to
the young child is probahls the most ef fectise
method tot teaching reading.

.51 tow e

Sc tens e books foi young hildren are hasicallY of
two types. Mere are nonfiction fa( teal accounts
v.ritten at rebus els easy reading levels or there

are fit nooks Yyth scientific accuracy. When
selecting sciei:,v hooks to use with a sc ens r topic
it is important to he sure the scientific- information
contained in the hook is accurate. The bool,'s illus-
trations should eithei be photographs m deal,
realistic drawings

Science, m cal l% c hildhood education, is often

referred to as -inquir% and discoy en It focuses

on the processes of questioning, reasoning, dist

cosermg, and using the scientific method, rathrr
than on memorirmg facts about the ph% so at en%t-
tonment Science trade books. on the other

ii to prcach and to teach facts Although fac-
tual books, ate interesting and pro% ide useful
information, their use in an early childhood cur-
r u Main might best be in response to spec ific (pis-

/
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dons children ask rather than for group or node- at a level just above where the child r,. Children's
pendent reading. literature abounds with opportunities for enhanc-

ing moral development in such areas as shafmg,
taking turns, preparing for a new labs, friendship
and moperation, sibling I i\ al , and mans others,
Each of the following books contains nun al di-
lemma and is suitable for this type of social studies
in olvement.

The key question to ask when selecting a book
to use and considering techniques fin involving
children with that book is, "Does the book con-
tribute to a 'sense of wonder' about the world in
which we livt?" The following books are repre-
sentative of books that young children enjoy and
that offer multiple opportunities for integration
into a science curriculum.

Aldo. My Five Senses Nos York. l'hotnas Crowell
Co , 1972

Ames, Gerald, and Wy ler, Rose Prove ,'1 Ness lad.
Harper & Row, Publishers. inc , 1963

Astmoy, Isaac Animals of the Bible lilt's Howard Be-
relson. Garden City, N . Doubleday & Co , tnc ,
1978

Barton; Byron Wheels New York Thomas Y Cro-
well Co , 1979

Baylor, Byrd Everybody Nods a Rock Illus Peter
Parnall New York: Charles Scribnei's Sons. 1974

Ets, Marie Hall Gilbert() and the Wind New York
Viking Press, 1963

Fisher, Arleen. Going Barefoot, Illus Adt ienne
Adams New York Thomas I. Crowell Co , 1961)

Fisher, Aileen Once We Went on a Punic Illus Tons
Chen New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co , 1975

Fisher, Aileen We Rent Looking Illus Mane Angel
New York Thomas Y Crowell Co , 1968

Gorelick, May Where Does the Butterfly Go It hen It
Rainy? Illus Leonard Wosgat d Reading. Mass
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co , Inc . 1961

Ginsburg, Mirra ,Mtashroom In the Rani New I ark
Macmillan Publishing Co , 1 ra.. 1978

Gof stem, B Natural History New Yotk i al
Straus 8, Guotrs, Inc 1979

Goldin. Augusta Iptder Silk Illus Joseph Low New
Yolk 1 homas Y on ell Co , 1964

Norris, Louatme, and Smith. Howard F . Jt , In Oak
Tree Dies and a Iowan Begins lilus Allen Das is
New York Clown Publishets. Ind , 1979

Perkins, Al Ear Book Illus kVilharn Olitian New
Yolk Random }louse. , 1968

Sw tat Shuhec

So( ml studies «mcepts in call, luldhood focus on
processes rather than facts Young children's
moral development has been studied by Damon
(1977), who has delineated stages of moral devel-
opment through which all children pass, though
at very (different rates depending upon the oppor-
tunities the child has been given for decision-
making. rhe earls childhood curriculum needs to
expose children to moral dilemmas that are soh ed

Cohen, \Imam Brill I ll'rive a h Hord?' Illus Lillian
Hoban Ness 1 ork; Mac nullan Publishing Co.,
Inc . 1967 Papet bat edition. 1971

Delano ,' Ned Bert and Barrio Boston Houghton
Mifflin Co., 19$10

Hamilton. Morse, and Hamilton, F mile lh :Same 15
Emil Illus Jenni Olis el New Yotk Gleenwillow
Books. :979

Keats, En a Ja( k Peter's Chao New I of k Hat pet &
Ross. Publishos,"ha 1467

\fah\ . Mat gat et The /los it /co Was hollowed How II-
lus Ste\ en Kellogg Ness lock Itankldn Watts,

. 1975

Rix he, P K Good-Bye. 4 ?mild ss, k Dial Press,
1979

1 ut kle, Bt intim 1?adh I and Obadiah Ness 1 of k
Dutton, 1478

Waher, Bernard ha Slops Ozo Bosun, Ihnighton
Mifflin Co . 1972

Zolotoss, Charlotte II h Burnt for )00 Illus Ben
Shecter New Yoi k I lam pet & Row Publishers,
Inc , 1966

I'.

The more ti admonal topic s of community
helpers, ',Buil-A, geography, economics. etc are
not ignmed by the picK ess r miRcilum Children
lea] n about historic times, emplos meat oppor-
tunities, and the like by diamatuation, field nips,
and acme Liam( panon. I hes get the "feel" of
()diet times, places, and cultures and do not sin] -
ply memos ice facts. Lac h of the, following hooks
goes well be\ (Hid the mete lecitation of facts to
pi ON ule Noting children mill ideas dies can actu-
ally use through role play and ac m e in oh emend.

Baker, Betts lattir Kann() of the 1 onghouse New
Vol k Hat pet & Row, Publishei s. Inc . 1962

But ton. gnu,' Mike Mulligan and II is Mean; Shovel
Boston Houghton , 1939 Paper bac k
edition. 1977

ill, Donald Ox cart Van Illus But bat
Ness \al k ikaig Ptess, 1970

Lindgren, lso ( hoinua in the Stahl( Inns It
WIhrig New I nt k Lassa] tl, \h ( amt & Geoghe-
gan. ha , 1962

Locates. Janette 'seining Six Situ,' Spoons Illus.
Robert 'Qua( knbush New I at Hat pet & l4 ow,
Publishei roil , 1971



McCloskey, Robert. One Morning in Maine New
York: Viking Press, 1952.

McCloskey, Role, t. Make Was for Ducklings New
York: Viking Press, I

MO*, F. N. 71; Dnriktrig Gourd New Vol k Harper
& Row, Publishers, Inc., 1969.

Table I

Illustrativnifedia and Some Representative Illus-
trators*

Medium
Representative

Illustrators

Photograph's

Woodcut
or Linocui

Collage

Paint"

Line Drawing

Gras on

Colored Pencil

Jana Hobar.
Patricia Ruhart
Roger Rester
1 homas Mattieson

Don Freeman
Marie Hall Els
Ed Ember les
Es aline Ness
Marcia Brown

Leo Lionm
Erra jack Keats
Fri( Carle

Torni de Paola
Ludwig Betnelmans
Leo Polar
Tasha I whir
Ma time Silldak
Robert McCloskey
1 sins Chen
William Pene du Bois
Leonard Weisgard
Roger Dusoism
Brian 1Vildsmith
Alice and Martin Pros ensen
Ce testily) Plain
Br uno Mtutati
Norms I logrogian

Glen Rounds

Feodor Rojankto sky

Susan frifers
I,ifo Yasitima

* No quality judgments are being made here Manc excellent
illustraiors use a varlets of media and therefore are not in-
cluded in Our list,
Paint includes watercolor, tempora, postertolor, pastels,
gouache, oil, and other paints Paint is the most common
way children's hooks are illustrated Mans pamters combine
paint with other mccha. such as pen and irk

**
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Art

Young children enjoy actively participating in art
experiences while at the same time :earning about
art concepts of color (value), texture, line, mme-
ment, and direction. Children's books are the onn
artwork young children see, so it is important for
teachers to use books of artistic quality. Caldecott
Medal books and Children's Showcase Books have
received awards for their high quality artwork.

Children need involvement with books illus-
trated in a variety of media. Cianciolo's Illustrations
in Children's Books (1970) describes the many proc-
esses that are used to illustrate children's books, so
if you can't identify the medium, you might wit
to consult that source. Table I will help. you find
books by illustrators who have received recogni-
tion for their work.

Creative teachers have developed many types
of art projects using children's literature as a
springboard. One second-grade teacher had her
class make a quilt for the wall of the sillool media
center. Each child made a colorful square from
his or her favorite book. Teachers often hale
children make books patternel after real ones.
Children can make dioramas, peep shows, pup-
pets, and all of the materials mentioned in chapter
three. There would qualify as art projects only if
children could experience the processes of crea-
tion rather than imitation.

Creating sound is a natural part of early c htld-
hood. Singing, (lancing, moving, and sound-
making are all included in an early childhopd
curriculum, and eac h is enhanced by children's
literature. Lamme (1979) has critiqued over sixt%
song picture hooks and provided ideas for using
them with children of all ages Young children
might parti( alai Is enjoy:

1:aliaInes
Hush /aide /WI Engleuood Cid ts. N J Pren-

tice-Hall. Inc , 1%8
&mach, Mat got flush I ride !MIA New York F P

Dut ion, 1975

Holiday Songs
Child, I, VI Or'ef the Rwer aryl through Mel-trawl Illus

Binton Furkle New York. Comm d, Ms Cann &
Geoghegan, Ins ., 197 1

Keats, F ira Jac k The I rule Drummer Bo) New 'York
Mar millan Poblislimg Int 1%8

Ken!, la( k lock Kent I wedge s of ( hristrnas New
Yin k Pa: ems 11..,Inne Press. 1973

53
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Nursery Rhymes
Spier, Peter. London Bridge Is Falling Down Garden

City, N.Y.. Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1967.
Quackenbush, Robert. Old MacDonald Had a Farm

New York. J B Lippincott Co., 1972.
Quackenbush, Robert. Pop! Goes the Weasel and Yaii-

kee Doodle: New York in 1776 and Today, with Songs
and Pictures. New York. J. B. Lippincott Co ,
1976.

Zuromskis, Diane. The Farmer in the Dell Boston: Lit-
tle, Brown & Co., 1978.

Counting Rhymes
Adams, Adrianne. This Old Man: New York. Grosset

& Dunlap, Inc., 1975.
Conover, Chris. Six Little Ducks New York: Thomas

Y. Crowell Co., 1976.
Keats, Ezra Jack. Over in the Meadow New York

Scholastic Book Services, 1972.
Langstaff, John. Over in the Meadow Illus. Feodor

Rojankovsky. New York: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, Inc., 1957. Paperback edition, 1973.

Silly Songs
Kellogg, Steven. There Was an Old Woman. New York.

Scholastic Book Services, Inc., 1980.
Langstaff, John. Oh, A-Hunting We Will Go Illus

Nancy Winslow Parker. New York: Atheneum,
Publishers, 1974.

Spier, Peter. Fox Went Out on a Chilly Night Garden
City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1961

t Folk Songs
Langstaft, John. 01' Dan Tucker illus. J Krush Ness

York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1963.
Parkft, R. A Sweet Betsy from Pike: A Song from the

Galdrush Days. New York. Viking Press, 1978.
Quackenbush, Robert Skip to My Lou New York J

B. Lippmcot Co., 1975.
Quackenbush, Robert. She'll Be Comin"rwind the

Mountain. New York: J. B. Lippincott Co , 1973

Historical Songs
Bangs, Edward. Yankee Doodle. Illus. Steven Kellogg

New York. Scholastic Book Services, 1980.
Spier, Peter. The Erie Canal Garden City N V

rDoubleday & Co., Inc., 1970.
Alphabet Songs
Provensen, Alice, and Provensen, Martin A Peaceable

Kingdom- The Shaker Abecedarius. New York Vik-
ing Press, 1978.

Yolen, Jane All in the Woodland Early. An ABC Book
Illus. Jane Breskin Zalben. Cleveland. William
Collins Publishers, Inc, 1979

Many of these books have accompanying re-
cordings or cassettes, published by Weston
Woods, Weston, Connecticut. Song books with col-
lections of songs could also be used. The emphasis
in an early childhood curriculum would not be on

memorizing the songs or leaf lung a f mina! dance
or movement game, but rather on creatin'-
soundsby singing and making up new tune,- .il

lyrics, by moving to the music in sarving ways (not
imitating an adult), by beating anthills &H .q. creat-
ing pitches with .ound starters and qualw musical
instruments.

Several books involve instruments and sound
effects.

Carle, Fru I See a Song Ne:, k homas Y.
Crowell Co , 1973

Isadora, Rachel Ben's humps t Ness \ ork Gieen-
,ffloss Books, 1979.

Spier, Peter Crash' Bang' Boom' GaulctiAst% , N Y .
Doubleday & Co Inc , 1972

Physical Education

4Moven.en, actRities fc.,nt Cie ..0.«,1 an earls
childhood kivsical education program. Young
children learn gradually to gain more control over
their bodies and indixidual parts of their bodies.
Literature is an integral part of the physical edu-
cation program through the use of finger plays,
chants, and movement songs. Seldom do these
appear as books for Young children, but collec-
tions for teachers might int lode the following

Glaser. torn Eve qinker. Tom Finkel, Chin Chopper
Collection of Musical Finger Ph, Carden CIR.
N Y Doubleday & Co . Lin , 1973

Glaret. Loin Do Your Ears Hang Como Garden Cm.
N Doubleday & Co . Ins , 1980

Books sometimes reflect topics requiring physi-
cal or sports.

Bulla, C'. de Robert Keep Running Illus
Satomi Ichikawa Ness 1 olk Flioinas 1 Crmsell
Co 1978.

Kessler, Leonard. On Your %lark, Cet Set. Co' New
York Harper & Rms. Publishers. Inc , 1972

Kretiwnt/, l'ers }ming Glmnast Ness York.
Alfred A Knopf. Inc . 1978

Ste Cold. Day id Even I note I Climb a I ree Illus Mart
Simont Boston Little, Homo & Co , 1967

Phleget, F . and Phlget, SI Of/ to the Rat es Ness
York Random House. Ins , 191)8

Cooking

Cooking has traditionally been a part of an early
chik"..00d (unit ultun for mans reasons. When
cooking, yt nng children typically use all of their
five physical es. Cooking is a high inyolve-



ment activity. Many teachers relate cooking to
reading by making chart recipes or individual
cookbooks for young children to share with their
parents.

There are many children's cookbooks on the
market. In addition, cooking activities can be a
natural result of reading certain children's books.

Asche, Frank. Gimd Lemonade NC% York: Fiank hn
Watts, Inc , 1976.

Ascht,. Frank. Sand Cake New York. Parents Maga-
zine Press, 1979.

Brandenberg, Franz. Fresh Cider and Pie New York:
Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc., 1973

Brown, Marcia Stone Soup. Ness York: Charles
Ser -.tr's Sons, 1947.

Carle, tsk Pancakes, Pancakes NC% York Alfred A
Knopf, Inc, 1970

Carle, Eric. The Very Hungry Caterpillar Ness York
Phdomel Rooks, 1969

Dalghesh, Ace The Thanksgiving Story Neu York
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1954

de Paola, Tomie. Pancakes for Breakfast New l'ork
Harcourt Brace Josanovrch. Ira., 1978.

de Regmers, Beatrice S. May I B FnendP lus
Bent Montresor New York Atheneum Pub-
lishers, 1964.

Galdone. Paul The Gingerbread Boy. New 1 ink:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1975

Ca !done, Paul. The Little Red ti it NC York
Houghton Mifflin Co., i973

Hoban, Russell. Bread and Jam for Franies New York
Scholastic Book Sersu es, 1969

Lasker, Joe Lentil Soup Chic-ago: Albert Whitman &
Co 1977

Mande, Kaths How to Make Elephant Bread New
York Pantheon Books, 1971

Marshall, James Yammers Ness York Houghton
Mifflin Co , 1973

'Slayer, Mercer Frog Goes to Dinner New York Dial
Press, 1974

McCloskey, Robert Blueberries for Sal New, York
Viking Press, 1948

McCloskey, Robert One ,VIorning in Maine Nev.

York. Viking Press, 1952
Patz, Nancy Pumpernickel Tickle and Mean Green

Ohece, New York: Franklin Watts, Inc 1978

NAM, Leo. Three Stalks of Corn New York. Charles
Scrihner's Sons, 1976

Seidler, Rosalie. Panda take New York Seholasto
Book Set vices, 1978.

Sendak, Maurice Chicken Soup with Rice New York
Harper & Row, Pubhshers, Inc , 1962

Seuss, Dr. Green Eggs and Ham New York: Random
House, Inc , 1960.

Yaffe, Alan, The Magy.MeatImll: Illus Karen Born
Anderson. NeN York Dial Press, 1979

Literature throughout the (:14.-i-ulion

Sand and Water Play

Though the sand table and water table are rapidly
vanishing from our primary grade classrooms,
many kindergarten and preschool teachers still
see the value of expressive play with sensorial
materials. Literature that might be related to sand
and water play includes books about the beach or
bathtub and any o, the dramatic play books men-
tioned in the next section, for any story that can
be acted out can also be told 1-ith manipulatives,
the sand or water table areas. The following books
appear to be most directly related to sand and wa-
ter.

Asche, Frank Sand Cake New York. Parents Maga-
.ine Press, 1979

Conmer, Chris Si cks "se% fork 1 homas
Y Ciowell Co.< 1976

Garda , May Rouen to Beach Il1us Barbara
Cobnes Neu York Scholastic Book Set
1976

Krasilmsk% , PhsIlls The Core Who Fell in the Canal
Illus. 124.ter Spiel Garden (AR, N 1 Doubleday
& Co , II1C , 1972

Spier, Peter London Bridge Is Falling Down Garden
(.it , N Y Doubleday & (.0 , Inc , 1967.

Spier, Peter Noah', Ark, Garden City, N Double-
day & Co 1 nc , 1977

Peter The Erie Canal Garden Cul \ 1
Doubleday & Co , Inc 1970

Dressups and Dramatization

Another traditional area in an early childhood
classroom is the dressup co tier Many teachers in-
tegrate literature into the c ressup corner by pro-
viding props to accompan stories. These dra-
matic play kits might be stor d in shoppm,, bags
or in boxes labeled with each storv's title and d
picture. See chapter three for, a detailed discus-
sion of dramatuanon as a technique for niyol%ing
young children with literature.

Manipulative ,dettiqUes

Blocks, I .egos, beads, puziloc, and the like ale an
integral part of early childhood classrooms
Young children enjoy budding up and tearing
down structures that the have created. 1 hen
manipulative activities strengthen their small mus-
cles and improve their eye-hand coordination and
visual discrunination, prerequisiteslolls for read-
Mg and writing.
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Can literature be integrated into manipulative
activities? We have found several book:, that might
serve this purpose.

Alexander, Anne ABC of Cars and Truths Gluten
City, N,Y.: Doubleday Co..k Inc.. 1971

Hutchins, Pat. Changes. Charges New York Macmil-
lan Publishing Co., Inc., 1972.

Krahn, Fernando. Who's Seen the Scrisor0 New York
E. P. Dutton, 1975.

Spier, Peter. London Bridge Is Falling Dozin. Carden
City, N.Y : Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1967

Ueno, Noriko. Elegant Buttons. New York: Harper
& Row, Publishers, Inc., 1973

There are numerous other topics that fre-
quently become curricular areas in early child-
hood classrooms. Gaidening, sewing, caring for a
class peteach of these and many other topics are
the subjects for children's books. We don't utilize
the valiable resource of children's literature
nearly enough in early childhood classrooms

Functions of Litentture in the Curriculum

Once the decision is made to integrate literature
into the early childhood curriculum, it is necessan
to explore its functions there. What role can books
play to enhance children's learning and sensim it%
to a topic?

Sometimes a unit of study stems from litera-
ture. A book is read aloud and children request
an activity related to the book. Often this activity
leads to the use of other books on the same topic.
This is the responsive approach to using literature
with children. ...1-

Then there is the planned approach where the
teacher has organized study around selected
books. Literature might introduce a unit. be a re-
source throughout the unit, or be a culminating
activity.

Wherever literature appears in the curriculum
and for whatever reasons it is used. It is important
to bear in mind the functions of literature in the
curriculum. These functions include.

setting the stage lot further studs,

raising questions that will be explored,

putting studs into a lam gel context.

prosiding secondary, representational expen7
ewes.
broadening, providing depth and bac kground
for study of a topic,

deNeloping an atmosphere of inquiry and dis-
covering,

establishing an atmosphere that helps children
"feel" and experience the curriculum.

The functions of literature are to aid the proc-
esses by which young children learn and not sim-
ply to supply facts, preach morals, or dictate. The
early childhood teacher who best understands the
functions of literature has a class of children who
a-e eager readers (or lookers at books) and who
mike constant references to literature. To them,
literature is the core of the curriculum, always in
evidence, not just an occasional experience with
books.
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6 ,EXAMRLES FROM THE CLASSROOM

The previous chapters of this book have provided
you with the rationale for making literature an in-
tegral part of the early childhood curriculum. We
have given you many suggestions. In this chapter
early childhood teachers at day-care, nursery
school, kindergarten, and primary grade levels
share with you their experiences when using liter-
ature as a central part of the curriculum.

Gingerbread Boys, Johnny-cakes, and Buns:
More Than Just Good Things to Eat

Gail E. Tompkins
McGuffey Laboratory School
Miami University
Oxford, Ohio

A gingerbread boy, a johnny-cake, and a bun are
the main characters of three repetitive folktales
that have delighted children around the world for
gcneratioes.

The Gingerbread Bov
Retold and illustrated by Paul Galt-lone
New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1975

An old woman baked a gingerbread boy, and as
she opened the oven door to take him out, he
jumped out of the oven and ran out of the house
and down the road. The little old woman anti a
little old man ran after the gingerbread boy, but
they t:ouldn't catch him. The gingerbread bov
laughed and called out:

Run! Run! Run!
Catch me if you can!
You can't catch me:
I'm the Ginge-bread Boy,
I 4m' I an(

111

r

The gingerbread boy ran on past a cow, a horse,
some men threshing wheat, and some mowers.
The gingerbread boy danced and strutted: he
thought that no one could catch him. Then he
met a fox who gave him a ride across a river. As
the water became deeper, the fox coaxed the
gingerbread, boy to mtive up crito his back, then
up onto his shoulder, and finally onto his nose.
When they reached the shore, the fox tipped his
head and the gingerbread boy "went the way of
every single gingerbread boy that ever came out
of an oven."

Many other versions of this story are available.
In some versions the characters who chase the
gingerbread boy differ. In other versions the end-
ing is different

Johnny-Cake
Retold by Joseph Jacobs
Illustrated bs Emma L Brock
Ness York- Putnam. 1967

An old woman made a Johnny-cake, and he
jumped out of the oven and rolled away past a
little boy, an old woman, and an old man. Tt-t.
Johnny-cake rolled On past two well-diggers, two
disc h-diggers, a bear, and a wolf. Thef Johnny-
cake met a fox and boasted:

rye outrun an old man. an old woman, and a little
boy. and two well-diggers, and two ditch-diggers. a
bear, and a wolf, and I can outrun you too-o-o'

The fox pretended to be hard of hearing and per-
suaded the Johnny-cake to come closer and closer
until he was able to snatch Johnny-cake and eat
him.

Another version of this story is Johnny-cake A
Picture Book, retold and illustrated by William
Stobbs (New York: Viking, 1973).

62
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The Hun: A Tale from Russia
Retold and illustrated by Marcia Brown
New York: Harcourt Brace joyatiovier, 1972

An old woman made a bun for hersitusband and
set it on the w:ndowsill to coo; The bun began to
roll, and it rolled past the old woman and an old
man and Sway down the road. The bun rolled
past a hare, a wolf, and a bear. Then the bun met
a fox and sang:

I was scraped from the trough,
I was swept from the bin,
I was kneaded with cream,
I was browned in a pan.
By the window I cooled:

"(44. Now five are fooled:
I dodged the old woman,
I fled the old man,
I bypassed the hare,
I slipped from the wolf,
Brown bear couldn't stop me
And ieither can'you'
Too bad, Fox!

The fox praised the bun' for his "delightful song,"
but explained that he didn't hear well and asked
the bun to sit on his nose and sing the song again.
Foolishly the bun hikped onto the fox's nose and
was quickly eaten.

.9b

Story extensions

"There are striking similarities among these three
folktales. The action in each story takes the form
of a race in which the main character is chased by
other characters. With increasing repetition of
words and events, each story builds to a quick
climax, the capture of the runaway main character
by a crafty fox. These three tales exemplify the
repetition aspect of story structure. Repetition in-
volves both repeating words and repeating events
in stories by adding new characters. Repetition is
an easy stylistic device for young children to un-
derstand and use. Through a variety of activities
involving these three stories, young children can
Investigate the repetition form and learn to incor-
porate it in the stories they tell and write. The ac-
tivities are grouped together in six categories:
however: it is suggested that the teacher do ac-
ti ales 1-4 with each story and then proceed to
activities 5 and 6.

I. Sharing the folktales. Read the three folktales
to the children, making sure to increase your

reading speed to add excitement as each story
reaches the climax. Encourage the children to
jonyn repeating the main character's refrain.
CoRct different versions of The Gingerbread
Boy and have the c hildren compare the
characters and the endings of the differ-nt.
versions. After reading the three stories, dis-
cuss the similarities among tht stories.

2. Creative dramatics. Have the children take
turns acting out the folktales. As the children
become familiar with the words, have them
join the teacher in retelling the story.

3. Retelling the stories. Have the children make
a set of finger puppets to use in retelling one
of the stories. The children can ^ .ke finger
puppets by drawing, coloring, and cutting out
small pictures of the characters and then at-
tacing the pictures to small paper rings that
were cut and taped to fit the children's fin-
gers. The children take turns retelling the
folktale in small groups using their finger
puppets as props. Young children are so
imaginative that it is very likely that their
stories will be modified as tbey retell them. An
example is offered in figure 15, where the
gingerbread boy is transformed into a ginger-
bread girl,

4. Cooking. Cooking activities fit naturally with
these three folktates. To accompany The
Gingerbread Bo make gingerbread cookies and
have the children help to decorate them.
Johnny-cakes are cornmeal pancakes. 1.00k
for a recipe on the back of a package of
cornmeal. Serve johnnv-cakes with butter and
maple syllip. After reading The Bun make
buns frole scratch or split and heat ham-
burger buns. Set out cinnamon and sugar,
cheese spread, of peanut butter for the chil-
dren to have on their buns.

5. Creating new stories. After the children have
had many experiences with the three lolktales,
they can use the repetition patterns in creat-
ing new stories. Use a (loss collaboration story
to demonstrate to the children how to create
new repetition stories On the day my class

composed a class stoiy, it was just before
John's birthday, and we m vie a story about
John's runaway birthday cake. As a class we
shared ideas about what would happen to the
cake and the chat asters the cake would out-
MI' We even took a %ote to deter mine how
the story would end, and the c hildren decided
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The Gingerbread Girl
Story and Finger Puppets by Eselyn, Age 7

Once there was an old woman and an old man They were sers p*oor, and they wanted a
little girt: They had a little flour, a little ginger, and a little baking soda, and so they de( 'de(' to
make a gingerbread girl. They put too much bakin soda in it so the ginger bread gill popped
out of the oven and started running.

She ran, ran, ran, ran, and she ran past a cow. The cow said, 'Moo, ittic io Keep running I

can catch you and you know it, too" The gingerbread girl amweied, "Nf. sou can't Run, r un
as last as you can You can't catch me. I'm the gingerbread gn I And so they Ian and ta.iind
soon the cow got tired and decided to stop

The gingerbread girl kept on running, and soon she came to a duck. And the duck said.
"Quack-quack, quack-quack. bwant to catch you. So stop so I can catch you The gingerbread
girl answered, ,"Run, run as fast as scw can. You can't catch me I'm the owe/ bread girl"
And so they kept running for a little Ade Then the duck got tired and she stopped running
by a little Ron&

And then the gingerbread girl kept running until she came to a clog The dog said, "Ruff.
ruff, ruff Stop, I want to eat you The gingerbread girl said, "No' Run, run as fast as sou
can You can't catch me I'm the pngerbread girl And so tan on, and they tan onind
thes ran on. 1 hen the dog gbt t-ed and stopped

And then e came to a 'cat The at said, "Mew, mew Let me (airs you 'Vow legs must be
tired. Trust e, I don't want to eat Noll." And so the gingerbread giiLhopped onto the back of
the cat because her legs were tired. And they walked on a little while, and then the at said,
"Ms back is getting tired. Please get off." And so she did. .

Then the gingerbread girl was sitting by a bush, and a (tic ket cam out and said. "Chirp-
chirp, chirp-chirp Let me hay e a little bite of sou" I he ginger In cad girl said, "No, I don't
want you to eat me Run, run as fast as you can You can't at h me Fin the gingei bread gni

And so she ran on, and there sas a gerbil l'he gerbil said, "he eaten mans ginger In cad
girls, and I'm going to eat sou, too Chomp! I he gerbil ate het up'

Figure 15 Chick retelling and (tramatization of the slots of the gingerbread hos

that thefte would become lonely and go
hack to John's house in time for his birthday
party. For a class story the teacher becomes
the scribe and records the 'story on a large
chart for the children. After writing the story,
the children ca. make illustrations to add to
the chart. Next the children can create their
own stories. Provide the children with book-
lets of paper and have them draw a series of
pictures to tell original repetitive stories. Later
the children can add the words beside the pic-
tures or have the teacher record their dicta-
tion. Some children's stories will very closely
follow the folktales the class has read, while
other children's stories will he as creative and

original as the stun, about a rtinawal, perm( 11 in
figure 16,

6. Other repetition hooks. Here are some (Abel.
pietve books that use the repetition form.
Try reading sonie of these and repeating
some of the previously discussed actic Ines with

them
Brown, Margaret W Flume, /or a Banns' Rat 111e, WIS

Western Publishing Co , Inc , 1975
Burningham, John. Mr Grumpy's Outing Ness Yin k:

!lob, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1971
de Regniers, Beatrice S. Alas I Bring a Friend' New

York, Atheneum Publishers, 1964
Mananska. Janina. I he hinnip Ness York Ma( mil-

Ian Publishing Co Inc ., 1969

64
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1 he Little Red Pencil
Stun and PR lure Irs Heathei , ago 7,

Once there was a girl named Heather, and she had a "Go bat Ist_44-4-4 1tlet She is( e.ds sun nd 'mull
little red pencil One etas it got tired of being used for said, "No, I hat MaN leatill I Mid la«VICIIIIt'Ind

I tall tun at%at from toil, toowork all the time so it ran away And I said, "Don't ion
away 1 need sou
But he ran all the %sat to Jatqueline's desk, and she
said, "Go back to Heather " And the pencil said, "No, I
ran away from Heather, and I can run assay from
100

Then he ran all the was' to Kristen's desk, and she said.

Next he tan all the ,IN to Mu tulle's desk, md she said.
"Go hack to Heather's desk And the pencil said, No,

ran .1%% IN flow Heather and Ja«pierint,ind hasten,
and I tan inn at% ds from toil, too
So he ran on and on I I iff.utt I desk \nd she grabbed
the petit 11 and said, .lei e Heath( , this is tout gene it

Figure 16 Child's original slurs using reuetmon patter is

Ets, Marie Llephant in a !Fell \es, York V.Iking
Press. 1972

Hack, Marjorie Ask Mister Bear \es% \ k Ma( Ind-
Ian Publishing Co., int , 1971

Kroll. Stet en. The Tyrannosaurus (wine New York
Holiday House, Int , 1976

Sawyer, Ruth tourney (.rake, Ho' Ness '01 !king
Press, 1933

Trees

Margaret C. Holmes
Kindergarten teacher
J. J. Finley Elementary School
Gainesville, Florida

As an ecology - minded per who also happens
to teach kindergarten, I I t is mast important
to make my five- and six-year-old lerners aware
of the wonder and beauty of nature. k> often
teachers see the teaching of science for Young
children as strictly a first -hand approach. I hen as
one progresses up the grades, science teat hing be-

(MIR'S a text hook -orals stible(t SO I decided to in-
solse ins thtichen through literature with one as-,
pelt of the natural emit onmentti c.c.s

NI% fit st step was to gathet togethet as mans
books as I could find about it ees 4 watched
through the local lanai ies and bookvot es lot
hooks on trees. 1-hen 1 selet tett the books that I

felt I111 e luldren would most clips
the trnet la I used lot sclet wig- the books to

share %%ith rats students 111( !tided..

I Was the mint matron that was ill the book ,u-
curate and clear=.%%ere tne musttations in the bool, attrattise
and did thes add to and ( oitespond with the
text'

3 tVas the language on stile ()I %%tiling used in
the book interesting, colooful..tnl full in de-
nt

. Could its children identik with the ttt.es that
wet e dist tissed--

Did the book appeal to

2



To begin the unit of study I react aloud The Old
Stump by Hawkinson. The story revolves 'around
an old stump in the middle of a forest and the
mouse family that likes in the base of the stump
During the course of a day and night, many ani-
mals visit the stump. The story is short, lively, and
finely complemented by the water color illustra-
tions The stump on our playground was com-
pared to the stump in lhe story. A trip to the
playground armed with magnifying glasses re-
sulted in much observation, touching, discussion,
and some language experience stories.

Next we read two books that follow the life
cycle of an oak tree, Hutchins's Lives of an Oak
Tree and Tresselt's The Dead Tree Because of the,

iluplication
of themes, the children were able to

make comparisons between the styles of writing
...and illustrations of the two books, Hutchms's book

was accurate and clearly illustrated but rather
long aril a little dull in comparison<ith Tresselt's
The Dead Tree, which was rich in metaphors and
similies and beautifully detailed illustrations. After
reading the two books, we planned a nature walk
to the wooded area on the school campus. We
made a list of things to Vok for, including acorns,
leaves, "baby trees," nests, animal holes, termite
tunnels, and fungus. There are several fallen trees
in the woods so the children had the opportunity
to see beetles ants, and termites hard at work on
the trees. pc;n ilur return to the classroom, we
checked off the things we had' 5 .xn and added a
few new things. Watercolor paints were available
for the childr,n to pa'nt their impressions

While on the nature walk, some of the children
gathered leases, pinecones, acorns, and socks. We
put them into a large box to sake for hither ac-
tivities

The next day I introduced the children n yo

reference books on trees, Zim and Martin rees.

A Guide to Famihar American Treec and Rush's The
Beginning Knowledge Book of Backyard Trees Both
hooks hake full color, detailed pictures of leaves,
seeds, and tree forms. Some c hildren became very
involved in comparing the found leaves with the

/pictures in the two books, Other childi en made
crayon rubbings of the leaves, and still others
made collages using the materials we had collected
on our nature walk.

I he next book we read about trees was A Tree
Is ,14ce by Udry I his book tells, m very clear and
simple terms, why a tree is nice. Simont's water-
color and wash illustrations earned the book the

xarnples /rank the Classroom St,

Caldemtt Medal. After reading the book, the
children 'colored pictures of why they liked trees
and dictated sentences to go with 'their pictures
Then we bound the pictures together to make a
picture book to ad:I to our classroom; library. And
as Udry suggested, we planted a tree on campus,
with the hope that the children would experience
what she suggests:

F.ttndat fot %cal s and VF.ARS nett %%au h the little
tree pot% 5 ou sat to people, "1 pLioted that nee
I he wish then had one so they g home and plant a
tree too

There are other fine hooks and many poems on
trees. I hate included in the bibliography some
that I came across. Literature is an ideal yAily to
encqrfrage in young children an appreciation for
an n(1\volvement with nature. Good books should
be a liable in school libraries, classrooms, and
homes. An updated reference on good science
trade books can he found annually in the spring
issue of Sclera e and Children

Children's Literary Referent es

Book~

..\ dot C. 31 I 1101(1 I" ode? the Larll rung I re, 11111s

Ronald Hinder Nets ork F P 1)ittion, 1978
Bella, (.1% de Robert 1 Tree Is a Plata Illus Lois l ignll

Nett 'lurk 1 homas Crouell Co , 19(10

ui, John The Old Stump (,hu ago Albert
Vhitinan & Co . 1965

Morse. Flo How l)oes It Feel to Be a I ret Illus th(le
11, ,uson Ness York Scholastu Book Services, 1976

Peet. Bill farewell to-Shrub, tdade Bosu Houghton
Mahn Co . 1966

Rush, Hanniford Barinaul hers Illus Raul Mina Mota
New Vol k Macmillan Publishing Co , In( , 1964

Selsam, Milli( (MI F. Maple Tree Photographs In Jetoine
Vexler Nets ork NVilliain Mot tots & , 1968

Silt cistern, Shel I he Gnang Tree Nets Not k Harper &
Butt, Publishet s, Inc , 1964

1 resselt, 11' in I he Dead 17ee Illus Charles Robinson
Nett 1 oik Scholastic Book Semites. 1972

U(11%., Jaime Mat .4 Tyre Is e IIIus Matt Nmout
(:%% funk Ilai pet & Row, Publisheis. Inn . 1956

/1111, He, bert S , and Almon, Alevitidet (. 7 ree% .4

(,axle to I (walla? {?tern(? bees Illiis Dot °the,' Bat
1(m r and S% Bat hose Nett Vol k Goldc.1 ess,
1952

Poems
Brewton. Sata, and Rieman. loh n F Sing a So,); of Si I-

som Illus Pena Burk ('N Yin k N1,1( in.11,in Publish
mg Co , 1m . 1951
a I hompsou, 1)oroth% lions n Sitio; 1).o. p III

r.
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b. Behn; Harry. "Trees." p 144
c. Carr, Mary Jane. "The Big Swing-Tree Is Green

Again." p. 158

liuffard, Grace T., and Carlisle, Laura NI My Poetry
Book. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.,
1956.

-a, Kilmer, Joyce. "Trees." p. 266.
b. Davies, Mary Carolyn. "Be Different, to Trees p

269.
c. Abbey, Henry. "What Do We Plant?" p. 269
d. Roberts, Elizabeth Medox. "Strange Trees." p

278.

Untenneyer, Louis The Golden Treasury of Poetry Dins
Joan Walsh Anglund. New York: Golden Press,
1959.

a. McCord, David. "Everytime I Climb a Tree." p
253.

b. Very, Joncs "The Tree."

Shoes

Rose Merenda
Kindergarten teacher
Henry Barnard' Laboratory School
Rhode. Island College
Providence, Rhode Island

To a young child, shoes, and especially new shoes,
have a r.....ticular magic. The oft-repeated, "1 have
new shoes today" in a proud, awe-filled voice has
launched many a school day, and sparked a
keener look at everyone's shoes with excited con-
versation. In our classroom, I usually read the fol-
lowing poems.

New Shoes

When i am walking down the street
I do so *e to watch my feet.
Perhaps you do not know the news
Mother has bought me fine new shoes!

%boom Seymour Watts

New Shoes

I have new shoes in the fall-time
And new ones in the spring.
Whenever I wear my new shoes
I always have to sing

Early in the year the children retonded well to
these. As our poetry collection grew, we learned
and enjoyed some fun-sounding texture words by
listening to the following:

Ness Shoes

Ness shoes are slippers

Polished and trippers
I like new shoes
I like the black ones all aglos
From shiny heel to shins toe

like the white ones, too, that feel
V-isets from toe to heel
I ;Ike the plain brossn ones u plan in
Go to school and spepd the (las ii

like new shoes

lima S Black

Old Shoes

Old shoes are lumps
Scratched up and bumps

like old shoes
I like the was :n2s bend and feel
Wrinkle-s from toe to heel
I hke the ssas r o one sass "no"
When I scrape them on the toe
I wear new shoes when I go out.
But old ones when I t awl about
1 like old shoes

Irma S. Black

Old shoes, to my kindergai ten children, were
"more fun to play in, to climb trees, to get dirty, to
get sand- in, and felt good." Somehow they un-
derstood new shoes do not stay new for long.
And, it really did not matter. Hie subject of shoes

as a theme for learning had aroused our curiosity.
Why not pursue it?

For us, children's liteiattue facilitated the plan-
ning of in-depth multidisciplinary experiences.
Storybooks made excellent turn-on agents for this
teacher and her youngsters. An expansive web of
resources and activities was readily spun. Reac-
tions and responses to the stories about shoes
stimulated, supported, and sustained imagina-
tions, interests, and intellects. Step intO our shoes,_

then, to share and to appreciate with its
We began by reading New Blue Shoes by Eve

Rice and thoroughly enjoyed the motherchild di.'
alogue Amused at Rebecca's persistence in want-
ing the blue shoes, we rejoiced at her decision to
buy them This was also a gotml time to read ffrida
Wolfe's poem Choosing Shoes, and to compare how
the hook and the poem were alike and not alike.
Lye Rice's illustrations, simple and precise, helped
the t hildren to organire and at range a I lassroom



shoe store. "Playing shoe store" was always fun
but serious business. At the same time the chil-

\ dren acquired information about the common oh-
\ ei, shoes; expanded communication skills: in-
creased understanding of social roles: and prac-

--Aired math and logical thinking skills. Classifying,
sorting, measuring, distinguishing left and right,
the children gamed satisfaction from their busy
activity

.Our shoe store contained assorted grown-up
shoes. Weeing different pairs fostered different
feelings. One day I read Beatrice Schenk de
Regniers's shoe interlude What Can You Do with a
Shoe? Delightful words and illustrations (Maurice
Sendak's) blended playfully and prompted the
children to agree: Shoes are really to wear, of
course. A "shoes are for inventory elicited from
the five year olds included

Ring
lumping
but kling
running
hopping
walking
polishing
skitipmg

geng (some view ones)
keeping On
feeling good in
sleeping (with shoes on)
playing baseball
putting on
galloping
buying

Shoes must be active, buss objects in a child's
world'

Presenting and discussing the two stories Where
15 My Shoe? and Angela's New Shoes. helpect children

*to relate to others like themselves. Often stories
such as these provide stimulus for teaching logical
thinking. haying heard Where Is My Shoe?, the
children offered several possible solutions for how
the raccoon had t .Len the little girl's shoe Re-
questing only "shoes" for one's birthd posed a
different prohlem in Angela's New Shoes. Confront-
mg preblems we ourselves create made an insight-

ful group discussion.
As we became more invoked with out shoe

theme, we also learned people's shoes differ for
work, play, chrome, or geographical location For
sharing time, children brought wooden and other
foreign shoes With a pivr of shiny red lacquered
clogs in one hand, I lead Masako Matsuno's A
Pair of Red Clogs, Tills tale of the author's own
childhood was a wonderful introduction to a
fin eign author and a far away country. Vse also
made ourselvc a pair of clogs or getas f rain
cardboard and ribbon Walking in our own getas
helped us to feel one difference in shoes and in
people

Examps 'rpm the (,las s (n) n )I

Another difference, a magical one perhaps, Os-
curred when reading The Elves and the Shoemaker
Elf magic in this story time favorite inspired both
the creation of a cobbler shop and creative
dramatization. With the materials in our mbh14r
shop, the five year olds intently priticticed
buckling, polishing, and hammering) Of these, the
favorite was polishing their own' shoes Our prin-
cipal came and, polished his, too!",

Within the framework of the cobbler shop,
groups of children spontaneously dramatized the
story in their own delightful, serious, but accurate
way. From this, they easily mooed into a larger
play, integrating musk, instruments, art, ind
math, along With stoivtelling. Freya Littledale's il-

lustrated book was then reference for sequence,
costumes, and staging. Everyone had a turn to
take it home. Throughout, the children demon-
strated that the magic, mod nn meaning of "do-
ing for others" had captured them

The color tone of several nursery rhymes that
mention shoes particularly enticed the four le eat
olds. Of course, The Old Woman in the Shoe was a
favorite to recite, to play act, and to recreate using
construction paper The word "trouseis" in Diddle,
Diddle Dumpling fascinated them. The idea ot
going to bed with one shoe off and one on
perplexed them. However, we cheerfully re-
sponded to the powerful rhythm in mans physical
ways.

Extending word power is essential as well. After
reading Cobbler, Cobbler a few times, I explored
"cobbler" with these four year olds. A cobbler,
the, said, is someone who:

(otitis soul shoes and makes them nel%
rises sour shoes
is a shoemaker
is a shoe fixer
is a shoe mender

Indeed he is! All of these
Always, Brian Wildsnth's vibrant illustrations

in Mother Goose pleased the children It was impor-
tant to foster appreciation of the splendid artistic
quality of his interpretations.

For my children and me, then, these and othei
,sorybooks, poems, and hymes were and arc. 1111-
pol-tam to ow learning about shoes old or
new, real or pretend Our collection of shoes for
"Show and Tell" had grown into a classroom
"Shoe Museum" to which our books were added:
Our field trip downtown to visit an actual shoe
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store and a nearby cobbler shop had neath laced
together our school world and the reed world

Certainly we had heard, seen, and felt much in
and through our stovies and poems Shoes we
shoes, but shoes as a theme bar learning in chil-
dren's literature made it possible to,wease a rich
educational and aesthetic tapestrs for ms chil-
dren.

Chtldren'c Book References

Stories
de Regniers, Beatrice Schenk II hat Care 1 on Do with o

Shoe' Illus Maurice Sendak Ness York Harper and
Brothers, 1955

Gaulke, Gloria Where Is My ShoeP Ness 1 or k Holt,
Rinehartand Winsion, Inc , 1963

Littledale, Fresa. The Elves and the Shoemaker "setold and
illustrated b; Fresa "cc N.)rt `si holastu
Book SersLes, 1975

Matsuno, Mar ako ,1 Pair cif Red Chi', Ness fork 1% or Id
PukAishing f.:c., 1960

Rice, Eve New 3lue Shoes tress York Macmillan Pub-
lishing Co inc !975

Snavels, Ellen. Shoes for Angela Neu York Follett Pub-
lishing Co , 1962

Poems
"Ness Shoes" b% Marjorie Seymour Watts Mine Poems to

Read to the t'ee's Young Selected b% justify Frank
Ness York Random House, Inc , 1968

"New Shoes" b% Alice Wilkins Lee's-R,ad-1 ogrther Poems
Selected and tested 6% Helen A Brossn and H,uis j
Heltmar,. Nev. York Koss Peterson and Co 19i9

"Old Shoes" and "Ness Shoes" horn Read Ali
Stories Compiled b% the Child Studs kssottanon
1949, 1977 New York Thomas 1 Cr oss ell (

"Choosing Shoes" b% !frith Wolfe Let's Fsrios Poem
Selected bs Rosalind Hughes Hostro IltorgItni
Marini to , Int , 1958

Fairy Tales

Sharon C. Nti- or
Da% care tea lei
naby Gator Das Care Center
Gainesville, Florida

Young children lose to hear stories read aloud
After taking a graduate class in Children's I tier&
tnre -I came to understand the need not ooh to
read, but to thorough's msoke ( luldren with
hooks. I became consinml of the educational sal-
lies of fairs rides, especial's in fostering health%
emotional des elopment, after ,cading Betile-
benns 1 he ses (), ,hafifir 'ma 11977), and 1 re-

sob ed us find a s%.1 to use hills tales as the bass;
oi a pies( hool turtuulurn

I he (um( churn at Bab% G..to Das Cate Center
at the Unnersits of Florida c enters around a
ssekls theme I shared ins idea of insoking chil-
dren with selected fairs talcs with ins coworkeis.
Tiles were sett enthusiasm so we decided to
start with "Cinderella.' and plan .unsins for a

different tale each week
At our week's planning nieettng w discussed

obiecthes for the cfuldr . I hese includ,d

I a better understanding of the concepts "au-
thor" and "illustrator" thr(-agh exposure to
seseral ser,ions of the same suns,
integration of as Malls) curriculum areas as
possible,

3 incrt-as_d suns telling abihts:
4 stimulation of dr aniatu phis based on the

stories.

5)

Hie next step was to brainstorm possible ac-
tis Ines. I hese are listed below All w ere im-
plemented and were a huge success based on the
It's el of msols mem of the children. Ibis model
could he used for other far tales and for Imo's-
mg children with literature in ,rneral

"(andel el la-

B oo k s

(raldone, Paul Cinder( Ila VI(Gt ass-11111, 1975.

Periault, Charles Cindetrllrr ri I he little Glass
Slipper. illustrated hs Marcia Brox% n Patter-
son, N Chat l'es Set ,bne's Sous, 1951

Walt Distics sersion of Cinderella

Ilse books %%re read at wpm ate slurs sessions
Children wer encouraged to discuss the quires
and to find sulanues and differ clues in the tor-
sions

Children parm tpated in the following sic s nu's,

1 Constitution of a castle and coat h with huge
pa( king hoes i Iv,. helped make and
punt these objects

2 \t [mg out the scot s in small groups, so the
( fallen had nuns to plan (Id ler ern parts
Makmg and det of c tot Cinderella
and the ponce

1 Baking tar ts for the "ball
-) Dam nu; with .cost's 15) nuisn



6. Making a language. experience chart about
Cinderella. 1 he teacher simply asked the chil-
dren to tell her what happened in the story.
The teachet wrote. down whatever the child

said.
7. "The Ball:' consisted of makeup, costumes,

music, dancing, and refreshments.
R Taking children to see the play "Cinderella" at

the local community college. The children re-
ally paid attention and enjoyed it because they
knew the story.

9. Pictures were taken of all these activities and a
book was made for the children.

"Snow White"

Books:

Grimm, Jacob. Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.

Illustrated by Wanda Gag, New York:
Coward-McCann, 1938.

Grimm, Jacob. Snow White. Illustrated by Trina
Schart Hyman, translated by Paul Heins; Lit-
tle, Brown & Co., 1974

Walt Disney version of Snow White.

The castle was changed into the house of the
seven dwarfs. A forest made of cardboard trees

,with real laves (collected en a nature walk) sur-
rounded the cottage. Other act-titles included-

!. Construction of one large and one small
magic mirror. Heavy duty aluminum foil was
placed over styrofoam plates. The children
colored faces on the mirrors with markers.

2. A bed for Snow White was made by tutting
the water table upside down. The children
made flowers out of colored tissue paper to
surround the bed.

3. "Poison apples" were made by dipping apples

on sticks into honey and roiling them into a
'mixture of wheat germ and nuts. The recipe
for the apples was mark with pictures as sym-
bols so the children could read the direction..

4. Finger puppets were made with construction
paper and nalrlrers. The teacher and children
cut out the shapes of the chat acters. The chil-
dren «tloreet them in. They were fastened like
a ring to fit on the fingers.

5. A language experience chart was made In re-
sponse to the teacher's statement, "Tell me
about Snow White

Examples Isom the Classroom tr1

6. Pictures were taken and a book was made
7. Costumes were put in the dress-up corner

the children could dress for their pal

"Little Red Riding Hood"

SO

Galdone, Paul Little Red Ruling Hood Mc-
Graw-Hill, 1974.

the dwarfs' cottage became Grandma's house.
The children help& he teacher!, sew several red
capes. Children chose from these acti.ities:

1. Acting out the story taking tut ns.'"--1,

2. Tape-recording each child's version of the
story.

3. Making fruit salad to take to Graudma.
4. Making paper bag puppets and a stage so

children could act out the story on their own
5. Making characters out of pellon and markers.

and leaving them by the flannelboard for the
children to use

Children can benefit greatly front a systematic
program of involvement activities based on popu-
lar fairy tales. This project demonstrates that with
motivation and creativity teachers can help chil-
dren "live" these stories in an exciting end edur a-

nonal way

Professtonat Reading

Abrahamson, R. hard F. "Childien's Luetature Schol-
arship. Implications of Fasat's Child and. Tale Lan-
gwzge Arts 55 (197M) 502-4

At thur, Anthom "Fhe Uses of Bettelhelm's The Uses of

Enchantment " Language Arts 55 (1978) 455-59
Bettelheim, Bruno The ('sec nJ Eruhantment--The .team

nig and Importame FamTales Neu York. Random
House, Inc , 1977

Bettelhfam, Bruno "The Importance of Fairs [ales"
lastruao- M6 (1976) 79-g1)

FaNat, F ria,!re. Child and Tale The Origins of Interest

Urbana, III Nmional Council of Feathers of Eng-
lish, 1977

Guthrie, John T. "Research views. Fantass as Put pose
The Reading Teacher 32 i 1978). 106-108

Huck, Charlotte S. Children's Literature in the Elementary
School Neu York Holt, Rinehart and Winstob,
1979. ed

anonneh, rlolly 0 "'Once Upon a Tine' it the (Tass-
room." Ln gunge ,4ris 55 (197ri) 534-37

Satz, Eli, and fohnson, James "Training for Fheinat-
a-Fantass 'las in Culturails Disadwntagc.1 Chil
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drew Preliminary Resalts 1973, ERIC No El)
086334.

Yolen, Jane. "Shape Shifters Every Ch:ld's Adventure-,
in Fairy Tales." Language Arts 55 (1978): 6994 03

Storytelling with Flannelboards 4..

Patricia T. Carmean
Kindergarten teacher
Heritage Christian School
Gainesville, Florida

Preschool children develop vocabulary and Ian-
. guage skills largely through imitation. What better

'S method to expand these skills than through the
method of storytelling? When children have the
opportunity to hear a large repertoire of stories in
their early veal's, it will increase their appreTiation
of literature.

Storytime is a daily activity in my kindergarten
classroom. My goal'is to encourage the children to
begin telling their own stories. I begin by intro-
ducing wordless books (books with pictures but no
jarii,,,d story lines). When introducing a wordless
book, .1 share the book with the children while ask-
ing for their comments. Thesc comments are writ-
ten down and the story is read again (Cullinan
and Carmichael, Literature and Young Children,
NOTE, 1978).

There are many techniques of storytelling.
Children at approximately age five enjoy having
something to manipuHe. Therefore, one of the
most popular style = of storytelling at this age uses
flannelboards. Flannelboards are inexpensive and
easy to make. One of the most economical ways is
to use an old receiving blanket for the flannel and
staple it to corrugated cardboard. fills board
would be lightweight and easy for a child to man-
euver.

Felt, pellon. arid tagboard make suitable figures
for the flannelboard. If .agboard is used, a strip
of sandpaper or velcro can be attached in order
for the figures to adhere to the board. Figures can
be traced from picture books or coloring books or
drawn freehand.

When using the :net hod of flannelgraith in tell-
ing stories, I try to know the story well. I practice
reading it over and over. I don't memorize, but I
do retain key phrases and sequence. I place the
figures close at hand and practice placing them on
the board and removing them at appropriate
intervals during the story. When I am ready to
present the story to the children, I tell the story

And manipulate the pieces myself Then I repeat
the story (or play a tape recording of it) the fol-
lowing day with children manipulating the pieces.
The next time we do the story , the children help
tell it. As the different children help tell the story
and recall the news in sequence, they take turns
putting up the various story character pieces.
With the teacher close by, children gain the confi-
dence that they might lack if trying to attempt a
story on their own.

When selecting stories, I choose those that ap-
peal to children at kindergarten age level. Some
of the popular stories I used in my classroom were
The Gingerbread Boy, Henny Penny, and Three Billy
Goats Gruff. On occasion, I made up stories that
were prompted by situations in the classroom. In
one instance the story was about a bear cub who
was kind and helpful, always doing things for
other people. This was used to motivate children
to help their classrr ices.

After telling a story, I leave the figures in a
folder close to the flannelboard so that children
can use them later in the day. You might make a
cassette tape of the story to put in a listening
center where the children can follow along in the
book as they learn the story. Or, if it is a longer
story, place the tape recorder by the flannelboard
for the children' to play as they manipulate the
pieces. When a cassette player is placed near the
flannelboard, children can recbrd themselves tell-
ing stories, and then play it bac k for themgelves
and others.

The children enjoyed manipulating the figures
and repeating phrases of the suns that they re-
called. As this became a familiar activity, the chil-
dren expanded on stories they had heard, show-
ing their own imagination. phis activity demon-
strated tc the children that storytelling is a
pleasurable and acceptable activity. Thro,igh such
shared activities the children began t i develop
confidence in speaking before a group, i.nd they
learned to express their thoughts dearly.

after the ditroductory clay, the flannel file fol-
der (along with art. identifying picture on the
outsidegingerbread map, etc.) was put into a
decorated cardboard box' lips cardboard box can
more appropriately be called the "story box," 'for
it can hold a wealth of figures to stimulate a
c uld's creative mind. It was :,cored in a prominent
place that was accessible to the children.

the desire to tell sttlAes should «mle from the
child and not be requited of the c hild by a teacher



or other adult. The stories the c,S Wry) especially

enjoy will be retold often.
After children have experie d elling stories

with a flannelboard, it will not lot before they

will want to make some figur- o accompany
their own stories. Simple figures can be made
from paper and backed with flannel Crayons or,
preferably, magic markers can be used to color
the pictures.

After having heard stories in school, a kinder-
garten child in my classroom began improvising
stories at home. At first she took a doll Itroller
and put a receiving blanket over it to make it look
like a ilannelboard. She used paper figures from
Sunday School, or those she cut out of magazines,

for her story characters. She copied stories that
she had heard, first telling them to her imaginary
friends and then later to her younger sister. When

she had her sister as an audience, her storytelling

intensified.
I then suggested that the parent make a "real"

flannelboard for her child. After the flannelboard
was made, it became the center of attention.
When the parent saw the excitement ,rnetated Iry

the board, she became involved in making felt
figures to use on the hoard. She made mommy,
daddy, baby, trees, a house, a cat, a dog, etc.- -
what she thought of generally as a family. Later
she made up items from her daughter's sugges-

The older daughter started using the board

and figures, telling familiar stories in her own way

to her younger sister The children immediately
"made up stories on their own. In the beginning
the younger sister would simply put up eat h fig-
ure and name it, but later her stories started to
emerge with a beginning, a middle, and an end-

Storytelling has become a fun activity in this

child's home. I hey like-to tell stories to one
another, and then take turns being the teller or
the listener. I hey also share ideas with other
members of the family including mommy, daddy,
grandma, grandpa, or anyone whose attention
they c an capture for a few minutes.

Making flannelgraphs can, therefore, oecome a
parent involtement activity. Simple instructions
can be sent home on a ditto, or a flannelboar (I-
making workshop could he held l'his would he
an ideal time to of ter ideas on how to tell flannel-
board stories.

Once a teacher has collected and sowed a wide

Examples !torn the Clmssroom 1-c

range of flannel stories, a system for "checking

out" a flannelboard and a box of story Eu res

could be set up. Then children could practice tell-

ing their stories to parents, grandparents, and
younger brothers or sisters. 1 his would be an ex-
cellent way to fyster the language development of

a younger sibling. Another idea would he to hale

a parent party once a month where, in addition to
other things, students could perform their flan-
nelboard stories

List of Books Suitable for Flannelboard Shores

Anderson, Paul S. Stowe/ling with the Flannel Board, Book

One Minneapolis T S Denison & Co , Inc , 1974

Anderson, Paul S Storytelling zmth the Flannel Board, Book

Two Minneapolis. I S Denison & Co , Inc , 1974

de Paola, Tonne. Pancakes for Breakfast \ess York Hat -
court Brace Jovanocich, Inc . 1978.

6aldorie, Paul. The Three Goats Gr Ness Yot k

Houghton Mifflin Co , 1973

Galdone, Paul The Horse, the Fox, and the Lion Adapted
from The Fox and the Horse b the Brothers Grimm

\ Ness York Houghton \Id flin Co, 196
Galdonc, Paul The Gingerbread Bol Ness 5 tit k

Houghton Mil flu) Co , 1975

Gildone, Paul The .11orkei and the (.romal.!, r I Jambi
Fah' from India) Ness York Houghton Mit flin Co
1969

The Rand 11r,Valh Book of Favorite Stories

Chicago Rand McNally & 1959

Rot, Ron Three Ducks Went Womb ring "s.vv, y ork

Houghton \WIN, Co 1979
The Three Bran and Fifteen Other Stories Sch.(ted an.I il-

lustratd 61, Anne Rut kssell Neu Yin k I !minas Y

CI ouch Co , 197.5

Humor

Charlotte A. Beckham
Sec ind grade teat her
Shell Elementary Sc hoof
Hawthorne, Florida

Child' en rate humorous stories high anuing pt e-
ferred reading (Hawkins, l978) Humor theorists

seem to agree thaz humor is (leselopmntal, but

hase not settled on the cogmtne factors that in-
fluence it or the age Inds at Schuh they are

operating
Hawkins includes four categories of humor in

children's literatume.

I Verbal the manipulation of language, sue h as

phy on yyords, puns, pikes. sands!»
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2. Human Predicament: a situation in whic h
eihrer oneself or someone else aopears foolish
or suffering from momentary misfortune.

3. Absurdity: ridiculous humor lacking reason,
including the preposterous and slapstick.

4. Incongruity: a more subtle kind of humor
that associates recognized incompatibles, rdy-
ing on Illogical relationships between people,
objects, or ideas and their environment.

Appreciation for different types of humor var-
ies according to chronological age. Children s
preference for verbal humor increases with age.
Young children seem to prefer absurd humor
(Hawkins, 1978).

My second grade class and I greatly enjoyed our.
collection and study of funny books We gathered
the books from our school library, public library,
home collections, and our own classrown books
We set out to read and become inYokAl with as
many humorous books as possible. Often our
greatest enjoyment came from the story and illus-
tration alone. But at other times we became more
invoked with the book. Some examples follow

Art activities can he used to enhance story
comprehension. By taking the main idea and
using our own illustrations, we developed com-
prehension accuracy. These activities included
drawing with crayon, chalk, paint, or magic
marker. Projects were done individually and in
small groi For more elaborate creations, clay,
paper-mache, cloth, and other materials were
used.

For many humorous hooks, the excellent illus-
trations are as funny as the story. Even though we
enjoy good illustrations, books without them pro-
Yid' a greater creative experience. An opportu-
nity to use a hook as a model for our own illustra-
tions was prvided by Animals Should Deltiuteh Not
Wear Clothing by Judi Barrett. This hook is full of
troubles that plague animals wearing clothes the
children were given the task of creating their own
animal dilemmas using crayons, chalk, or mark-
ers. They came tip with an octopus having trouble
keeping on gloves, an elephani*, too-tight chess,
and many others We took thew individual
trations, wrote a few lines to jom theminci «im-
plied our own classroom books

Language experience act IN. ItICS Weill to he a joy
for the children when in«Kporatd within .1

lighthearted story 1 he initial-am% h reading
the sunk, either silently of aloud Listening to a

'7^
1

story being read aloud is good practice for listen-
ing skills, as sell as a Fusin% e literature experi-
ence Language iii einem can be both written
and spoken with out funny hooks 1 he cwhildren
can read the sun y and then, m pall groups, retell
the story to then peer s I his I CS both com-
prehenson cyt the stor. and skills for expressing
thoughts. fhse concepts, hidden yy nhtn an as-
signment using a funny hook, seem to magically
change into a fun-filled privilege rather than
another job to do

A similar promiure is to read a hinny book
and then write a (different eluting, Yersion, or
summary of n. Our special book for this activity
was INiert's Hair-Raising Adventme by Bill Peet.
Hubert, the haughty lion, bur lied his mane by ac-
cident The other anmrals help with a tire of
crocodile tears that cause his mane to grow and
growall cry er everywhere the children fell in
!me with this excellent hook After many
readings, aloud and silently, we decide-I to help
Hubert with our own magic inan-,;rowing cures
1 hus, a cream e writing assignment was concealed
within a fun-filled task. File children had a great
time. "Hien cures included magic shampoo, fish
scales, prune juice, en. Their stories ranged in
length from a paragraph to two pages.

Dramatic expression is enhanced by kinnY
hooks 1 hest actry rues can range from simple,
short role playing to skits and plays We found a
boot that was ideal foi silo] t role play rig, Down in
the Boondocks by 11 ikon Gage 1 his story relates in
,In me what happens when a thief decides to rob a
(leaf farmer lhe story «.nters on noises and the
deaf far mer's fitful% experiences I Ile ( 1111(401

&Itd out parts of the story such as the squeaky
wagon, the wile yelling at the poor farmer so he
an hear her, et( Hie rhyme and repetition al-

lowed the other children to ( 'nine in at tunes in a
choral speaking manner

Using myok einem actiyines with a hinny bc)olc
is no different than using them with any other lit-
erature form Funny stories seem to make any ar-
il% ity mote relaxed, enjoyable, and productive
Ideas for story my cilY mem seem to h( hidden
yyitlun each book. ready to jump out at you at any
tone. 1 his IlexibilitY from routine appeals to
young children It provides great learning and en-
joy anent

We ha\ e included a list of some oi can fay nine
funny books for you to enjoy id use, Ow list Of
limns hooks is still growing



Absurdity Humor

Allard, Harry. The Slupids Step Out. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1974.
The Stupid family and their dog, Kitty, have a
fun-filled day doing ridiculous things.

Barrett, Judith. Animals Should Definitely Not Wear
Clothing. New York: Atheneum Publishers,
1970.

' If animals did wear clothing like we do, they
just might get into a lot of trouble. This book is
full of their troubles.

Hewett, Anita. Mrs. Mopple's Washing Line. New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1966.'
The wind plays an awful trick on Mrs. Mopple
when it blows her wash off the line to some
very strange places.

McPhail, David. The Bear's Toothache. Boston: Lit-
tle, Brown & Co., 1972.
A young boy helps a bear overcome his tooth-
ache.

Parish, Peggy. Good Work,1411_,Ilia Bedelia. New
York: Greenwillow Books, 1976.
Literal-minded Amelia Bede lia. the house-
keeper, carries out her list of chores in an up-
side down fashion.

Peet, Bill. Chester the Worldly Pig. Boston: Hough-
ton Mifflin Co., 1965.
Chester was unhappy being a plain pig. He'd
rather be a circus star.

Peet, Bill. How Droofus the Dragon Lost His Head.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co , 1971.
D .)ofu's lives on 'a farm with a little boy. He
gets into a most comical situation while helping

the king.
Peet, Bill. The Spooky Tail of Prewitt Peacock, Bos-

ton: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1973.
Prewitt has trouble with his tail feathers. In-
stead of their being beautiful, their design
Corms a spooky face.

Peet, Bill. Whingdingdilly. Boston: Houghton 'Mif-
flin Co., 1970.
Scamp is tired of being a plain dog, so Zildy the
witch zaps him into a mixture of various ani-

_ malsa whingdingdilly.
Stone, Rosetta. Because the Bug Went Ka-choo! NeW

York: Random House, Inc., 1975.
The mere sneeze of a hug triggers a chain reac-
tion inYolying, among others, tows, turtles,
policemen, and an entit e parade.

Examples from the Classroom 6;

Williamson, Jane. The Trouble with Alarm.. New
York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, Inc., 1975.
Alaric doesn't want to be a dog; he wants u be

a person. Soon he discovers that being a person
isn't the treat he thought it would be

Human Predicament Humor

Berenstain, Stan, and Berenstain, Jan. The Bears'

Picnic. New York Random House, Inc , 1966.

Papa bear takes his family on another comical
adventure, a picnic.

Gackenbach, Dick. Hound and Bear. New York:
Houghton Mifflin Co.:1976.
Hound and Bear are very Vod friends until
Hound plays one practical joke too many on
Bear.

Gage, Wilson. Squash Pie. New York: Greenwillow
Books, 1976.
Someone kept stealing the farmer's squash so
he couldn't make squash pie.

Lobel, Arnold. A Treeful of Pigs. New York:
Greenwillow Book-, 1979.
A farmer's wife uses drastic measures to get her
Husband to abandon his lazy ways.

Mayer , Mercer. Liza Lou and the Yeller Belly Swamp
Ne v York: Scholastic Book Services, 1976.
With her quick thinking, Liza Lou manages to
outwit all the haunts, gobbly gooks, witches,
and devils in the Yeller Belly Swamp.

Meyers, Bernice. Not This Bear! New York: Scho-
lastic Book Services, 1971.
Dressed in a furry hat and coat, little Herman
looks just like a bear: He is mistaken by a bear
family for "Cousin Julius.

Peet, Bill. The Wimp World. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co.. 1970.
The peaceful wumps, small animals, lied in
their grassy. (lean wilinp world until the Pollu-

tions floor the planet Pollutus caltue and pol-
luted their world.

Slobodkina, Esphyr. Caps for Sale Reading, Mass.
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co , Inc., 1941.
A cap peddler has trouble with monkeys taking

his caps
Spier, Peter. Oh, Were Thr, Ever Happy' New ork

Doubleday & Co , luc., 1978.
One Saturday morning while their parents are
away, the duet. Noonan ( hildten de( ide to
paint ths. house. What a mess'
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Waber, Bernard. Ira ,Veeps 'Over Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co , 197.
Ira's first invitation to spend the tight with his
friend causes a problem He can't decide
whether to take his Teddy Bear or leave it at
home.

Verbal Humor

Gage, Wilson. Gown in the BooridGcks New York
Greenwillo Books, 1977.
Relates in rhyme what happens when a thief
decides to rob a deaf farmer.

Peet, Bill. Hubert's Hair-Raising Adventure. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co.. 1959.
Hubert, the haughty lion, burned his mane by
accident. The animals help with a c use of
crocodile tears that cause his mane to grow and
growall oser everywhere.

Ressner, Phil. August Explains. New York Harper
& Row, Publishers, Inc., 1963.
August, an old wise bear, explains to young
Ted bear what it would be like to he a little boy
Comical descriptions and 'illustrations from the
!title bear's imagination

Reference

Hawkins, Karla J. "Elementary School Children's
Preference for Selected Elements of Humor in
Children's Books Speech delivered at the An-
nual Convention of the National Council of
Teachers o: English. Kansas City. Kansas,
1978.

Weather

Elizabeth L. Wm sham
Third grade teacher
Prairie View Elementary
Gainesville, Florida

Frade books can be of great benefit to a teat her
;ho is attempting to supplement a cum( ulum
area such as science I found trade books to he of
immeasurable value with my third-grade class be-
cause the majority of my students had ditNulty
reading and comprehending the thud -grade sci-
ence text. "I his meant that motivation for science
and interest in science activities was at an all-time
low. I dcc ided to re,ICW MN sit uatioti

The students in II1N class tern esent a wide
range of abilities At the beginning of the vear,
6977 were reading below giacie level. Of those
below grade lesel, 557,; %sere leading a full year
below grade level, and 277; ssrie leading a year-,
and-a-half below grade level Also. during the
year the school population fluctuates, Which af-
fects reading groups and curriculum areas. This
Instability is also influenced by the assignment
and/or ieassignment of children in various Excep-
tional Student Educational Programs Con-
sequently, many of ms students were not good
auditors learners. Their attention spans were lim-
ited and they had trouble sitting still.

Howeser, this group has sevet al positive attri-
butes. Even though the majority of them test low
on reading skills, all students enjoy Silent Sus-
tained Reading I try to have two fifteen-minute
sessions a week All the children are enthusiastic
about finding a book and reading during this

Book It faille! All bound \ann.
Sheet #1 Dan

1 ip gi What happens %%hen the sun shines sshete
sou he-

2 ip 12) 1-is Is eseisthing «ioit a) night--
(p 16) What ;Ns() things help make wild--
(p 18) W hat knot of au pushes up pipet os el .1

light bulb"-
ip 21) What is an ancinowil -

6 (p 2i) WILa does a smut %an( tell ;is?
7 Put the thr,,,ght 1)0 es of this

ssind saa !hen clot It

figtite 17 Book uHi% Sulk'.)' (I



time, and they are also very interested in learning
and completing assignments.

Using this information, I thought about dif-
ferent ways I could supplement the school text for
my science unit on weather. In the school library I
found a very good selection of trade books on
weather, ranging from easy reading to difficult.
The Bur books I found most useful were:

Kinney, lean, and Kinney!, Cle. What Ones the
Cloud Do? Young Scott Books, 1967.

Pine, Tillie S., and Levine, Joseph. Weather All

Around. McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1966.
Polgreen, John, and Polgreen, Cathy. Thunder and

Lightening. Doubleday & Co., Irc., 1963.
Tannehill, Ivan Ray. All about the Weather Ran-

dom House, Inc., 1953.

I decided to con-elate the books with some teach-
er-made worksheets and make them easily acces-
sible to the students. The questions were listed by
page in the order they could be found in the
book. I hoped in this way to Interest sttrden In

actually reading the book instead of merely
ping back and forth searching for answers. A
sample worksheet is given in figure 17.

I started my science ";enter" with four books.
Each book had at least one worksheet and one of

the longer books had two. Worksheets were
placed in labelled ;manila folders near the appro-
priate books. I put the following directions on the
wall:

5cience SroctrtieG

Chao 6e. a 170014..

a. Find -the alder with
Same name

It

3. Look for page number
Cluch -to orn6wer6.

After using these mater ials for %eye' al weeks, I
gave my students ,iii °ppm tunny to comment on

,

Ixample /tom the ( Imsrown 69

this procedure by out the following clues-
tuninaire:

Sclente

I Did %ott go to the s( wine table and do a ..oik-
sheet; No

2 How %iorksheets (pd you do=
3 Do you like to be able to find the answers without

the teacher leading to %ou?
MaybeYes No

4 Do son want science %sot ksheets for our unit on
ananals% Yes No
Do you hke ha.ing books in the room horn the It-

brai % about what we are stitching; Yes \o
6 If so. why do %on hke haunt, I-xmks m the room

about the things we stuck;

In response to question number six, aid,

"Because when 1 am done [with v work] I can
get one and study and the picture,s are good.'
''Mary said, "I just like to read the books cause it
learn me more." Mike said, "1 like to read them
because the are good." Tom didn't agree. He
said, "I don't like to haye library hooks!"

It took me only three hours one afternoon to
set up and organue this program. `For those t ee

hours I feel that students increased their
interests in science, literature, and school!

Sharing Anansi the Spider

Elise Nutt I
Third grade teat he'
Prince George:s County Schools
Nlary land

Anarm the Spider is adapted from the Ashanti folk-

tale and illustrated by Gerald McDermott (New

York. Holt, Rinehart and Wins on/ Inc , 1976),

Ananst is a %am and foolish sp let who is con-
stantly getting into trouble. Forts lately, he has six

very wise sons who are both dented and re-
sourceful. Anansi's suns are ke t busy rescuing
him from his predicaments, but this story all six
sons are needed when Arnimi is swallowed by a
fish

Sharing the Thu K-I Stiolent,,

Share the binds Annnsi the Smilei trailing the
text slowb while enjoying the illustrations with the
children. l his introdm tion is a sensory approac h,
not an analysts'

N?
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S

INSTRUCTIONS FOR GLOVE PUPPETS

Take a black garden glove and stuff the fingers with
rot ton.

2 Tie off the stuffed ends with black barn

3 Attach black yarn "legs," plastic "es es" from a (raft
store, or other felt glue-on features

4 Put on the glove and tell an "Anansi" story

INS I RI'(. PIONS FOR IR.14I-BA(. COs I UMI.

I ake a large green plastic trash hag and slash enmigh
of the closed end to fit user student's head

2 Make long cuts into the trash hag's open end to
simulate spider's "legs"

3 Put the trash bag ON ti student's head, and (.11,1(1 an
Arians' story

Figure 1'4 (-dose puppets and trash-bag cocaine.,



I. Talk about: Colors (magenta, turquoise, and
other unusual ones); eiders (what they look
like; number of legs; their webs); and Africa
(where it is; the climate). Encourage verbaliz-
ing information children already have

2. Do an experience story: "Ananst the Spider
reminds me of ."; "If I had crayons to color
Anansi the Spider, I would choose ...."

3. Make Anansi's family with black felt and yarn:
stuff bodies with cotton and hang the finished
products in windows or from the ceiling.

4. Name Anansi's children (Cushion, etc.). Then
add children, grandchildren, nieces, and
nephews and "name" them according to their
talents or work.

5. Invite a storyteller (grio) to come in African
garments and tell additional Anansi stories.

Sharing the Book with Grades 2 and 3

There are a host of activities the teacher can use
'() at this level *to extend students' experience with

this and othei stories. Thcy progress in complex-
ity from discussion of colors to creative dramatics
to bookmaking. The teacher is best qualified to
pick and choose according to each group's inter-
ests and abilities.

I. Prepare a color analysis Have students de-
scribe the feelings they hair from different
colors. What colors make people feel hot or
cold? Sleepy or lively? Survey the group and
make a poster/collage for each emotion.

2. Plan a "What if ..." story, such as, "What if
Anansi met Charlotte?" (from Charlotte's Web).

3. Make puppets of Anansi using old black
gloves (see fig. 18). Prepare a puppet show for
presentation to other groups.

4. Make trash-bag costumes from plastic trash
bags, cutting strips to indicate spider legs (see
fig. 18). Do ,improvisational rote play of
Anansi, his wife, and his children in a typical
predicament.

5. Write an Anansi the Spider Joke Book using
the popular "elephant joke" format.

6. Write a group story about Arians' and his
children.

The last two suggestions can form the basis for a
project that will not only extend the story and en-

Examples Irom the Clasroom .71

courage creativity, but will provide students with a
basic introduction to the art of bookmaking. It is
important that the teacher become familiar with
some of the terminology and procedures for mak-
ing a book. Some useful references, which are also
appropriate to give to students at this level, are
Pencil to Press: How This Book Came to Be by Mar-
jorie Spector (New York: Lothrop, Lee &
Shepard, 1975) and Print a Book, written and illus-
trated by Heinz Kurth (Middlesex, England: Puf-
fin Books, 1975). Also, several excellent films are
available from Weston Woods Studios (389 New-
ton Turnpike, Weston, CT 06883).

Introduce the class to the idea of making a
book by emphasizing the aspect of illustrating.

I. Show the sound filmstrip The Preparation of a
Graphic (Weston Woods) in which Gerald
McDermott describes and demonstrates his
unique art stYt

2. Show the sound filmstrip Ananst the Spider
(Weston Woods), pausing on frames to discuss
the applications of McDermott's artistic tech
piques (i.e , geometric shapes. colors, etc.)

3. If you have not already done so, suggest cre.--
mg a group story in the folktale tradition. Use
the overhead projector, offer the phrase
"Once there was,. . ." and elicit the story from
the group.

4. When the story is written, form groups to
sketch the major characters in the story. (Re-
source: Ed Emherlv's Drawing Book of Faces)

5. When each group has decided on a composite
sketca of the major characters, the drawings
are presented to the entire class to sketch.
(This brings unity and consistency to the illus-
trations.)

6. Give a simple explanation of how a book is
put together by handing out a list of vocabu-
lary and discussing each term's definition and
place in the bookmaking process. Showing
plc ores from reference books as well as
examples from a local print shop will help
students see how all the pieces fit Suggestions
for a Vocabulary hst include

rough mantis( rcpt press sheets
tped inanumniu folded and gather-(1
galles pages and g'si
dummy finished book

book iuketpage pouf S
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Additional terms referring to specific parts of
a finished book should be discussed. Students
could locate these elements in any book on
their desks.

Title page Dedication
(and half-title page) Index

Copyright page End papers
Table of Contents

7. Prepare copy for the title page, contents, etc.
for the group story.

8. Decide how much text should go on each
page. Then assign individuals or groups
specific pages to prepare, inclt'ding a dummy
for approval and a finished product. When all
the text and illustrations have been assembled,
the books are ready for binding.

9/When children take the time to refine their
writings and drawings, the least we can do is
help them make a permanent binding/for
their production. Books bound with yarn and
construction paper don't last very long. Make
the pages out of very sturdy paper or oak tag.
Either take the book to a copy center and save
a spiral binding made for it (be sure to allot
space for margins) or bind in the following
fashion:
a. Sew the inside pages together with a sew-

ing machine or staple them together. Ac-

,v-
t

tually, it is hettet if pages ale long pieces of
paper folded at the center and stitched to-
gether.
Make the cover b% cutting tiyo pieces of
sturdy cardboard Just larger than the in-
side pages.

c. Tape the cardboard together at the bind-
ing with cloth tape (not masking tape) leav-
ing at least 1/2" of space between the pieces
for the back binding.

d. Cut contact paper or fabric larger than the
entire cover. Wrap it around the
cardboard to make an outer cover. Using
cloth tape or plastic tape, t43e the first
page to the front coyer and the last page to
ate back cover. Or, to _;ive the book a more
finished appearance, use fabric or heavy
paper to for,- P. papers.

The last step is the best: read, share, and enjoy!

Additional Film Resources

Evaluation at a Graphic Concept The Stonecutter Weston.
Woods Signature Collection. Gerald McDermott. SF__
454C. $30 00.

How a Picture Book Is Made Weston Woods Signature
Collection. Gerald McDermott and Steveli Kellogg.
SF 451C. $30.00
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7 PARENTS, VOLUNTEERS, AND AIDES:
HUMAN RESOURCES FOR
A LITERATURE PROGRAM

Linda Leonard Lamme
University cif Florida

To help youngsters appreciate and comprehend
literature most effectively, and to provide lots of
"stretching" extension opportunities, you need to
utilize many resources, both human and media.
One adult simply can't give a group of young

iichildren all of the one-to-one attention at the
acquisition of prereading and beginning r ing
skills and the love of literature itcpires. Nor can
one classroom teacher provide the clost warm,
physical encounters that surround the lap reading
experience. Ars°, since more and more parents
work, and since more children are growing up in
one-parent farhilies, less time is available at home
for ogre -to -one experiences with books, writing,
playing with manipulative letters, cooking, and all
the other experiences that expose young children
to printed language. Therefore, more of these
types of experiences need to be provided at
school, where many teachers rely on the help of
volunteers and paraprofessionals.

Professionals

Within your own school or center there are pro-
fessionals who very likely could contribute to your
literature program, either on a volunteer basis or
as part of their jobs. Survey your entire staff. Find
out who can sing, play a musical instrument,
draw, and tell stories. Exchange your talents with
those of another teacher who might put variety
into your class's literature curriculum. This way
children in the school or center benefit from the
,skills and abilities of many staff members. As an
added benefit, the school personnel can become
closer, more like a family. One teacher might sing

songs from children's books with your class while
yo.,.read aloud to that teacher's class.

The school librarian is probably the most im-
portant human resource for your literature pro-
gram. The librarian is likely to be a skilled oral
rP:,,der and storyteller. He or she is familiar with a
variety of new books that most teachers don't take
the time to monitor. While visits to the library/
media center should be regularly scheduled, one
might also invite the librarian into the classroom
on a regular basi. If you stay in the room when
the librarian visits, you might pick up some tips on
readhg aloud or storytelling by observing the li-
brarian. Also, librarians are usually willing to help
you find and borrow books for topics of study and
for individual children. In one school, each
teacher gives the librarian unit topics two weeks
before the start of the unit and the librarian holds
back books on that topic from circulation for the
exclusive use of that class.

Another professional often willing to help is a
nearby university professor of children's litera-
ture, elementary education, or early childhood
education. Often you can earn inservice points or
university or college credits for upgrading your

literature program. You might attempt such proj-
ects as improving your skill as an oral reader or
storyteller, providing puppetry or dramatization
opportunities for your class, extending your
knowledge of children's books and media, or de-
veloping a parent program. These professionals
are often sources for recent bibliographies and/or
teaching ideas. Sometimes an intern or children's
literature student will be assigned to a classroom
to experiment with literature ideas.

So
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Aides and Volunteers

Aides and volunteers can help to provide a pro--
gram that will meet the needs of children in a
class of nursery or primary age children. How-
ever, using aides or volunteers requires back-
ground and skills in peer management that tray
be a new challenge not covered in the previous
training of most early childhood teachers. The
following are some simple suggestions and
guidelin or using others to enrich your class-
room

If you are fortunate enough to teach in a school
that hires aides to help you, you have a head start.
But evert if you have an aide, you will probably
want to recruit some volunteers.

What Can Aides and Volunteers Do?

The first step in using aides and volunteers is to
make a list of activities that you do currently or
N uld like to do, but that someone else could do
for you. Such a list might look like this:

read lap stories to individual children
act as scribes taking dictation from children
gather more books for the classroom library
make props for druma kits to accompany stories
make a pu ,net theatre and puppets fin a bxiktale
find some pod hooks on "bugs"
make a fehboard
make feltboard characters for a sun.%

listen r o some beginning readers read aloud
read aloud to a small group of children
take five children to the Mira, vitnedia center
make some bookshelves

I epair old books
organize a fundiaiser to bus hooks in to establish a
Rif program (described later in this chapter)
tape-r CI ord nolo idual children telling stories

Any of the activities mentioned in chapter three
might be done with ana aide or volunteer.

Then go hack oy r your list and determine
%Om h tasks are ong mg, requiring regular, i eli-
able weekly or daily assistance, and which arc
short projects, allowing volunteers to work on
their own at night or on weekends. Sometimes
working with one child is less threatening for
parent or senior citizen who has riot recently bee.,

in an eatly (hit 'hood classroom than working
with a group might be. Since many children get
little positive one-to-one attention with books at

home, getting volunteers fin unity !dual work is
viers important.

Another type of volunteer is the guest speaker.
Working parents are more likely to be able to
share their hobbles or., careers than to he regular
volunteers A simple questionnaire might uncover
a number of willing guests integrating then ex-
pertise into your literature curriculum by finding
books and magazines on these topics greatly en-
hances learning on these special occasions For
every guest speaker or field trip, the childiL_
should have lots of reading, writing, listening, and
talking experiences to expand their learning.

For the parent who works full time there are
innumerable things that might be done at home
or on weekends to support the literature pro
gram. Mary Siders, a teacher at P. K Yonge Lab
School at thz University of Florida, has parents
sign up for committees at the beginning of each

school year. Sh, makes it clear to the parents that
it is their classroom, not just hers. Parents sign up
for the construion committee, the hind-raising
comm,oee, the classroom volunteer ( ommittee,
the instructional resource committee, the trans-
portation committee, the refreshment committee
etc.

Teachers who use this approach find parents
who will donate a Saturday to build things for the
classroom, such as bookshelves, a reading loft, a
puppet theatre, flannelboards and (haraders, or
props for draman. play to a(«impany ,tones. All

these enhance a literature program and at the
same time create the feeling of our" classroom.
Participants (builders and (1111(lien as well) have a
Plane lunch together and (ley clop a happy esprit
de corps.

leachers often are withein funds to do the
things they would like to do with young children
A good literature curt u ilium needs 111,1111, Mall%
children's hooks Books ire eyerisne A re-
sourceful tea( her find neatly IiicXpensne ways
to add to the ( lass' oom library but etch ine\pen-
slye ways need finding good literature (ur-
n( ulum 'mail% es young (hitcher' with hooks in a
carietN of way's. Props, flannelboaid characters,
dress -ups, puppets, materials to make booksall
these supplementary materials can he costly Some

parents who don't have ihe time or interest to do
classroom yolunteer work will gladly y ohmic-et to
inn fund-raising actnines sun In as garage sales, car

washes, and bake sales Parent gi oups are fie-
,inierak the sponsors of Ra (Reading Is Etruria-



ment ) programs that, with federal subsidies, dis-
ute free books to classes of young children.

Some parents who work full time might he will-
ing to make things for your classroom at night or
on weekends. Mary Siders has a parent folder
hung by the side of her classroom door. in it are
directions for her "instructional resource cone -,it-
tee" to make thing, she needs in her classroom
Given clear directions and patterns, parents drald
niake puppets, props, flannelboarcl characters,
games, learning center tapes of stories, and other
materials for the literature program Young chil-
dren are eager to demonstrate the game that their
family made at home for the classroom.

There are many ways a resourceful teacher can
use parent volunteers in addition to classroom
volunteering. It helps if you clearly describe to
parents what needs to be done and the time-it will
take. Offer parer, choices about how they can
serve their child's classroom.

Recrutttng Volunteers

Make a list of all the possible places you might go
to recruit _solunteers for these tasks. You might
include:

parents senior citirens
peers retired teachers
children in older classes volunteer agencies
students from a nearby,

college or university

The method of recruiting for each group will dif-
fer. Will you make a phone call, send a letter
home, or attend a meeting of the group to'explain
your needs? Here is a sample letter:

Dear Senior Cinien,
,Our kindergarten class needs volunteer help IA

have a large, comfortable rocking chart and need
volunteers at anv time of the day, to come in and
lead to milk iduil children. Nfariv of our children
are not read to at home, so they really need someone
to read just to them

We could also use volunteerslo write for the chil-
dren who cannot write You would have to he able to
print what each child sass about his or her pictures.

If you cari volunteer. please complete this for Ill

Name
Address' _-

Phone _-_-
I volunteer to lead to a child

lyilte for a child

Parent', Vo(witeor,, anti huire

Available' (circle times
Mond,
'Fuesdav
wednesd,o
I hursdav
rulav

N MI are nee)

mai lung
mottling
morning
morning
morning

.1)o con need transportation;
N eS

afternoon
afternoon
aftei noon
aftei noon
anti noon

It is better to start out small because each volun-
teer and aide will need orientation to understand
the ground rules of sour classroom, the expecta-
tions you have of the children and the adults and
the organization of sour program You might de-
cide to have an onentatio*: meeting for all of sour
volunteers and aides or to talk, with each one inch-
sidually In some cases (like lap reading) sou'll
51 ara io :Jr sure there is a personality match be-
tween child and adult. -

A volunteer should be asked to come in a bit
early to get instructions, either verbal or written,
and to take five minutes at the end to either tell
yin) o'rwrite up what happened so that you can
carefully monitor the work of the solunteei and
express appreciation for the work done

Training Aides and Volunteerc

Aides and volunteers will need training Ever.
those who are farmer classroom teachers can use
refresher points. How you train will aepend upon

le tasks You have the individuals do. You might
hold a group meeting, give the volunteers a
handout to lead, or assign them some reading in a
published work relating to the task at hand.

Some volunteers may' never have worked with
child' en or large groups of children the same age
in the same room. _Some need some preparation
for the exi_enemes they are about to en-ounter.
An excellent idea, if the school facilities allow for
it, is to videotape the class for a period. 1 hen
share the principles or theory about child devel-
opment appropriate to the videotaped scenes in a
training session. This introduces ,olunteers to the
actual children with whom they will he working
and provides background for all woi k wan chil-
dren.

Another example is that all volunteers in-
terested in lap reading could read aloud to each
other in pairs. The session «m!d be taped and
critiqued by the s unteers. If this proses too
threatening, videotape yourself reading a lap
siot y and point out good lap leading techniques
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Adults who (I not tear! well should in emoin
aged to share (Out aspects of the book (Alien
cute ssith (InIcIrcn Ask them ss hat tlics feel «int-
im-table doing I hes muld be pail c(t ss lifi

reader te wolf %suit a styli gtoup of (

discussing the pi( ttucs al tcCtlic first leading if

the slurs I he ideal is o Mid 1 ssoi kable match
between th- soluntecI s skills and abilities and
1,0111- daSS100111 fitC(IS In an i( Ids(', sun ill scant
to OhSCI'%e 50(11 al(IS snit situirt.e t s aid tills
during them isits as dies 1)1.11(1 Ikippoit
that sou tan see problems !white dies ht'-

( 011ie major
A most important step is to intiodruc the ()I-

ntact:I to the classroom Hits step must be .sell
handled for the itilunteer to be a sow's, Flow
can this 1.k. accomplished; Fit sr, the guest should
be Mitt ..tuced to the children and the lam pose of
the stst eplainetl ,If soling (hilt/ten know that
this perssA,A, solunlitcrnig to be ssith them and
how api)re( lame sou die of the help, tiles ssrll be
on their sers best be!--islOr for the (lass assistant
lakewisei college' Intel 11 IS a c her, nut a pal,
and fteSCI %CS ( CII.S respect (111(1 (,)oper ati:m
Set ond, there should be some obselsathill 'HMV in
the classroom The purpose of tins petiod is to
gise thc adult a feel lot this paint, a dassioom
and group of c hitch en Awareness of t to littera(
non of the group %soh espc(I :mils 'dual chil-
dren and with respect to adults l'_11111)01 tall! in
ordel to It) till' "111"1"1

bchasuit I 'mit, t het he slime In-
teraction tine during which the adult IS,1101 (A-
pe( IC(1 to lead (1111(11(1), but It, h1)11()%% thC111*.) I his

churl(! Ill( ludo trnr ssith ht' (11 (

%% It shorn sou (Ape( t to has,: them %%or Lim;
1 his allows the .hildien to (lest:lop a sense of Tc-
sponsthilits for the IC1(1(10110111), tattier t11(1.1 bait

mg It all out the shoulder, of Ow wit:anted afttilt
it atiotht child

111 of these steps gne sou time to assess the
:mitcritial success of a rain( illat sultintii and
spec ifi« ltildren In addition, soul! make a 'mitt,-
!nem about the !sties se, so, ilia: mac tie most
appropriatcIs don: b, ('-it h soluilicc Ruth the
soltintter ind the childtcL has(' a ( ham e to assess
die situation tit fort a «mimitinent is inadc

it is appropt tate Thai both sides hase sonic
( hoicc about sit king together , olmittet s (I(

sersc to know that it is the (1111(1's (Ina« to in
solsed ssith them to this at (bus Rs pio«.eding ill
this fashion sou base (II( unisented mans ot soul

pa( I tal (disc 'HIM' 'MOH( Ids I its ate less likels
to an :se and are mole easils hind!( d it there is an
undeilsung I elationship established on a tonsil uc-

t' basis
11 hat about the k hild who posts t t 1111)ble111\

III 5(4111 classiomii.- 1 out Inas base a soluntcei
suited to meet that (hod's need, butt if son rase no

I calls good match hit that ( hilt!, /(«t 1'))0, not
the soltintcei must \sot k with that

Re (.1 Ho the solunteer mulct stands and
agrees to a ptotessional relatonshilt where null-
idbal thildieo ale not dist ussed outside the class-

room Fear of gossip and problems to hotrte-
sc 1 tel has t' IC(I some s( huol dish it is
to ptollibit ,talents horn soltintecling in then
iisn thlldlen's classroom the (/)11()1 111111t% fen

parent and tea( het to %sulk togetlict and lot the'
pawn! to !emu mole about du. c hild's (lass cis
Hutment is ('ill()% (Lid

(,e,yhg ecelbwk to 41e10 i'ltd 1 obthlt I

It IS ( Iticall5 11111)(11 tall( t() ket:11 111C (M1111111111( (I-

ht'iVCell and the %()11111iCel open at all
tinics 11 lite little notes bar k and fo arie
wit"? is good, be appic( muse of the help, bet lie
certain litlias lot s ale cot le( ted right at
flu beginning I dke time to obset se the sulime,r1
and to gist. fecdlia( k,

1 oil should set up alt ouguttig r (Toiling `1% "tent
In keep soul self await of the cill(1111% of the es.-
pet tent es it the (1111(f en and soltintccis ale
hat log I01 ( b. Ilse(' 1)5 t h( %Ohttlt(cf s as

t !ICI It (`-PC lig 1111 I lit se should ill I !It:Act'
1)% 5t,11 dad% It the piogiarti is 0/ WIISt (I( (It e,

Still be sensitise in mlitIstIll,111 th

tcpolt, induatc ate net ('td
our of 111( pleas,tttt aspects 1)1 lislitg

is tilt -I C(10111 %hi! 11,15 t' t() (it ICI ( 1111(11th and
adilits se\ C1,11 ( Ili (Al) I it'll«'S duiltig the
seat If .t nett! in (les,/ e lot a !hinge is Ifillhate(1.
it (kin be made immediatels tie was to facilitate
sit It 4' kii(2 is through the legidal inccting for

()hinter! s I 1.1.offers ()ppm tuinic ita diem to
shat( poiblem.11141 Mill 111S( (INS

(InipC1 at CHI -1 his CpCI (11(1' 111,1

1(11( hi group 5olunt«.15 who mas bc ssoi king
'.tih the saint ( h 1 1 ( eft at h)nines I t stab-
lislics an oppol t id( )1 additional naming as
suit be«ini It e of the lie( (I

I \p('( ()gt t() 1 CsIlit I I( till turn silltileel
((II iA .111,i I, cnitati(c.,



school program and your school's image in die
community. Let yo'tr volunteers know that you
expect to use their talents and that their role will

grow as together you establish how they rtn best
serve particular chiLtren's needs for individual at-
tentionond adult ,nodels.

Some E.:: mples

At this point let us share some successful projects
that have greatly enhanced each childhood litera-

Patehts, l °hotter's, will s 77

lute programs. The Saturd is workday, with
teacher providing a snack 01 patents bringing
picnics, has yielded a loft for one teacher that
prmides a nue quiet reading place m an other-
wise crowded classroom; bookshelves and a room
divider for the reading coinc, of another class-
room: several book- related games for another
teacher, and a puppet theatre for another room,
The possibilities are infinite.

Saturday bake sales, garage sales. and car
washes have 2Ided funds to buy hooks and sup-

Child

Activity (What did Noll do?).

tra1t-v.110n (How did u work?):

Comments,

Volunteer Repent Fonts

Figure :9 Volunteer refun't form

Date
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port programs r RIF. Check to see if sour
school syktem allo fund-raising first If class-
rooms can't raise money, often a PTA group (an

Volunteers have given a chalk talk to one (lass,
made books with another, played guitar and sung
in another, and told stories. Guests combined with
field trips add spice to your routine. One parent
who worked and cold not come into the class-
room took instructions home for making a class-
room interest center and spent seven hours con-
structing it.

Regular classroom volunteer are valuable also.
:! sure to let your regular steers knots vol

are counting on thgm and that you will need to
know in advance if they are unable to attend. One
parent felt Such a keen sense of responsibility to
do hp-- job that on a day whrm she had to remain
home, she got a substitute!

One kindergarten teacher has a-different par-
ent arrive at 10 a.m. each clay to write down the
children's stories for them. The youngsters sign
up ahead of time to go into the hall and have their
stories written for them. Childrc await with
eager anticipation the visit of "Grandpa Patil,"
who comes once a week to a day-Care «me and
sits in a rocking chair telling stories.

In another kindergarten fifth graders court
weekly to read with their kindergarten "pals
Each pair finds a quiet placeusually outsideto
sit comfortably and read a book The fifth graders
have practiced reading the book ahead of time
Fifth graders who don't have partner s put on
puppet shows for the class,

Benefits

Using aides and volunteers is sire-mnsuming and
demands organization and a (hange of rot on
your part But if you gain more one -to -one help
for the children, more areR in exposure to liter-
ature, more flexit (lit} in sour use of resout«.s, it
will be well worthwhile for t he c luldr en

Adults gain both the satisfae tun of the relation,
shTp and that of having served the communa In

addition. they are often able to gam beim h

other through the associations established N 11 h
their peers Parents glean net/1(1(1(ms insights
into their children's exper wn(es at school and
often get ideas for working with her hildr ,it

home as well, Older children gain opporhinines
for leadership that our age segregated schools
rarely en«iurage Cross-age tutoring in eigt ams

has stn » that nut emit do the Noting children
iinproke t attitudes toward and skill in read-
ing, but the (rider (hildren benefit Irk improved
reading skill and self -con( tin

liokkeke, sou will want to build in some recog-
mtror beyond the trinsu salves of the experi-
ence. A dinner, a lass patts with awards, or a ski
proside a time to extend special acknowledgment
to tl N011tnteet s A phone all or thank you note
will 're appreciated

A Parent Cmart

Teachers should ghe much thought to making
their classroom ethnonment a warm and welco-
ing one for parents If patents are to lap read, is
thee a rocking (hair, sofa, or other condonable
place with good lighting in wine h to read3 Parents
will not stas lung to observe in the classroom if
they don't has e ace mfortable place to sit in
many Marsh schools a .isnor is uncchatelv of-
fered tea and a tour

Some tea( hers pokule a lending libr an for
parents, including parent !ducanon books. A list

of e«mmiended tides is included at he end of
this ( haptel A bulletin board for autmn( ernents
for parents sill also aurae' patents inside tile
classroom

Involving Parents

Resear( h has shown that bonds life exerts a last-
ing influence un ( h Wren and that parental
example is extr mei\ influential in si hoot success
(Coleman, 1966, and k, 1975) For these
reasons, parents arc en«nged w do things with
!ben !Adieu that will ( ultnate xpostne to books,
and a kar wit of leading (Ape:twines Pied ti ra bre
contacts with books and magaianes in the home
can III ip a ( had de\ clop a lasting I ,se and respect
fot reading

Parents who read with 111,u child, who. haNe
books al oond Itie his as itch as r»,igaiines and
newspapers, who point out print on signs, who

write and re«.n Liters, ete immersing the
hild in pinned litratur of one kind or anher

and are doing a great deal to 'hake reading a
natural excnent for that t id In ttnitta4;t, the
patent who 111( I 1 iadS, who alit A% I he ( 1041 10

N di( h hoots of telecision, who tonst..utb ietteS
the had %%ill) a neighbor in a silo wb3., does



not value literature by his or her actions, will very
likely have transmrted those values to the child
No matter what you do as a teacher with this latter
student, the child is not likely to become an avid
reader unless the parents change at least their

4-attitudesif not their behaviors.
Fortunately, you are working with young chil-

dren at an age when habits and behaviors are still
flexible. Thus, you -must involve the parents in
helping the child grow and learn. In everything
you plan as a teacher, think about ways in which
parents could support, aid, or otherwise benefit
and enhance your teaching and make the child's
learning more meaningful. Parents are your
greatest allies in the effort to make literature the
core of your curriculum.

Hellnng Parents Share Literature at Hmsie

Involving parents in a literature program at home
is far more natural and easy to implement than in
many other 'areas cf the cdrricultim. Many par-
ents already read aloud to their children and are
relatively comfortable with hooks. Ur fortunately,
the bask skills movement has influenced parent
education programs so that many do not build
upon this natural parent involvemer t. but rather
have parents work with their children on "tasks"
that teach isolated basic skills or attempt to teach
reading (Freshou, 1972. Duncan and Vonbeh-
ren, 1974: McWilliams and Cunningham, 1976.
Cassidy and Vukelich. 1978, Esworthy, 1979).

Workshops

Several parent education programs have focused
on htera,a;-e Baker et al. (1975) taught a chit
dren's literature class for parents during which
they showed parents how to supplement the work
of he school. The class aiquainted parents with a
variety of serials and many avenues of i eadirg
enjoyment.

A classic on teacher might offer ecenng or
Saturday workshops for parents. Make-it-take it
sefsions could provide parents with puppets and
props based on children's hooks to share with
their children, Parents could learn how to read
aloud effectively with then ,-sung children they
could be introdm ed to newly published children's
books and share fleas together on lint& in 'hen
children with literature .

Workshops that ark oh c. parents ai e usu, )!-
more valuable than lectures !mating a I, ,101% 11

Palera,, I obialeen, and Able% 7Q

guest speaker 'sometimq attt acts, more parr_ ms.
Having a parent committee-organize the work-
shop, select he topic, and inform other parents
increases attendance.

Bob Fairs

Houseman (1973).writes about a book fair that in-

volved not only parents, but also grandparents
and children who read and illustrated books to-
gether during the week of the fair. Rook fairs can
also be good times for "performances" related to
booksskits. puppet shows, children reading
aloudsiMilar to a niusic or dance concert

Lthran Progiams

The Children's Book Council (1979) funded six

grants for proposals that increased tlarent partici-
pation in their children's reading. One library
program invited employees from the high-rise of-
fice building surrounding a downtown public li-

brary to come during the lunch hour with their
sack lunches to hear specialists talk about chil-
dren's books.Aeadmg r2adiness, books for reluc-
tant readery'etc.

Anot hut funded program distributed packets
to new mothers in hospital matermty wards.
These packets contained a list of books for very
young children. a small collection of finger plays,
directions for making simple puppets, and an in-
itation to enroll their babies in the library's Tod-

dler Story Hours, among other things.
Parents need to be informed about programs

offered bk public libraries and bookmobiles. If
teachers take small groups from their classes to
the public library and make sure each child hac a
library card. the children will often Inflate fiirthtr
k eats with their parents

;orninunuattng with Parents

Vorkshops, book fans. and special events tend
parents a lot about sharing literature with th r
children Big rents such as these take time t or-

ganize and plan 1.qualk effective are les ormal
methods ,or winmunicatg with parents
!MW ( an gike suggestions

11),. ii Patents.
Ibis Neck I hate read aloud set (-tat stories Inart
\Attune the-Pool, In N A \Hue_

1 de , hildr hake minted list. ang to the stories,
ekeq though lizle ate nu huge pv tures tsith them

Notes
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'iou might want to borrow Wnim from the
Brat) or bus a cops ft out our book( ;lib next week

Or you might send a notto an individual patent.

Dear Mrs. Long,
Jimmy has been sw interested in babies since his

little sister arrivrci that I found filme.book for him It
is a bit too hard for cad bs himself, so you'll
hAsz. to read it to hurt. I hope sou 14o14rentos it

Sincerels,

At the end of the school year teachers often
send home a summer calendar of activities or' a
booklet containing ideas for parents to use during
the summer. A letter such as the one in figure 20
might be sent home.

Periodic communication, such as through a
classroom newsletter, is another a%enue for parent
communication, One early chtldhooci teacher sits
in the middle of her clas a a typewriter
each Frida, afternoon d asks the children what
they'd like to report n the newsletter, Children

-*tare poems they have written, individual ac-
complishments, and announcements The teacher

4

and _future. a cot- .111 asking ft help (we need
spot,' for out collages, we need a patent to help
us make books at 10 a in. on 1 hursdas), am' an
idea for parents to trs at home with their chil-
dren Since the newspaper arrnes home regularly,
parents can anticipate its at ris at and read it

Home Vort

One of the most effectne wa%s to learn about
children is to %Nu their ho rtes and talk with their
parents at home You can obser%e the number
and kinds of reading and writing materials in the
'home Children-like to plan ahead to show the
teacher "their room Home sisits before the start
of the school ;Or make a nice IntrOd uc tI011 to
school for the soling child.

Books into the Home

Mans teachers of Noting children give their stu-
dents gifts at the end of the scar or for a holida
inexpensi% e papeh ick books make excelleta

has a section relating classroom news, both past that imino%c the home ensil onment Rookclubs

Dear Patents,

It's a fact that . fuldren in general sp, oct more nme in front Of the 1 V than then chi in
school. During the summer when (1140 a.:: avic"f tow classrooms, this percentage of
watching is probably increased in [Tura homes i

You can help tour children enjo% hooks and spend a profitable summer b% d%elop-
mg habits of reading and sharing Inei attire in sots home and neighborhood the bil-
lowing are some suggestions fin a Summer Irtet attire Expel-R.1u e

Organize a neighborhood "read-in- time Ai range 'hit h R 0 01 three °da neighbor s
for round -robin reading and sun %idling sessa AIN sc%el al mornings a week Rotate Ow
sessions at dd ferent homes.

Organise a neighborhood treasure hum to find d book

Become bac ksard sc ientists b% reading informational hooks and ensuoninental mate-
Halsafxnit the natural habitat in C% CI N (IOC'S t1( I, sat d

i l'N OM a new I e( ipe from a t hild's t ookbook

Ma a "chapter-a-this- for the whole Lanni% Plan this ()dote bed, c sei dessert at
dinner, under a tree tin the calk es ening, in with cereal tot InakLISI

Set aside "(2-R-1" (Quiet Reading 1 inlet es en da% whethet it's looking at prime
hooks for the nomeadet or maga/Ines lot grandparents het %one leads'

Visit the public hbrar % togthet In% estigate !marls, filmstims, puppet shows, son%
hours, and other d( i INJtICS arid mates 1,1s sour hblars in os ides

Sint etch,

Fivie 20 Sample letlet n. patents

/



(such as Scholastic) sometimes offer special rates
for gift books.

Children, even if they are too young to write
their names on tfie card, should have the optical--
tunny to borrow books from the classroom library
and school media center. One first glade teacher
ask \ each parent to read aloud with his or her
child for ten minutes a night. She gives each child
a bookmarR and sends a book bon_ every night
with each child. The benefits of that nightly react-
ing have-been many By the end of the year, the
children are intimately familiar with a great mans
books and authors. The% hate acquired a habit
that is likely to carry over to summers and holi-
dass.

We devote an entire chapter (chapter foin) to
the important topic of reading aloud. Much of the
information in that chapter might be shared with
parents Likewise the activities cited in chapter
three might give parents several :;leas for extend-
ing literature experiences

Summan

Since it is in the home where lifelong attitudes
and habits originate, it is vital that early childhood
teachers work closely with parents to capnallie on
the home influences upon young children in their
classes. Especially appropriate in the literature
program is parent involvement because m,;st par-
ents of young children are"alreadv margmall in-
volved.

There are several critical messages for parents
Ont is riot to stop reading aloud to their children
onie-the children have learned to lead for them-
selves Continue reading aloud as a tannic actisiti
for sharing literature Another message to he
supporuie, not c -'f he beginning neat.,
(correct as seldom as pcss t. Parents need to
know that how they read to c hildren is important
Reading and skuing.literature needs to ke a
relaxed, spontaneous event, nut a chore-like \es-
signmeru on obligation And, the purpose of shar-
ing literature at home is enjoy meat, not institot-
nol.
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8 PRINT AND NONPRINT RESOURCES
FOR A LITERATURE PROGRAM

Mary Elizabeth Wildberger
MontgoMery County Schools, Maryland

"Hit the lights!" commands the six-year-old media
"assistant, and overhead lights dim, while the smil-

Itig faces of Frog and Toad appear on the screen.
The children all know the "bluegrAs" theme that
signals another Frog and Toad storyi from the pen
of Arnold Lobel, which is translated to filmstrip!
record format by an independentfniedia produc-
tion company.

Various print and nonprint media resources
are described in this chzpter and strategies are
given for using them with young children: Some
chldren are more visually oriented; others are
auditorily oriented. S ne consider books as val-
ued treasures; others prefer a movie or filmstrip.
Your potential for reaching each child as well as
expanding the opportunities for all children are
greatly enhanced by effective utilization of media
resources.

Sources of Nonprint Media

Nonprint media have run the gamut from novelty
gimmick-riddled newness to their present status as
an integral part o the school curriculum. Origi-
nally produced by a few educational corporations
in science, language arts, and mathematics, the
nonprint media have expanded their coverage to
include guidance, art, and literature.' There are
review sections in the American Library Associa-
tion publication Booklet, and s hool Library journal
publishes a separate n.agazine, Previews, devoted
to the review of nonprint items. Magazines like AV

Instrurtion, Me-iia r nd Methods arid Super-8
Filmmaker are available in most public and school
libraries and media centers for comparative
"shopping" for both hai dware and software.

AV Instructio* n is the official publication of the
Association for Educational 4mmumcations and
Technology, and is directed toward the school
practitioner. Articles are reader-contributed and
relate to the use of technology in an educational
setting.

Media and 'Jethods is a commercial newsletter
with article, and reviews by well-known per-
sona ties and writers as well IF by readers. F.m-
pha is is on the current media scene and reviews
ran e from new tapes of old radio shows to video
systems.

Super-8 Filmmaking deals specifically with a sin-
gle technology and includes al odes on how to
produce films, comparisons of available equip-
ment, and suggestions for creative uses of this
film medium.

Criteria for Selection

Considering the variety and availability of non-
print resources, it is important to estaPtsh criteria
'for evaluating these materials. Questions that
might guide your selection follow.

I. Questions about the potent,a1 value of the
materials:

a. Are the format, NO( abular),, concepts, and
rate and methods of development appro-
priate for the intended audience%

h Will the material stimulate and maintain
the user's :merest'

c Will the user be stimulated to turthei stuck
or discussion?

d Is it useful with md.viduals ,v ell as
groups%

Si
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e. Will it develop concepts that are difficult to
get across in other ways:

Will it affect attitudes, build appreciations,
develop critical thinking, or entertain?

g. rioes it achieve its stated purpose?

2. Questions about the technical quality of the
materials:

a. Is the choice and handling of visuals, «im-
position, color, focus, special effects, etc ,
satisfactory and effective?

b. Are the visuals well produced and effec-
tively used

c. Are translations and retellings faithful to
the original?

d. Are titles, captions, and explanations i ead-
able, of suitable length, and in proper posi-
tions?

e. Is the sound acceptable, with good fidelm,
realistic sound-effects, and absence of con-
flicts between trirba-Ckground music ir
sound effects and the narration or dialog?

f. If the media contain singing, are songs
within young children's once rang, S'
Is the production it-nag/name and cream e:g.

h. Are accompanying guides or notes well
written and helpful?

Not all of the criteria will applk to each
medium. These criteria, however, formulated in
large part by the American Library Association,
-re workable benchmarks for assessing programs
you might y,sh to use in developing a literature
curriculum for young children

Care of Equipment

It is important to gike young children k cry precis(
directions aboo, the use and care of audiovisual
equipment. J he teat hei and media specialo,i
model proper use They should demonstrate ho-,
the equipment is used and have children pia( tic(
under superkision before they use the equipment
independently A diagram illustration can he a
good ref-yin-1(1(r of proper care of equipment for
examph fuldren need praon : placing the re(
ord plaker arm carefully on the record, using the
"pause- button, and replacing the needle ar
fully

Children love awards. Simple «lid-Rates can be

Af

prepared and given to the child who demonstrates
mastery of operation of a piece of equipment
The child retains the ceitific ate and shows it as
proof of competence to other students and teach-
ers ')ne school uses the each-one-teach-one ap-
proach to teaching equipment operation A child
who has mastered the operation of a piece of
equipment teaches another child until that child
has ma -eted the technique In this way many
students can become responsible media assistants.

Miller-Broth Productions, with Random House
School DRision. has produced a set of A-V
Equipment Self-Instruction Packets (School Serv-
ice Deht BL, 400 Hahn Rd., Westminster, MD
21157; 1 packets, each containing 1-3 cassettes,
equipment diagrams, operating instructions, and
teachers' notes. 197H. $209.79 #78287). The cas-
settes include imormation on handling, using, and
crr.ring for a %at-let% of common t%pes of au-
diovisual equipment This set is a seraeahle re-
source for busk teachers

Films

Sixteen-millimeti films. ranging from Shake-
speare to Maur Ic e Sendai, are a%ailable for pur-
chase and rental \lost school districts and cla%-
care center of fu es hake a central film lihrark
where films may be Irons a county
caoi:og Eh.: media specialist in the school is NO

to hook films for special units of stud%. In the
nurser% hool or primarx grade- most films sire
literature- related (ic pi, stigious film (ompan,
in I onnecticut ClVeston N.Voodst produce', otrly

luttature-based films Morton Si Infidel, the Mr e(
),1 Of It-eston Woods Studio, has r men

the hook and the film beloint (ontti,tnu ,n the
«montitut,toon p,,K( ()11,, pt nod
up the hook .. culd h.. rani //,.1(1 it in his
gain-', fpethato, up'.1(ir (1011; t C ti/ Ii Iii is
icltght nn 111f 111( MI( ; 11,1,( ,;11 ,14,1,d Wean-
ing to font liis f«Inw,, Alton' ..( ut I( pit-

%%III he rend tat e'!

A school ,o,'ern to Nlarlat,a1 ha, produced a
catalog of motion pictures tchheil to outstanding
children's books uundd with the assistance of
the stat«Aucational agency and a federal grant,
the protect .gas designed to "encourage and im-
proe children's reading thiough the use Of
literatine-related motion putitres.

One valuable tesimr«- that !nand% lists films
and filmstrip, produced in the s.entirs is rill



May's Films and Filmstnps for Langwige Arts: An An-
notated Bibliography (NCTE, 1981). This relent re-
lease concentrates on products suitable for ages
5-12. entries were chosen for their actlYits
generating potential and technical quality. Title.
author and subject inde,,es, and a list of produc-
ers and distributors, with addresses, are provided
at the back of the book. These references can save
the classroom teacher hours of research and
Sc' ning.

ographical films offer some interesting view-
i.(6. It is exciting to see film of an author or illus-
trator come to fife on the screen, interspersed
with film clips based on books that person has
done. The Signature Collection (Weston Woods)
is an example of this type of enrichment. In a
sound filmstrip, Gail E. Haley discusses her tech-
nique of using wood and linioleum blocks to create
a stores mood through illustration. In another
sound filmstrip, Gerald McDermott narrates a
program in which he discusses the design deci-
sions that create the impact of his highly styli/ed
artwos in the Japanese folktais The Stonecutter.

The Miller Brody series of sound filmstrips on
Newberg Award-winning authors is an exciting
experience for the child ieader. When Arnold
Lobel (of Frog and 'Toad fame) appears on the
screen in his gorilla suit, young siewers react with
spontaneous delight.

Nonnarrated films such as Changes, Changes or
Strega Nonna are particularly effective in bringing
an extra dimension to the printed page. Al! dill-
then can participate in this kind of viewing ex-
perience. Story involvement can be extended
through discussion about the sequence of events
in the story, predicting outcomes of the story, oral
or written activities based on the nonnarrated
film, pantomime, role play, or creative body
movements.

"Reading" pictures on the screen is a rigorous
involvement process, with children and wattle's
.reacting to the visual stimulus. The Bear and the Fly
by Paula Wir.ter is now available in filmstrip for-
mat, as is Bubble, Rubble by Mercer Mayer, A Flung
Sauter Full of Spaghetti by Fernando krahn, and
The Silver Pony by Lynd Ward

An instructional telexiosion series. Book, Look and
Listen, produced by the Maryland State Depart-
ment of Education and dist! anned through the
Agency for Instructional "I elevision, has re( og-
nired this initial need for the child to "read tut
tures In the first telelesson, s iewei s were asked.

1',irrt arid \,),11.+1 int Hp,,,nri, S5

"What pktures (an you read kVhat sounds an

you read?" Suggestions for extended &mutes and
cyst!! (Cs lot the telelesson included these

9

Discuss Blue Bug's SaFty Book I. se magaimes
from which pupils exit int signs nd labels that
he can read Each pupil was make a book to

read to a ti tend or to take home
Read the book Gobble. 6rowl, Grunt and !we
pupils supply the sounds for the pictures

3. View a filmstrip without words with a group
of pupils Tapc-re«ird the stor\\thes tell to
use as dies stew \he filmstrip ..gain Use the
same proccdtne inchidual pupils is they
"read- the pH tares !tom Loot rte books

Companies that odti«- literature-oriented
films indtide

BEA Educational M«ha
Mit higan Aenoe

Box 1795
Santa Mouse a. Caitlin nla 90406

Contemporai s/MWraw-Hill Films
1221 -15enlic of the Ar nas
Ness Yen k. Ness Yen k 10020

Edit( ational F uric hment Materials
(a ,omoam of the NY runes)
Dept .kN4
357 Adam., Stt eta
Bedloid Fitlls. Ness York 15`,7

En«clopedia Britarinva Educational
Corporation
25 North Michigan 't5enac
Chic. ago, Illinois ( 0611

In«,rpoiated
1141 Wilmette Aenne-
Wilinette. Illinois 60097

Learning Corporation of Aim r u a
1350 Asenue of the Americas
Ness York, Ness Yolk 10019

Millet Blink Productions
312 Madison Ascim
New Yon k, Ness k i 0017

National Eiln. Board of Cattalo
1251 enu of I be 1r;ierttas
New York. Ness York 11)4)24)

ParamotintiOxtord Edoss
51)1 Mai at lion Stitt t
Hulk wood, ,alifen ma 9002s

9,2
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Phoenix Films, Inc.
470 Park Avenue South
New York, New vork 10016

'ed Piper Productions
x 320

V dugo City, California 91046
Walt isney Educational Media Conipans
500 So h Buena Vista Dri P
Burbank, California 91521
Weston W s

Weston, Con ticut 06883

By checking, wit the media specialist, public li-
brarian, or central m library in a school district,
a teacher can .enha ce many of the delightful
picture books Cared the classroon or media
center. Myriad inservi, programs and how-to
demonstrations could 'be requested by teachers.
The following checklist can a helpful guide in
sharing films and other not rint media with
young children.

Preview or screen a film or filmstrip first

Make sure the equipment is in working order
(bulbs bright, sound volume normal, screen in
place, etc.)

Introduce the film to the children. Point out
that the content of the film is familiar to them
in book form.

Show the book on which the film is based

View the film or filmstrip with the children
Extend the experience in a classroom activits

Filmstrips

The ubiquitous filmstrip, sometimes known ir-
reverently as "ping movies" by the jaded second
grader (referring to the advance signal). is enjoy-
ing a revival, due in part to the current edie_a-
Nona] awareness of multilingual literature le-
,s;tTces. Filmstrips can be utilized in a number of
ways. They can he used in an individual setting
with a DuKane or other automatic projector/
sound system Filmstrips can come Ave for young
children and proyide an "away-from-tt-all" break
when the child needs some innate time. !or the
youngest preschooler, many favorite picture
hooks have been translated into a filmstrip
medium

Filmstrips can also be used on an individual
basis fora learning center In one school, (Adel

children transcribe the sound ti a( ks of stoi ;es into
easy-vocabulary language, and write «imprehen-
%ion questions at the end of the filmstrip, that way
first graders can he eyaluated for comprehension
skills,

In a group setting, an entire clan, can share the
adventures of Charlotte, the spider, in a colorful,
fast-paced filmstrip, and then draw pictures of
their own spiders on L' -film (unprocessed 35-mm
film) and show their own versions of the delight-
ful pig and spider fantasy. The Wizard of Oz pro-
vides a lively forty-minute special treat, and the
Disney stories are available in varying lengths
from the shortest Three Little Pigs to the lengthy
Snow White If Disney materials are used, it is im-
portant to also use other versions for comparison,
since Disney has long been criticized in profes-
sional literature for watering down children's lit-
erature. (For a recent discussion, see Jill P. May,
"Walt Disney's Interpretation of Children's Litera-
ture," Language Arts 58 (1981) 463-472.)

Filmstrips arc an excellent method to study
comparative folktales. Most commercial produc-
tion companies_hase a generous list of folktales
from all cultures. A teacher at media specialist
can build a unit around a t.pical folktale theme,
4.11( h as the "chase" theme (The Gingerbread Man,
The Three Little Pigs, etc.), using print and non-
print media.

Filmstrips have an adyantage for teacher
student involvement in that filmstrips can be
self:paced The operator is in control of the
medium, unlike a 16-mm film, which rolls inexor-
able through the projector.

Filmstrips actually come closer to «my esing the
illustrator's intentions than any medium--e pt
the book itself. Their sersatilits pros ides a na,nral,
communication medium between picture, story-
teller (teacher) and child

The most appropriate equipment for pioject-
mg sound filmstrips for inch\ idual or small group
sewing is the tear-screen projector since

room need not be darkened for the presentation.
A resour«ful teat her can make a small theater
from e heavy car dhoald Nix from the grocers
suite ape white paper to the bottom of the box,
ptii it on its side and "shoot" the image toward the
hottom

A gum') of teat hers. when iked to complete
the sentence, "I use a filmstrip came up with
some myelin% e and exciting answers Here are a
fey, of them



as an independent center for one reading group,
while I am gis mg a directed reading lesson to
another. A "center card" with., questions about the
filmstrip must be answered by the group The ques-
tions are about the storythe sequence of esents,
etc. so I can evaluate the children's comprehension
And it's usually total recall'

. to share a singing picture book We show Chu ken

Soup with Rice (Sendak) while pk.sing the Carole
king recording of the song from the album Reath

Rowe,

when the picture book we want to share is too
small for all of the children to emos the illustrations
Bowman and Tulip (Welk) or Moms' Disappearing Bag
(Wells) can become a large group delight without los-
ing the intimar3 of the hook

Records and Casse ,e Tapes

Many teachers use records and cassette tapes,to
accompany a book or poem. Hearing an author's
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rich language read by a professional actor or ac-
tress brings a dimension to the book that silent
reading alone does not provide Sometimes teach-
ers are reluctant to share poetry because then feel
that their voices cannot properly conve% the
beauty of words. With records, the entire group
can enjoy Shel Stherstein yr Carl Sandburg and
the teacher can benefit from the modeling that
these poets provide.

Book/record sets are durable, inexpensive, and
offer a wide varlets of titles. Scholastic Book Serv-
ices (904 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, New
jersey 07632) offers a catalog of record/book
companion sets for preschool through grade 3 for
eights well-known picture books. Having the child
just follow along as the story is read is an instruc-
tional experience in itself. However, some teach-
ers of older children design simple followup
sheets so that their record-and-book center can,be
an integral part of their literature and read tg
program (See fig. 21.)

The Ekes and the Shoemaker

A Studs Guide

Before You Begin.

1. Draw an elf. Compare sour drawing with those of other c InIchLn and the ekes Brunton Tinkle drew

for the book
2. Discuss: What are ekes; Ate the real;

Listen to the story and follow in the 'took, then answer these questions

1 What time did the ekes arrisr
2. Whs was the shoemaker able to bus moie leather=
3. Whs did the shoemaker and his wife make clothes and Owe,. for the el cs-

4. How did the ekes feel at the ern, on. ,tots--

5 How did the shoemaker and his wilt feel-

Extension Activities

1. Buy and sell shoes at the shoe ,tore in the dtamatu plan iie.i

2 Visit a cobbler, shoemaker, of shut. t Cpall shop F Ind out ta hat shoe`,

leather
3 Act out the store for other c hiloren in sour class

4 Studs children's shoes in sour classroom
Who has the biggest shoes.' the smallest-
- Le a graph that shows how mans children are %%calm)! sneakers. sandal., laced shoes, ind boots

3. Make a collection of elf stories in e If illustrations

Retell the stun into a tape recorder

intethde, Freka //o I fret and the ,Shaemake7 Inns domino i set kit \t it l en k se IV ILION Pri

Figure 21 Studs guide tot "the Fists and the Shocinatet.

are made. Of in .addition to
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Spoken Arts provides classic folktales and fairy
tales in record or cassette format. Read 1)% profes-
sional actors, the best-loved stories become a lis-
tening "experience" to fascinate the child.

English as a second language has provided the
stimulus for listening to cassette tapes, either
alone in a storytelling session or with the printed
book. Many bilingual media programs are helping
Spanish-speaking children enjoy the humor and
pleasure of Ferdinandas well as helping them
build a vocabulary and comprehension skilibank
Listening centers can pop up like mushrooms all
over a schoolin instructional areas, in the media
center, and even in the school cafeteria! "Table
tapes" help bridge the time between finishing
lunch and going outdoors to recess. One chapter
of Horner Price gives the child a new awareness of
comic book heroes, like the "Super-Dooper" or
skunk derring-do.

The most important value of book/record
book/cassette sets, however, is for the prereacter to
follow along and learn how to turn pages and fol-
low, print from left to right. Book/record listening
is the closest thing a teacher can proside to lap
reading, where a host of boo': awareness skills are
learned.

Similarly, hook /record combinations help the
beginning reader learn visual and auditory wind
boundaries, a sight vocabulary, and soice fluctua-
tions necwssary for meaningful reading The be-
ginning reader can repeatedly listen to a sun %,
memolize the story line, and then learn to match
words to a story that he or she has ahead% read
and imderstood. As one beginning reader sighed
in frustration while waiting for a teacher to read
with her, "Oh. well, I guess I'll get Bill Martin to
read to me." She was referring to the Bill Mao,'
Instant Readers, published 1)% Holt, Rmehait and
Winston.

Videotape and Television

An assessment of the 'se of 1)(mi-int media in the
literature pre must include a Inlet discussion
of telesision a reading stimulus Uncle] ideal
circumstances, when instructional tele% IS1011 IS

W ed in the classroom, it is possible to (labiate its
effectiveness in the cognitne area ---learnaig letter
formations, sounds Of the long and short rowels,
seyttencing, and other measurable skills SeWne

Street, a Children's I de\ mon %Vox lohop pi ode,

non, has been funded to condi this tpe of re-
search Papers appear regularly in the journal o/
Conuitummtion evaluating its ef let IINCIICSS tit terms
of in easur able objet ti% es

Ver% little has been done to stud% the effect 01,
111StrUt 11011,11 WIC% IS1011 III influencing students in
the affective ilea, of reading self-selection skills
Measuring appreciation and enio%ment is much
in ire difficult than masurnigusolated skills, but
in the long run it is far morewnportant, especially
if our goals for teaching are to de%elop readers,
not just children who know how to read.

Perhaps En a Jack Keats has said it best with his
analog% In a recent talk at the Smithsonian In-
stitution, the Caldecotr, Medal winner (Snowy D(:y)
recalled his association as consultant to the pro-
duction of Sesame Street. MI Keats remarked that
the producers of the show had ciligniall% included
selections !ruin children's books as part of the

ogi am. How e% .Sesame .Street researd,jers
found that a%rs' "attendant behavior "thatus,
the tired - ere -on -the- screen was not total dur4g
the literature segments, so the hook selections
were dropped from the program 1 oi mat. Mi.
Keats felt that wandering e%es might be a "sinor-
Ing" or -fantasuing" reaction to a lowly sior:
rather than' a lack of attention, but numbers and
statistics preailed \II Keats «included that an
n-Thasis on teaching reading %%ithoin o-

Aiding the -1 (Isar& of a picture book Or other
selections from c en's litelatine to read when
the sivett-Ikas Icailied was like taking the child to
the edge of .1 cliff and di upping him owl the
edge'

A report 1)% Joan 1eele%, written as a presenta-
tion to the National Council of 1 cachets of Eng-
lish was designed both to ulentif% and describe
the content inteiest pattern and niechaln-efer-
ences of ottng -c !tool (111411er, Fele% found that
children "go) to tele%ision to sansf% lamas% and eli-
t) tammen needs and to) pi int to satisf% informa-
tional needs (eele%, 197`'1

Pi .t(n(al apple .1t1011S of Wit NIS1011 can he made
at all le%els when reading motnation n addressed
Influencing the reluctant wade', stimulating the
timid challenging the proficient leader,
and e\ tending the tangy cil the print-oilented
pupil are all patina] rises of t(leisum foi Alec-
ti% e t easons.

Some schools now 11,1%e pi odic nom capacit% as
111 a, ICIC1 Isl()11 1110111101 s 10) 1eeerse cuninieruai
and public teleision oinfnuing the t' (an be



an experience th.a children will cherish for years.
One first grad- class was experimeming with
hatching chickens, during which the children
shared "chicken" stories like The Little Red Hen,
Little Chick's Story, and Henny Penny in dramatic
role play or by sharing the pictures on camera. A
videotape of this class period enriched the entire
scientific process. When the baby chicks emerged
from the eggs on videotape, the little producers
nearly burst with excitement!

Many programs, like Stones without Words. Book,
took and Listen, Spinning Stones, Once Upon a Town,
Readalong, and others are available through in-
structional teleeision. Schedules for programming
are generaliy available through the school media

center or daily newspaper. Accompanying teacher
guides are an enriching addition to the television
viewing. R play of programs telecast outside of
the instructional day is generally permitted for
seven days. It is a good idea to check copyright
law before doing off-air copying

Single Concept Films (Super 8)

Film loops or cartridges are aYadable in commer-
cial format (as opposed to home movies) Most of
these stress specific skills and are not long enough
for entire literary offerings, but are used by
teachers to awaken the "imaginatne eye" of the
young child. Shown without sound. the emer-
gence of the monarch butterfly becomes an, excit-
ing opening to a creative story or poem or an ac-
companiment to a children's hook on the same
topic. Seasons of the scar can be brought to life in
poetry or song by showing a single concept loop
of a snowfall or the opening of a flower A com-
mercially prepared science loop (an be used in lit-
erature units t( accompany books on the same
topics.

Microfiche

Picture books, easy readers, and thirteen full-
length books are now available m miercific he for-
mat on 5x7 index :arils. The card is slipped on

tithe glass "stage" of a microfiche reader, and the
No. book appears on the screen, page by page. "It's

like personal television!" exclaimed one first
grader, "and I can make it be any hook I like best,

too!"-
Microfiche is good reading exercise for begin-
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:ling readers. The children get the story line from
the pictures, and their eyes follow from left to
right on the microfiche reader, as they would if
they were looking at pages of a book. In addition
to eye movement, there is hand movement fioni
left to right as the child guides the 'fiche through
the viewer.

Study Prints

Collections of large, poster board pictures deput-
ing scenes ferns fairy tales, nursers rhymes,
poems. and interpersonal relationships are avail-
able as "study prints." This somewhat archaic tide
for a media genre fre luently kills its popularity,
except as bulletin board fillers, but the innoYative
teacher can find creative uses for these lonely pic-
tures. A study print can be background for a
finger puppet production. a series of nursery
rhyroe prints can provide a choral reading (speak-
ingl experience for a shy group of youngstern a
group of fairy tale pictures can be placed in the
center of the reading circle and individual chil-
dren can select a picture and tell the story It is
helpful to rethink the uses of the abundance of
media available

Posters are frequently used as motivation for
reading The Gfuldren's Book Council (67 frying
Place. New York. New York 10003) offers a free
catalog listing ava lable free or low -cost materials
Caldecott-wininng illustrator s have designed
bookmarks and posters, and other well-known il-
lustrators of children's hooks haye contributed
their skills to the preparanon of book promotional
materials.

Many publishers offer posters and bookmarks
that promote children's hooks and are usually will-
ing to provide these matefials_ in quantity if they
aie requested on school stationely

One nursery school's walls were mica fully de(
orated with familiar c ham acters from c hildren's lit-
erature that were blown up to lifesere on an
opaque projector arid painted or; poste! board
Study prints, posters, and pictures can hay c both
decorative and educational uses

Student Productions

The student production can he an integral part of
the media program Children are encouraged to
put their artistic and dramatic talents to work in
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role playing, while other children film th, action,
either with a Super-8 camera or the video camera.'
An instarnatic camera or a Polaroid can be fo
cased on objects of interest to (blither] and the
resulting photographs used as illustrations tot
child-authored books. Stor% extension can he en-
couraged by drawing pictures to dlusti ate a sun-%
such as Harry, the DtrtN Dog These can be p-
duct ' as slides using a simple copystand (ex
plained below), and then- shown as a fullscreen
production with accompanying tape. Crean% e
stories based or, a literature unit can be brought to
lhc screen as television or movie programs. Hand
drawn films and transparencies can he used mer
and over as part of a kit on folktales.

Child-authored books are a valuable addition to
the print resources of a school media center or
classroom library. These (.alt he of two kinds the
dictated story (composed by the chill, but written
down by an solder person) or the totally child-
drawn and written story. The latter kind of litera-
time is a very creative experience The child au-
thor can tape-record the story and store the tape
with the book in the tibrars/mecha center One
school system sponsors an annual to -a-Book
Contest for children in the public schools Entries
are judged b) children's book authors

Illustrations for a child-authored hook can be
hand drawn, cut from magazines, or leptoduced
as photographs using a copystand. A copy stand is
a convenient piece of equipment for copying pi( -
tures. A camera is mounted on a rod, with lens
facing, down toward a woo den base. Lights ate
mounted on each side of the rod and directed to-
ward the base of the stand. Artwork, magazine il-
lustrations, realia, books, or other stational
materials are placed on the wooden base and pho-
tographed. A copystand can double as an anima.;
Lion stand for Super-8 film production. It is a no-
fail devict for the younger photographers and
filinmaket s.

Student productions added to the media center
collection can be circulated du oughout the se hoot
for curl iculum use or Cali be shared with othet
schools or media centers. Many student film festi-
vals are now held in school districts and states with
categories open to kindergarten through thud
grade producers as well to olderkchildrcm Gen-
erally under the sponsorship e. the professional
media rissociations in the school district, the stu-
dent .,nowcase gives each child an opportunity to
critique films produced by other children anti

compate different methods and te( lunques of
film productuni Museums, ar t galleries. and the
American Film Institute me en«nnaging student
filmmaking through «noses in photographs.
Super-8 Filmmaking, the :itepai anon of slides,
and the use of the usual market and mpsstand

Magazines for Your Classroom

Few earls childhood tea( hei s mall themsek es of
the multiple uses to kOnch good children's
magannes can be put in an earls childhood class-
room. You'll he surprised ,at hoss eagerly children
anticipate the arri%al of Cricket or World in the

.;ot rely do ton rec el% e a continuing sourc.f
of literature through such subsinpnons, but also
students learn how to use a periodical

Fhe stories and poems in magannes provide an
additional source of literature to be read aloud--
to groups and to mdkiduals. The prides (which
an be laminated with (Onta(t paper so that anv

children can try them) mute active participation.
Magannes expose ( Inldren to different genres of
literature (shot t stories, fiction, true stoties,
poem) and different stles of illustration

Old agannes proyide reusable resources. Fri.
making' .1 puMe hook, i tceipc liciok, a poetry an-
tholog% collection of short stories, a joke book,
in a ,,oug book hum the better selections .n old
magannes Color plioigaphs can be used as wall
decorations or to stimulate t king or storytelling.

Children can write (or have adults write for
them) to authors, illustrators, or editors, thus in-
tegiaitng %%ruing into the literature turkulum
Most ( hildr en's magannes publtsh at least some
child-authored and child-illustrated milk. What
better iinentne for %ming children to learn to
mate (haw and to rAine then el ha ts%

quality fit maga/ms I ot s rung chitcr.ii
aries. So does the tun( non of the maga/me. I ook

for quality in the illustrations, m the contetitnid
in the pus sit al appealance of the periodical. A
inaga/m that falls apart easik is not suitable for
an earl! childhood (lasstomu We %%mild recom-
mend the following maga/tries

(ail-het Alagazoi is published MOM Ith 1)5 the
Open Court Publishing Compain, 1038 Eighth
Su eet, LaSalle. Illinois ti I 30 I Features include
short stones by well-known (.1 Ad en's writers,
nonfiction mucks, poet*:, prides, games, and
eader ((mu amnions Ai tmil, is by prominent



illustrators of children's books. Children's work
is solicited.

World is published by the National Geographic
Society, 17th and M Streets N.W., Washington.
D.C. 20036. Features include outstanding color
photographs to accompany well-written articles
of a factual nature about our natural world

Ranger Rick is published by the National
Wildlife Federation, 8925 Leesburg Pike, Vi-
enna, Virginia 22180. The magazine has a sci-
ence and wildlife focus. Fiction as well as non-
fictign is included. Regular features include
photographic essays, craft ideas, and a monthly
article on ecology.

Highlights for Children is published by Highlights
for Children, 2300 West Fifth _Avenue, P.O.
Box 269, Columbus, Ohio 43216. It is an all-
purpose magazine, including puzzles, stories,

games, jokes, riddles, etc. Values are stressed in.--

some articles.

Other magazines you might want to consider" for
yonr early childhood classroom include:

Children's Digest
Parei-its' Magazine Enterprises
Bergenfield, N.J.. 07621

Children's Playmate
1100 Waterway Blvd.
Indianapolis, Ind. 46206

Stone Soup
P.O. Box 83
Santa Cruz, Calif. 95063

Ebony, Jr'
32() S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60605

Humpty Dumpty
Parents' Magazine Enterprises
Bergenfield, N.J. 07621

WOW
Box 20Q7
Englewood, N.J. 07631

,Bookclubs

Several companies now specialize in selling inex-
pensive books to children. The teacher is given
free books for the classroom collection for evei)
five or ten books the children buy. Slips are sent

Print and V atiarnt bitsonr(\ 9/

home periodically on which patents can cheek the
books they would like to purchase fot their chil-
dren. The teacher collects the money and sends
the older. rhe books usually arrive in a week or
two.

Bookclubs that offer discounts on books and
often screen the quality of the books they sell art
an excellent way to increase the :lumber of books

children have at home and to expand your class-
room library. However, care must he given not to
"push" the books upon children or pressure par-
ents into buying Sometimes children who do not
or cannot purchase books feel unhappy when the
books arrive and there are none for them. Art ex-
cellent way to deal with.providing books for low-
income children is to write for a RIF (Reading Is
Fundamental) grant.

RIF was begun in the 1960s when Mrs. - Robert
McNamara discovered that when she gave a book
to a child she was tutoring, his motivation to read
increased dramatically. Now the federal govern-
ment will subsidize free' book distributions fo
every child over three in a classroom it the local
group (PTA, etc.) will pay ten percent of the cost
of the inexpensive paperbacks. The children must
have free selection of the books and the teacher
must have a program for reading motivation in
order to obtain a grant. The address for RIF is do
the Smithsonian Institution, L'Enfant 2500,
Washington, D.C. 20560.

The pride of book ownership can go a long way
to enhance a child's appreciation of literature and
interest in readir Rook companies that operate
through schools include:

Scholastic Book Services
904 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, N J. 07632

My Weekly Reader Book Club
Xerox Education Publications
1250 Fairwood Avenue
P.O. Box 2639
Columbus, Ohio 43216

Nonprint Resources: A List of Professional
Review Publications

I mini( Ilona! I rilliqq-itOr tiorrnerlv .4ruiromsnu/ In-
s(ruction)

1126 16th Sneer, N.W
Washington. C 20034'
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Horn Book ("Audiovisual Review")
Park Spare Building
31 St. James Avenue
Boston, Mass. 02116

Insructor ("Reviews")
757 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

Language Arts ("Staying on Top, Instructional
Materials")

National Council of Teachers of English
1111 Kenyon Road
Urbana, III. 61801

Media and Methods ("Recc:nmended")
North American Building
401 N. Broad Street
Philadelphia, Penn. 19108

Previews. Audiovisual Software Reviews
1180 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10036

Teacher ("Keeping Up")
Macmillan Professional Magazines
Greenwich, Conn. 06830

/ (teri's Ed/Hutton \Eitel ials")
National Education Assoc lation
1201 16th Street, N \'
%Vashington, t. `2t '030

BooklIst

American labrar Associamni
50 Ewa Huron Street
Chicago. III 60611
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9 SUMMARY

Linda Leonard Lamme
University of Florida

In this book we have flied to share with early
childhood teachers many methods and materials
for making literature the core of their early child-
hood curriculum. Some teachers may 'not be ready
ta.dismiss packaged kits and basal series and -de-
sign their own curricular units in the ways de-
scribed here. The beauty pf this apprbach, how-
ever, is that you can gradually adapt it to your
existing classroom plans.

. You might try using your basal programs three
days a week and sour literature program two

'days. Or you might reorganize your ust. of time
.each day so that literature can assume a more cen-
tral role. Another approach might be to teach
other content areas, such as science and social
studies, from a literature base.

' Some teachers take a topic (such as those dis-
cussed in chapter six) and then brainstorm all the
ways literature could enrich that top' .-Other
teachers select a book and develop curricu-
lar activities surrounding that book. The eb, pub-
lished at the Ohio State University, gives many,
examples of "webbing" a curriculum around a
specific book. The idea of webbing is to
brainstorm as many ideas related to the book as
possible. Then, the teacher selects from those
ideas the best and most appropriate to use with

. the whole class, small groups within the class, and
individual children. One must be careful not to
overuse a book, making the resultant activities
more important than the book itself. An example
is given in fignre22 and the activity outlines that
follow It is contributed by Debi Frandsen, a stu-
dent At the University of Utah. The book she has
"webbed" is Blueberries for Sal by Robert McClos-

r

key (New York: Viking, 1949, available in paper-
back).

Bliatherries for Sal

I. Introduction
A. Target Group: four to six year olds
B. Objectives:

I. To expose children to "good" ,litefa-
ture.

2. To present this literature through a
variety of media'so that children with a
variety of modality preferences can
eninv it.

3. To compile in this webbing various re-
lated ideas and activities, not all of
which may .be used atone time, in
order that I may tailor the activities to
the particular needs of the group I am
teaching.

II. Literary Awareness
A. Objectives

I. Children will learn to go from basic
recall to drawing conclusions from
those facts.

2. Children will be able to use imagina-
tion in creating new endings.

3. The children may have the experience
of recording their thoughts.

4. The children will be introduced to the
concept of plot and subject.

B. Comprehension and Detail
I. Why did little Sal's mother want blue-

berries?
2. Where did they 1?

10
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Figure 22. Webbuig for altiebernrc for Sal
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S. How did little Sal get lost?
4. -Who else was on Blueberry Hill?

C. ProbleM Solving
I. How aTe Little Bear and Little Sal

alike? Different?
2. Why did Little Bear and his mother

eat all their blueberries Instead of tak-
ing them home with thein?4

3. What do bears do during the winter?
D. Critical Thinking

I. Read story'up to the point where Little
Sal starts looking for her mother.
Have the children make up new end-
ings.

2. Read the end of the story.
3.Whicht ending do you like best? Why?
4. Record new endings if desired. (See

III, C.)
5. How'rnany stories or plots are there in

this book? How are they alike?
E. Interpretive Thinking

I. Objectives
a. The children .will become accus-

tomed tointerpretive thinking.
b. The children will be made' more

aware of facial and body expres-
sions.

c. The children will see the relation
between movement and emotion.

d. The children will see that there are
different. ructions to emotions.

e :The children will use large and
small motor skills.

2. Questions
a. how do you think Little Sal felt

"'heti she couldn't find her mother?
b. How did Little Bear's mother feel

when she saw Sal?
c. HOw did Sal 's mother feel when she

saw that Sal wasn't behind her?
6. Can you make a surprised face?

Scared face? Worried face? )
How do you act when you're sur-
prised?
(1) What does your bod-j, do?
(2) How do your arms react? Legs?

Hands?
(3) What does your face look like?
(4) What does your mouth do?

dr Eyes?
1. Have children go through maga-

zines and find facial expressions

Su mman 95

and body expressions for surprised,
scared, etc Make individual pictures
for each or a collage for each.

111. Language Arts
A Objectives

1. To allow the child to use imagination
and bring personal Ideas into the dis-
cussion.

2. To involve the child personally.
3. To pro-vide the child with a transition

from pre-reading to reading.
4. To introduce the.child to writing.
5 To teach the child to universalize the

story from the bookit could happen
to anyone.

6. To help children recognize the rela
tionship between the spoken and writ-
ten word.

B. New Endings
I. Read the story up to the poilit where

Little Sal looks for her mother.
2. Have the children make dp new end-

ings and record them.
C. Experience Charts

I. Have-the children make their own
stories from experiences.
a. Piave you ever been lost like Little
/ Sal? What happened? How did yOU

feel?
h. Have you ever gone for a walk in

the woods or canyon?
) 2. As the childrenorelate their stories, the

teacher records them on a large piece
of paper. This way, their initial intro--
duction to reading is with materials
written in their own words.

c

IV. Art Experiences
A. Objectives

1. The children have 'more than a two -
dimensional art experience.

2. They become familiar with different
media and textures.

_ 3. The children can record what they saw
and heard in a different media.

B. Collages
I. Make collage pictures of the story.

Have the children pick opt their favor-
ite scene or character.

2. Have available a wide variety of mate-
rials. Suggested: buttons, twigs, leaves.
tick rack, ribbon, fur scraps, fabric.

P
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burlap, carpet scraps, sand, glitter.
beads, etc.

C. Puppets
I Make paper bag puppets. Materials

needed: paper bags, construction
paper, yarn, felt, fur, crayons.

2. Put on a puppet play. See Drama Ex-
periences (V).

3. Objectives
a. The children will be able to exercise

their creativity.
b. The children will leat n how to ma-

nipulate the puppets.
D. Potato Printing

I. Have the children make potato prints
with blueberry juice or blue paint.

2. Have tie children cut the prints or
choose the shapes desired.

3. Materials needed: juice or paint,
paper,'painting smocks,TpOtatoes.

4. Start with blue, then add food
colorsred, yellow, etc. What colors
do you get?

5. Objectives
a. The children use small motor skills.
b. The children can see different

shapes and designs.
The children can see what colors
mix.

V. Drami Experiences
A. Objectives

1. Through pantomime the child fulfills
the need to pretend while at the same
time developing a sense of "sensing."

2. The child becomes personally involved
in the story.

3. The child, through creative dramatics,
is able to better understnd the charac-.
tees and story without' distracting and
frustrating props.

4. The child learns sequencing.
5, The child learns critical thinking in

critiquing the players' performlincest
B. Pantomime

I. Let's go on a walk and pick blueberries
like Little Sal. What kind of day is it?
Smell the air. Is it hot or cold?

2. Lees,go up o hill now` Do we have to
walk differently? Are you getting out
of breath? Do you see any berries?
What do they grow on? What else can'
you see? What do you hear?

();

S

3 Let's pick some blueberi les What
should we put' them in What would
happen if 'we put them in our pockets?
Has anyom tasted one Net? laste it.
Are they sweet or sour) How 'clo they
feel? Are the big or sinalP

4 Should we sit down an -I rest now?
What are you sitting on A rock, grasi,
pine needles, dirt-- What 'does it feel
like;

C. Creatise Diarnatu
I Recall the stoti with the children
2. Put it in stquencew hat happens first,

next, etc.
3. Gothrough the scenes
4. Accept comments on how to improve

it. Did Little Sal's mother act sur-
- prised?, etc.

5 Choose new players and reenact.
A Puppet Plays

I. Put on a puppet play either following
the story linelr putting the characters
in new situations.

2. Pick a snuationsand discuss how you
- think Little Sat will act

VI. Sensory Experiences
A Objectives

I The child will have an opportunity -to
experience the book through different
senses..

2. Through cooking the child will have
the chance to manipulate utensils, use
measurcments, and eat.

3. The child will better understand how
the body moves and will be able to

. move diffekent ways.
4. The child will use comprehension and

problem ',Poking skills in comparing
... the sounds.

B' Taste
I. Taste blueberries Are they sweet or

2. :'."ake blueberry muffins and taste test.
C, Movement \

I. There are a let of movement words in
the story. Quote from story.

2. Can you, hustle like Little Bear? How
do you hustle?

3. How do you tramp?
4. Can you walk like Little Hear? Little

Sal?
5. Is it easier on two legs or four?'



D. Hearing SOunds
1. There are a lot of sounds in the story

'ran anyone remember one
a. What about when Little Sal dropped

blueberries- in he pailhow did it
sound? Try it. Would it sound dif-
ferent if she had a glass jar? A
wicker basket? Experiment with the
sounds. What if her pail was half
full and then she dropped one in?
Would it sound the same? Why or
why not?

b. Can you make the sound Little Bear
made when he ate blueberries? Hus-
tle, munch, and swallow. -

c. Can you remember who Little Sal
found when she was looking for her
.mother? Can you make a crow
soundV

Are sounds important in the story?
When do they occur? (Help mothers
find Little Sal. and Little Beal')

VII. 'Music Experiences
A. Objectives

1. The child puts the story in a totally
different medium and learns to as-
sociate the two.

2. The children art introduced to
rhythms and rhythm instruments.

3. The children will become nuke aware
of the effects of music on conveying
mood or creating a picture in their
minds.

4. The children will demvstrate critical
thinking in replaying the tape and re-
vising it if necessary

B. Music with Pantomime
1. Choose the music according to the

moods of the story, characters, etc.
2. Tape the music together and play

while the children pant,ninme. Does
the music help explain the story?

C. Music as Accompaniment
1. Following the drama and movement

experiences, the child should feel
fairly comfortable with the movement4
and moods itS the story. Now you can
add the musical element.
IA. Discuss the tempo or speed of the

story. Does it speed up or get more
exciting when Sal gets lost? When
she finds Little Bear's mother?

A.

..
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h. Discuss characters. What would La-
de Bear sound like when he's t.111k-
ing? Would it be-fast or slow music;
A nigh- or low sound? Experc-
mentwoul Little.Bear's mother

Hisound loude or quieter? e same
$

sound or different?
c. The children can pick out music oi.

rhythms from recordings that fit the
char actexs and moods. Then re( oril.
tjiein together. Read the story with
the music as background.

d. The children can make individual
sounds with rhythm instruments
while ycla read the curry. Tape and
play back.

9. Discuss results. Does the MUSIC add to
the story?

VIII. As a-Supplement
1. Use this story as a supplement on a

unit or colors. ,
2. Talk about the color blue

a. How does it make you feel?
h. What does it make sou think of
c. How would You mote if too were

blue?
3 Read the story and discuss.
4 Make a "blue" display along with other
' color displays ..

5. Have the children bring special objects
from home that are blue and let them
make a display.

IX. Related Readings
A Objectives

1. Tolead the child into other books
2. Tiihelp the child develop ctitical

analyse- 'miilarities in plot, etc
3. I.() introduce the child to a spec ific au-

thor's woe ks.
B. Suggested title'

1. The Blueberry Pie Elf b7.Jane Mater
2 Are You My Mother? by P. D. Eastman.
3. Make Way for Dtakluigs by Robert Mc-

Closket.
4 Time of Wonder by Robert McCloskey
5, One Mornmpin Mane by Robert Mc-

Closkey.
C. Possible Questions

I. Are there any similalities in these
stories?

3

ift

2. Can you tell anything about the au-
thor? Can ,,ou all what part of the

1 ti
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country he lives in? Does he he in the
city or country

3. Show "The Art of PR turebooks" hs
Weston Woods (Robert McCloske%
interview)

X. References and Resources
A. Gilbert, An le G. Teaching the Thret R',
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neapolis: Burgess-Publishing Co., 1977

B. Ross, Laura. Hand Puppts- How 1,) Make
and Use Them New York. Lothrop, Lee &
Shepard Books, 191'

C. Strose, Sus/nne. Potato Printing Little
Craft Book Series New York: Sterling,
1968.

D4-1-luck, Charlotte S. thrldren's Literatuk UI
the Elementary School. New York Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, Inc 4979

Bernice E., and Carmidhia
Carolyn W. Literature and Young Children.
Urbana, Ill. National Council of Teach-
ers of English, 1977

Assessing Your Literature Program

Whether sou try the topical approach or the -web-
bing approach with a single book, we hope that
this book, has gisen sou many strategies for im-
plementing 4n integrated approach to learning
with literature at the core of the curriculum, It is
important that as sou move in the dtrection of in
tegrated, meaningful teaching sou assess sour
progress.

Several checklists base been presented cal het
in the book that can be helpful in assessing sour
classroom ensuonment and 9ur skills at reading

aloud to a group B% tapeA ccoichn,_, soli! Intel at -
turns %%ith children Cot % ideotai. %outsell, if
possible) sou can discoset %out cr.,1strengt IIN as a
teacher and the areas that need implocenKin In
gnetal, %out classioom should he a mote insiting
place for suing childien mur the children should
he more integialls insolsed m leanung OU

base adopted the suggestions in this book.-
Assessing the progress of the children in sour

classroom is important also. If the attitudes 'it the
%ming cluldreif in min classmem ate becoming
more positise toward literature, sou should see
more children electing to read books, look at
filmstrips. and act out stories during- f tee play"
time. Children should more frequently request to
read and he teal to. The% should make move ref-
erences to hooks and story characters in the
course of ;heir dash work I hey should use the
Idnar%/media center mre, both m school and at
home And then should request to read and he
read to more at home In other words, as their

nudes toss aid t cading and literature hemme
e positive, their beliamrs should ( flange and

those changes should be obset sable both at home
and in st 11001

You may also find it helpful to inters iess in-
_Annan% the clutch en in sour classroom or to

question their parents to (loci mine the effects of
solo- literature curriculum. Parents inas not think
to tell sou that their daughter mentioned, when
she saw a bcrat being towed down the highway,
''l hat's lust like,t he boat Sal and Jane rode in to
Btu k's (fro'' One Morotog to .'lame. In
Robert McCloske%) But al the long tun it is these
refetem vs to literature in the «mtet of dash ac-
mines that attest to the fact that InIch en ate he-
mming literate' ()wens


